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‘‘

It’s not just an investment but the
additional benefits that makes
Foresters what they are.
A satisfied Foresters member

‘‘
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‘‘

The investment returns achieved in
2017 have enabled us to keep annual
bonus rates for With-Profits product
lines at the same rates as 2016.
John Instance, Chairman
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‘‘

Overview

Chairman’s Report
I am pleased to present my second statement addressing
2017 and the future of your Society.
In 2017, we have:
• a
 chieved another year of good investment
returns resulting in unchanged annual
bonuses for With-Profits policyholders;
• s old record volumes of individual life
insurance business;
• launched a Lifetime ISA in June 2017 and
developed a Junior ISA;
• r e-priced loss making business by reducing
the guarantees on With-Profits products;

• p rice inflation rose during 2017 breaching 3% last November
as a result of the combined effect of a weaker currency and
higher commodity prices. However, there are indications that
the inflation rate has now peaked;
• u nemployment rates have continued to fall, reaching a 42year low of 4.3% in the third quarter of 2017;
• the Bank of England raised its benchmark rate from 0.25%
to 0.50% in November, reversing the 0.25% cut in the
aftermath of the Brexit referendum.

• refined our capital management strategy; and

Despite the low unemployment rates, wages have generally not
kept pace with inflation, squeezing the purchasing power of
those in work. Even with the recent rise in the Bank’s benchmark
interest rate, interest rates remain low which keeps pressure on
the income of older savers. Although markets expect that the
global economy is moving towards higher interest rates and in
particular that the Bank of England will take further action and
raise rates by 0.50% over the next 12 months, more generally,
it is reasonable to expect that returns on bank and building
society savings accounts will remain low over the next two years.

• b
 uilt our management capabilities to set us
up for the future.

Investment Returns

• h
 ad a successful year for our Group insurance
business both in terms of new sales and profits;
• c ommitted to a significant investment in our
administration infrastructure;
• launched our three year Court development
strategy;

The environment
2017 has been a year apparently dominated by debate about
how the decision taken by the United Kingdom to leave the
European Union will be implemented and how our country will
look going forward. However, life around this has gone on:
• the UK economy has continued to grow steadily by 1.7%
(1.9% in 2016) although It has shown some signs of
weakness with the increase in consumer spending falling
to 1.8% compared to 3.1% in 2016;

Equity and property markets have generally performed well–
the FTSE All Share index had a total return of 13.1% in 2017.
The UK property market measured by the total return on the
IPD UK Property Index returned 11.0%. Bond returns were
less impressive: the yield of the 10-year UK Government bond
remained static moving from 1.24% in January to 1.33% at
the close of the year. Credit spreads tightened over the period
supported by Bank of England’s policy of quantitative easing,
returning 5% on average. As a result the Order Insurance Fund
and Court Investment Fund have earned investment returns of
5.8% and 7.7% respectively.
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Business performance
After a number of years in which the Board has gradually reduced
annual bonus rates, the investment returns achieved in 2017
have enabled us to keep annual bonus rates for all With-Profits
product lines at the same rates as 2016.
We set a new record for sales of individual life insurance products
up 5.3% on 2016 at £2.03 million measured on an Annual
Premium Equivalent (APE) basis. APE, which is an alternative
performance measure used for individual life insurance sales is
described in note 3 on page 71. We launched a Lifetime ISA in
June 2017 and a Junior ISA in March 2018.
Our Group Business has grown dramatically with the winning
of one new major contract and a number of other successes.
Group business premium revenue was £11.7 million in 2017
(£6.7 million in 2016) and continues to generate profits for
members. We now have a high market share in our chosen
section of the Group business market so we will be considering
what more we might do to build on this position.
We have continued to get positive feedback from our surveys
of new policyholders and claimants. We spent a considerable
amount of time in 2017 reviewing our IT needs to ensure that
we have a sound base on which to grow the business.
In December the Board decided to invest up to £3 million over
2018 and 2019 which will enable policyholders to access
information about their policies, improve our productivity and
permit the development of new products suited to the changing
needs of our customers.

The Court network
I reported last year on the six-point strategy developed by
Myles Edwards, our Membership Director, supported by the
Membership Committee. This was rolled out at the 2017 High
Court in Scarborough and we have now started implementing it.
Over the next three years we aim to reverse the steady decline

‘‘

I would like to reiterate the
thanks that I gave last year to
the whole Foresters team.
John Instance, Chairman
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‘‘

in our membership observed in recent years. This includes
actively recruiting new Fraternal members in to the Society as
well as improving and widening our insurance product offering.
A key component to achieving this aim is raising the profile of the
Foresters and the work members do supporting each other and
their communities through a programme of targeted public relations.

Capital Management
The Fund for Future Appropriations, a measure of the capital
attributable to the Society’s insurance business has grown
to £25.2 million in 2017 (£24.4 million in 2016). The part of
the Fund attributable solely to With-Profits funds, With-Profits
Policyholders’ Capital, has grown to £7.0 million (£3.0 million
in 2016) largely driven by good investment performance.
However, the part held outside the ring-fenced With-Profits funds,
Members’ Capital, has fallen to £18.1 million (£21.4 million
in 2016). Around £1.0 million of this reduction represents the
cost of subsidising the high guarantees offered on new WithProfits business. There will be a further subsidy in 2018, but it is
expected to be much smaller as we introduce lower guarantees
on new With-Profits products in the first few months of 2018.
The investment in a new administrative infrastructure is expected
to contribute to a further depletion in the Members’ Capital over
the next two years by around £3.0 million. This reduction will be
partly offset by the reduction in the guarantees offered on new
With-Profits products implemented at the start of 2018. This
reduction will help to enable the With-Profits funds to stand on
their own without relying on direct support from the Member’s
Capital. This direct support amounted to £1.2 million in 2017.
Additionally, we expect the growth seen in our Group business
to contribute increased profits, although there is always some
uncertainty around the level of future claims. In the longer term,
the benefits expected from the new infrastructure in terms
of increased productivity and higher sales together with the
continuing contribution from Group business should lead to a
return to growth in Members’ Capital from 2020.
From the start of 2018, we have consolidated the four distinct
funds that backed the Members’ Capital in to a single fund. This
will reduce costs and enable a more efficient investment strategy
for the £36.3 million of assets in these funds. We will look for
further opportunities to reduce the number of distinct funds we
manage where it is cost effective for us to do so.
We have further refined our capital management during the year
by separately looking at the risk appetite of each of our three
major funds - the Order Insurance Fund, Members’ Capital and
the Court Investment Fund. This will enable us to manage better
the different risk profiles of each of these funds given the different
natures of the liabilities of these funds.
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The Board and Management
We have continued to develop the professionalism of the Board
and Management during the year. Following the appointment of
Myles Edwards in 2016, who has developed and is now delivering
a strategy for the development of the Court network, the Board
decided that we needed to strengthen our financial management
with the appointment of a Finance Director in place of the previous
CFO role. I was very pleased that Rachel Hardy chose to re-join
us to take on this role in September 2017. The Board has already
seen a positive change in the quality and timeliness of the financial
information it receives.
Given the importance of investment management to the returns
we offer to our policyholders and members, the Board also
decided to recruit a professional investment manager. Corrado
Pistarino joined the management team in December on a parttime basis. While it is too early to see his impact on investment
returns, the Investment Committee has already seen the value
of his contribution in making decisions concerning the setting
of strategic investment allocations.
We have also taken the opportunity to promote internally to the
roles of Chief Risk Officer and Chief Actuary.

Thanks
I would like to reiterate the thanks that I gave last year to the
whole Foresters team both in Southampton and Tunstall but also
including our Courts and POIS introducers for their dedication to
our members throughout 2017. Everyone has made a difference.
However, my particular thanks goes to Tony Lewis who retired in
September last year after 14 years’ service to the Society and its
members since the acquisition of the Tunstall Assurance Friendly
Society in 2003. Showing the dedication he has demonstrated
throughout his time with the Society, he immediately agreed
to return on a part-time basis to help us manage during Myles
Edwards’ absence due to sickness.
John Instance
Chairman
5 April 2018
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‘‘

2017 has seen us focus on
the younger end of Foresters
membership and attracting new
members to us at an earlier stage
of their life.

‘‘

Paul Osborn, Chief Executive
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Overview

Chief Executive’s
Report
As I enter my sixth year as Chief Executive of the Society,
I am often asked what keeps me awake at night, and
there is a lot to think about, from launching new products
to dealing with a number of regulatory projects. 2017 has
been another demanding year for the Society and there
has been a lot for us to focus on achieving.
Whilst we continue to operate in a challenging
landscape, there is a lot to be excited about
and I am delighted to present to you my summary
of 2017’s accomplishments and my outlook
for the future.

Individual business - product evolution
Our aims are to offer a complementary suite of savings,
investment and insurance products and to provide a range of
social and benevolent activities that will be relevant to individual
members of Foresters from birth through to the end of their life.
2017 has seen us focus on the younger end of Foresters
membership and attracting new members to us at an earlier
stage of their life. In June 2017, we launched a new Lifetime
ISA (‘LISA’). Announced by the government in the 2016 budget,
the LISA has been designed to help people aged 18-39 save for
either a house deposit or retirement, all with the benefit of the
government adding a bonus of up to £1,000 each year until the
account holder reaches 50. The LISA is our first product designed
specifically for young adults, helping encourage them to start their
adult life on the right financial footing.
In addition to the LISA, our product development team have spent
a considerable amount of time developing a Junior ISA (‘JISA’) for
those under the age of 18. The JISA has been launched for sale
in Q1 of 2018 and has already received considerable interest and
positive feedback. It is a product that our members have been
asking us to develop to allow their children and grandchildren to
benefit in being members of Foresters as they are themselves,
and I trust we have met your expectations in this regard.

A s I reported to you this time last year, we have also been
exploring areas of opportunity to provide third-party products to
our members to enhance our overall membership proposition.
2017 saw the launch of our pre-paid funeral plan in partnership
with Dignity, the UK’s leading funeral plan provider. The values
that underpin their organisation are compassion, respect,
openness and care. These core values align well with Foresters
own and we look forward to working with them to provide a
product which meets the needs of our members.
Product development plans for 2018 and beyond include
enhancing our own unit-linked product offerings and consideration
of third-party general insurance products including home,
travel and car insurance.
Individual business sales on an annual premium equivalent basis
(‘APE’) exceeded the 2016 reported results by 5.3%. This has led
to another year where the Society’s gross premium income from
individual business sales has grown, now standing at £15.1m
(2016: £13.8m).
Whilst there have been many positive product developments
to report from 2017, it is my duty to you to provide you with a
balanced review. We operate in a challenging landscape, and
particularly the sustained low interest rate environment and
low gilt yields of the last few years has been detrimental to our
business operating model as losses are being made on the sale
of some of our existing With-Profits product range. The Board
has committed to reviewing whether compensation is payable for
the sale of these loss making products and an estimate of this
compensation has been provided for at an individual fund level
within these financial statements.
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These losses are derived mainly from the cost of providing
guarantees to members in excess of 100% of the premium value
they have deposited with us. The management team has spent a
considerable amount of time in the latter part of 2017 investigating
the options open to the Society for eliminating these losses in order
to preserve member capital for the long term.
As a result, we have removed our Guaranteed Savings Plan from
sale for the foreseeable future. Until medium term interest rate
improvements are seen, the Society simply cannot afford to offer such
a product due to the high cost of the guarantees associated with this
product. In addition, we have reduced the guarantees on all our other
With-Profits products. These lower guarantees apply to new WithProfits policies sold from February 2018, with the exception of the ISA
when the lower guarantees will only apply to new ISAs sold from May
2018. The Society takes such decisions in order to act in the best
interests of current policyholders ahead of any new business sales.

Group business
The other significant part of our premium income arises from Group
business. This aspect of the Society’s business provides group
insurance schemes for large organisations mainly in the public sector
covering areas such as life, critical illness, sick pay and personal
accident insurance.
2017 has been a very successful year for our Group business
operation, where eight new schemes have been acquired. This has
resulted in premium income for Group business now standing at
£11.7m (2016: £6.7m) and will deliver an increase in profitability in
respect of Group business. Premium income is up 75% from 2016
and will grow further in 2018 when we have collected a full year’s
worth of premiums in respect of these schemes. This new business
has resulted in an increase in workload for the Group business team,
and I would like to personally thank them all for their continued hard
work in ensuring that our excellent service levels are maintained.

‘‘

Fraternal membership is an
important part of our offering,
as it is often these individuals
who are in greatest need of
the services our Courts offer.
Paul Osborn, Chief Executive
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‘‘

Member matters
One of the Society’s important KPIs is the number of our members.
Membership is automatic – and free – when you take out a policy of
one of our financial products. The Society also offers the opportunity
of fraternal membership for a modest annual fee. However, if an
individual decides to join us, they have access to Foresters Extras,
our membership package, and become a member of their local Court.
At 31 December 2017, member numbers total 72,639, 2,571 less
than the 75,210 at 31 December 2016. Whilst we saw a further
increase in new business volumes from those recorded in 2016,
high levels of maturities and surrenders continue to reduce overall
membership numbers. It is therefore essential that we continue to
enhance our product range and discretionary benefit offerings in
order to attract and retain new members.
Last year I reported to you the outcomes of the Court Review project.
Six key objectives were identified during 2016 as being the focus
of enhancing our member proposition and ensuring the Courts
continue to evolve and offer everything that a 21st century Forester
requires from them. Momentum for this project is gathering pace
and I am grateful for the continued support for this project from
the Membership Committee.
In progressing these objectives, 2017 saw the launch of our
fraternal membership campaign, which has been developed to
help support our Courts with recruitment of members. Times are
hard for many, and not all individuals have the ability to take out a
savings or investment product with the Society at this point in their
lives. Fraternal membership allows them to continue to have access
to the Society, our membership package and our Courts. This is
an important part of our membership offering, as it is often these
individuals who are in greatest need of the services our Courts offer
– care, befriending, support and discretionary grants at a time of
hardship in their lives.
The campaign team set themselves a target of achieving 300 new
fraternal applications. At 31 December 2017, the campaign has
achieved 145 applications from 56 Courts. It has been a pleasure
to see so many Courts getting involved with this campaign and
introducing new members to the Society. We have seen a number
of events being held across the country to attract new members,
and a number of social media posts have been shared regarding the
benefits of membership.
We also welcomed the formation of Court Vision - an Honorary Court
for young Foresters. We look forward to hearing their feedback and
ideas on how to continue Foresters in the 21st century.
Member capital is a term the Board defines as being the surplus before
the solvency capital requirement in the Non-Profit insurance funds.
Member capital is an important measure to the Board as it belongs to
all members, and not just those who hold a With-Profits policy. Member
capital stood at £18.1m at 31 December 2017 (2016: £21.4m). This
reduction occurred due to investment in our IT platforms, the cost of
subsidising the high guarantees offered on new With-Profits business
and the cost of expenses overruns in our With-Profits funds.
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Regulation
As I reported to you last year, we continue to review our
practices around the fair treatment of long-standing customers.
Many of you will have seen improvements resulting from
this review, such as the inclusion of surrender values in our
annual bonus notices. A review of all communications is being
undertaken within marketing with the objective of improving the
style and content of the communications with our policyholders
to give them better information. We also continue to try to make
contact with policyholders we have not heard from for some time
through advertising and policy tracking.
In addition to this project, I gave an overview last year of
the key regulatory projects that were commencing, and can
update as follows:

PRIIPs
The aim of the Packaged Retail and Insurance-based Investment
Products (PRIIPs) regulations, which were effective on 1 January
2018, was to encourage financial services providers to help
investors better understand and compare the key features, risks,
rewards and costs of different products through access to a short
and consumer-friendly Key Information Document (‘KID’). For the
Society, this has meant replacing our key features documents
with these new KIDs.
Our actuarial, marketing and compliance teams have worked on
this project together throughout 2017 to ensure that our KIDs would
be available to our members from 1 January 2018. This has been
challenging at times as we have been updating our literature in
parallel with guidance coming out from our regulators about the
options and best practice for adopting the KIDS presentation.
Whilst the Society welcomes any regulation which enables us
to ensure our members understand what they are buying, we
recognise that some of the resulting literature has not always
been as friendly to our members as the regulator intended
– for example the KID for a TESP policy is required to show
an illustration of a £1,000 per annum investment, when the
maximum amount that can be paid is £300. We will continue to
strive to ensure our information is as user friendly as possible
whilst complying with the relevant regulatory framework by
providing additional information when appropriate.

General Data Protection Regulation (‘GDPR’)
In May 2018, Europe’s data protection rules will undergo their
biggest change since they were created in the 1990s. The amount
of digital information that organisations create, capture and store
has vastly increased since the original legislation was enacted.
GDPR will overhaul how all businesses process, handle and
protect data to reflect the digital age we now live in.
One of the biggest effects for the Society, which includes our
Courts, is the requirement to gain positive marketing consents
– that is those who are interested in receiving information
about our products have to actively opt-in to receive marketing

materials. These new consents are being rolled out on product
documentation such as application forms and our policy systems
have been redesigned to record the data we collect through
the new consents.
The other area of change is ensuring we identify and document
what personal data we hold, for what purposes and what third
party processers we share any data with. The spirit of the new
regulations is that the Society and its Courts should not hold
any more data than is absolutely necessary for the purpose for
which we need it, and that we have positive consent to hold all
the information we do have. Our marketing, compliance and
operations team have spent considerable time on this project in
2017 and we are on track to meet the deadline of 25 May 2018.

Insurance Distribution Directive (‘IDD’)
The IDD is designed to improve EU regulation in the insurance
industry with the goal of increasing consumer protection.
The largest area of impact for the Society is a requirement for us
to carry out an appropriateness test for customers buying ‘complex’
insurance-based investment products. The intention of this test
is quite clear – the Society needs to ensure that we are selling
products suitable for our members needs whether they are sold
with advice or not. A new appropriateness test may be required
on our website in 2018.
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Governance Structure
There have been a number of changes at a senior level within the
Society during 2017 which have strengthened our management
capabilities. Following the departure of Sally Butters in May 2017,
the roles of Chief Financial Officer, Chief Investment Officer and Chief
Risk Officer have been separated and three individuals with specialist
skills in each of these areas have been appointed to these roles.
I am delighted to announce that Tara Longworth was promoted to
Chief Risk Officer in June 2017, Rachel Hardy re-joined the Society
in September 2017 as Finance Director and Corrado Pistarino was
appointed as Chief Investment Officer in October 2017. I would like
to take this opportunity to wish them all well in their new roles.
Many of you will be aware that Myles Edwards was unwell and
absent from the business for some time in 2017. I am pleased to
report that Myles’ health is improving, and he has returned to work
in January 2018. I am delighted to have him back to assist us with
pursuing our strategic ambitions and wish him well as he settles
back in to the day job.

Information Technology
We hear from the national press on a regular basis stories of the
latest high-profile organisation to be struck by some kind of IT failure
– either through outdated platforms, a cyber security attack or a
business continuity incident. As an organisation responsible for both
members’ money and their personal data, the Society takes its IT
responsibilities very seriously.
I reported to you last year that 2017 would see us embark on a
project to significantly enhance our IT systems. During the year, a
comprehensive review of IT application infrastructure and governance
at the Society has been undertaken as part of the ground work for an
IT project. In addition, our internal auditors completed an audit of our
information processing operations and cyber security environment.

‘‘

I am always eager to hear
your feedback on how you feel
we are acting as the current
stewards of this long and
illustrious Society.

‘‘

Paul Osborn, Chief Executive
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These reviews have been fundamental in ensuring that the new IT
systems being developed ensure a high standard of knowledge,
structure, processes and procedures to manage and protect
information that is critical to the Society and our members.
The IT project will continue for the next two years as various parts
of our member facing and back office applications are developed or
enhanced. 2018 will see this project continuing, and I look forward to
giving you an update this time next year on how this is progressing.

Thank you
I reflect every year on how we have progressed since I wrote
my previous report and the challenges we have had to face and
overcome. Each year, it always strikes me how hard our staff continue
to work, how dedicated they are to delivering exceptional member
service and how committed they are to supporting each other and
securing the Society’s future. On behalf of myself and my fellow
directors, I would like to again pay tribute to their efforts and thank
them for their contributions to the Society’s achievements.
I see many of our members throughout the year as I attend various
conferences and events. I am always eager to hear your feedback
on how you feel we are acting as the current stewards of this long
and illustrious Society and how we can improve or better serve your
needs. I thank all of our members for their continued support of the
Board, our staff and their fellow members and look forward to
seeing many of you at High Court 2018.

Summary and outlook
2017 has seen change throughout the business as we adopt new
working practices to meet the requirements of new regulations.
Change is never easy for any of us, but I am thrilled with the attitude
of both staff and members alike towards adapting the business such
that we may become a modern Society operating in the 21st century
whilst retaining our heritage and values. 2018 will see more change
as we press on with the IT project and further product development
and I am confident this resilience to a transforming operational
environment will continue.
Paul Osborn
Chief Executive
5 April 2018
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Strategic Report
About Foresters

Objectives and Strategy

We have been helping families for over 180 years. The ‘Ancient
Order of Foresters Friendly Society Limited’, which trades as
Foresters Friendly Society, was established in 1834, although
our origins lie in a much older society called the Royal Foresters,
formed around 1745.

As a mutual Friendly Society, we offer a service which aims to
make a positive impact on the lives of members.

Before the development of the National Health Service, employersponsored welfare benefits and easily accessible financial services,
friendly societies played an important part in the lives of many
people. Our first members came to recognise they had a duty to
assist their fellow men who fell into need ‘as they walked through
the forests of life’. This ‘need’ arose principally when a breadwinner
fell ill, could not work and received no wages. Illness and death
left families financially distressed and often destitute.
Addressing this need has been the main purpose of Foresters
Friendly Society throughout its long history. Members recognised
that by paying a few pence a week into a common fund, they would
be able to receive sick pay and funeral grants when needed.
In the modern era, Foresters is a mutual insurance business with
a social, fraternal and benevolent mission. The Society delivers a
wide range of benefits to members, including savings, investment
and insurance products and additional fraternal benefits, called
Foresters Extras. As a mutual friendly society, there are no
shareholders: profits are distributed to With-Profits policyholders
in the form of bonuses and are also used for the benefit of all
members through the Foresters Extras membership package.
The Society offers a range of products that are simple, flexible and
affordable and are backed by excellent customer service. Products
range from individual With-Profits and unit-linked savings and
investment policies to group life and sickness insurance. Every
individual Foresters member has access to a unique range of
valuable Foresters Extras, from free nurse advisers to
discretionary grants, all made available at no additional cost.
The structure of the Society encourages members to participate
in local branches, known as Courts. The Society has 189 Courts
spread across the UK and the Channel Islands that meet socially
on a regular basis to provide friendship and support to one another.
Each Court is responsible for its own affairs. As well as having
policyholders as members, the Courts have fraternal members –
individuals who do not hold a Foresters policy – who participate
in Court activities.
Today, the Society is led by a Board consisting of Executive
Directors (ED) and Non-Executive Directors (NED). The Board
is responsible for developing the strategy of the Society and
the related Business Plans, and the NEDs provide constructive
challenge, advice and oversight to management.

The Board regularly reviews the Society’s strategy. Our current
strategy, which remains unchanged in its objective, is to continue
to grow the Society by offering good value savings, investment and
insurance products whilst retaining our core values of providing
excellent customer service and worthwhile member benefits.
To support this strategy, our mission statement is:

To be the most membercentric financial mutual
in the UK
The corporate objective is to grow the Society in the
following areas:
• annual premium income;
• assets under management;
• number of members; and
• member capital.
While growing the Society, we will continue to:
• operate within our defined risk appetite;
• control costs;
• maintain customer and member service satisfaction levels; and
• increase member engagement in Court activities.
The aim is to grow the Society’s membership and ensure that
existing members have access to products and services that
are relevant to and valued by them. During 2017, this work
has been primarily in the following areas:
• N
 ew products - The new product development committee
oversaw the design and launch of a Lifetime ISA in the
summer of 2017 and the development of a Junior ISA,
launched in early 2018. These products enhance the
Society’s product offering to younger members;
• T hird party providers - To support the Society’s overall
membership proposition, plans are being developed to launch
a range of additional products, provided by expert third-party
providers, in partnership with Foresters. For the first of these
additional products, the Pre-paid Funeral Plan, the Society
has partnered with Dignity, the UK’s leading funeral plan
provider. This product was launched in October 2017;
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Strategic Report (continued)
• D
 iscretionary Member Benefits - Increasing awareness of
and access to discretionary member benefits through a
review of the application and payment process;

• increasing sales through the IFA distribution channel;

• D
 eveloping the membership offering - For members of
all age groups and ultimately dispersing more centrally
managed funds where needed. The management of
centrally managed benefits was transferred to our Tunstall
Office providing a ‘centre of excellence’ for both member
benefits and Court administration, reducing processing
costs and the time it takes to pay members;

• o ffering additional products to provide a range of savings
and investment solutions for every life stage.

• R eviewing our overall Foresters Care Package for today’s
Society - We introduced additional benefits of post hospital
care and second medical opinion at High Court 2017,
which are free to members;
• F raternal membership – This has been an important area
of review and decision making. The review concluded that
fraternal members were hugely valuable to the Society and
individual Courts by attending social events, introducing
new members and in many cases holding positions on their
Court’s Committee of Management. A fraternal membership
campaign was launched in October 2017;
• O
 btaining feedback from our younger members - This
included the development of a governance structure for our
younger members to input into the future strategy of the
Society, which led to the formation of an Honorary Court to
be established under which the younger members could
operate a ‘virtual’ Court. The Honorary Court was approved
and initial members have met and plan to share their
strategy at the 2018 High Court.
The Board aspires to a membership base of 100,000 and
therefore has targeted doubling the rate of new business
acquisition over the next three years from 4,000 to 8,000 new
members a year. This will require further development of the
themes identified in the marketing and distribution strategy
and future plans include:
• e nhancing digital capability to enable members to manage
their entire customer journey with Foresters online if they
so wish – this would combine access to policyholder
information such as policy valuations in the same place
as member information such as discretionary benefits
applications, charitable donations, applying for Court
positions through to booking local Court social events;
• s upporting Courts to recruit new members through
Fraternal Membership campaigns;
• d eveloping the POIS brand and product offering in order to
expand distribution capability outside the main Royal Mail
sorting offices through advertising and digital channels;
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• e xpanding introducer networks and developing affinity
partnerships;

Business Model
Sales
The Society’s insurance business can be divided into two
distinct parts – products available to individual members either
directly or via our network of introducers and financial adviser
intermediaries, and products provided to organisations as
group schemes. The current group schemes cover a range
of organisations from police federations through to agencies
of charity workers.

What we Sell
The Society currently offers a range of financial products that
are simple and affordable and are backed by excellent customer
service. The main individual products are:
• regular premium With-Profits and unit-linked savings plans;
• With-Profits individual savings accounts (ISA, LISA, JISA);
• With-Profits investment bond; and
• r egular premium With-Profits whole life assurance for the
over-50s.
A medical insurance policy is also provided to residents of Guernsey
and Alderney covering primary healthcare costs.
Group products provide insurance protection against death and
terminal illness, incidence of a critical illness, and loss of pay as a
result of sickness.
The graph below shows sales of new individual products measured
by APE. This is an industry standard alternative performance
measure. The definition of APE is provided in note 3 on page 71.

2017 New
Business APE
by Product
(£’000)

TESP - 78

CTF - 53

CTESP - 87

	POIS TESP 235

GSP - 181
ISA - 319
Bond - 172
50+ - 39
LISA - 9

	POIS CTESP 79
	POIS SIP 798

Overview

• young savers (18-40);
TESP - 97

2016 New
Business APE
by Product
(£’000)

CTESP - 90
GSP - 202
ISA - 254
Bond - 91
50+ - 47

CTF - 55
	POIS TESP 230
	POIS CTESP 80
	POIS SIP 761

A key outcome of the Product Proposition Strategy has been the
decision to develop and launch two new products to complement
the existing product range: a Lifetime ISA and Junior ISA. We are
also engaging with third parties to provide a range of financial
service products that meet member requirements. A funeral plan
in partnership with Dignity has been launched in 2017.

How we Sell
Currently our products are promoted to members and potential
members in a number of different ways:

• young families (in 30s and early 40s);
• older families (in 40s and early 50s); and
• those pre/at retirement (late 50s and early 60s).
It is recognised that the Society has a large number of older
members who make up an important part of our base. These
members are among the most active members making the most
of the companionship, social activities and benefits offered by
Courts. While they may not buy new financial products, we want
them to be advocates of our offering and to introduce Foresters
to their friends and relations in our target markets.

Foresters Extras – Member Benefits
When a policy is taken out with the Society, members are
automatically given access to Foresters Extras at no additional cost.
Membership can also be purchased as a stand-alone product.
The current package of additional benefits on offer includes:
Grants for:

• o nline advertising and social media (Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn and others);

• optical and dental care;

• direct mail and Member Services telephone team;

• educational awards.

• Introducers (Court and POIS);
• IFA - sales made via Independent Financial Advisers (IFA)
or Professional Introducers;

• hardship grants for adults and children in special need; and
During 2017, the amounts paid out in grants were as follows;

• Group business via specialist brokers.
The graph below represents the new individual business APE by
sales channel. This is an alternative performance measure with
more detail provided in note 3 on page 71.

	Optical and Dental Care - 261
(2016: 261)

Grants paid
during 2017
(£’000)

	Hardship grants for adults and
children in special need - 74
(2016: 44)
	Educational awards - 47
(2016: 49)

Introducer - 45% (2016: 46%)

New APE by
Sales Channel
(%)

Court - 1% (2016: 1%)
Online - 15% (2016: 15%)
Direct - 24% (2016: 26%)
IFA - 15% (2016: 12%)

Foresters Care - a confidential, independent care advisory service
which also provides post hospital care and second medical
opinion. During 2017, 53 members accessed this service
(2016: 52 members).
Access to the Manchester Unity Credit Union which gives access
to low premium savings and short term loans.

The Society will continue to review methods of distribution and
make changes to enhance business results when required.

Key Markets
Whilst the Society seeks to offer products and benefits to
members from all age groups, key markets are:

The Society supports a convalescent benefit fund. Members can
claim for up to £660 over a two year period to contribute towards
the costs of a stay in a convalescent home. During 2017, 122
members stayed in convalescent homes to rest, recuperate and
recover following illness (2016: 135 members).
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Strategic Report (continued)
Our Courts
Foresters’ Courts are central to its governance and fraternal
structure. These are geographical groups of members who
manage their own funds and support social, fraternal, educational
and benevolent activities. Each Court elects its own officers and
delegates to represent their Court at High Court (the Annual
General Meeting) of the Society. These High Court delegates elect
the Society’s Directors, who are responsible for oversight of the
business, and a High Chief Ranger to represent Courts at internal
and external events. This approach provides a governance
structure for members to have their say in their Society.
Communication with and representation of the members occurs
through a Membership Committee and the Area structures.
Miscellany supports our commitment to keep all members
regularly updated on Society and Court matters.
There are currently 189 Courts which are the local point of
contact for members. The Courts seek to promote the ethos of
the Society and encourage members to meet for social, business

and benevolent purposes. They also organise charitable
fundraising events. The discretionary benefits provided by
Courts are selling points for the insurance operation and,
in the case of the insurance operation, sales provide new
members for the Courts.
Since 2008 a process known as accreditation has ensured
that Courts operate to a consistent standard and members
receive a high level of support from Courts. Each Court is run
by a Committee of Management responsible for the control of
the business of the Court within the rules and procedures of
the Society. Each Court has a Secretary who is responsible for
the accounting and administration of the Court. The Courts are
grouped into larger geographic areas. Each Area is supported
by an employee of the Society, called an Area Co-ordinator.
The Area Co-ordinators ensure that the Courts in their Area
adhere to corporate objectives and they, along with the
Membership Committee, act as a conduit between the
Courts and the Board and Management.

Court Development Six-Point Strategy
The Board, taking account of the advice of the Membership Committee, has agreed a six-point strategy to develop the Court network.
This started in late 2016 and is being delivered over a three year period to ensure Courts remain relevant to all members. These include:
Developing Discretionary Grants

Develop a relevant grants programme to support all members to access and benefit from support, reduce
administrative demands on Courts and support discretionary decisions.

Care and Befriending

Develop a Court befriending programme to support existing activities, link with partners, support more members
and deliver great social impact outcomes.

Court Committee of Management
and Volunteering

Build and promote a range of Court and Foresters roles to appeal to a wider range of members supporting Court
sustainability and a life skills programme. This includes succession planning for key positions within the Courts.

Conferences, Socials and
Member Engagement

Build an effective, affordable and accessible conference strategy to increase new member attendance and
engagement in conferences and social events. Develop a tracking programme that captures the social impact of
members attending Court socials and engaged membership.

Charity Fundraising and Support

Develop a National HCR and local charity strategy that supports wider engagement across the membership base,
celebrating success and lasting community benefits.

Developing Insight and
Communication

Capture evidence of Court activities and member outcomes that support promotion of best practice across Courts
and externally to drive an increase in member engagement and consideration of non-engaged members.

During 2017, the Membership Committee has, with the assistance of the Membership Director, developed and driven forward six strategic
priorities to promote the membership offering. Further details are provided in the Membership Committee report on page 41.
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Overview

High Chief Ranger

Finances

The role of High Chief Ranger (HCR) is of a presidential nature
acting as a figurehead for the membership, representing and
promoting Foresters Friendly Society and is a key link between
the insurance side of the Society and the members.

Court funds are maintained in separate ring-fenced funds which
are only available to the Courts. At 31 December 2017, total Court
funds amounted to £81.3m (2016: £78.9m). The make-up of the
Court Investment Fund at 31 December 2017 was as follows:

The HCR is the Chairman of the Membership Committee and
shares the responsibility of chairing High Court with the Chairman
of the Board. At the invitation of the Board, the HCR attends a
number of Board meetings during his or her term of office.
Glyn Carpenter was elected as HCR at High Court in June 2016,
and chose to support Canine Partners during his term of office.
Canine Partners transforms the lives of people with physical
disabilities by partnering them with assistance dogs. These
amazing dogs bring a greater independence and quality of
life to their partners, offering security, companionship, and
practical help with everyday household tasks. During 2016/17,
the Courts raised a total of £70,002 for Canine Partners which
will make a significant contribution towards the valuable work
they do – particularly to support the training of a new puppy,
named Forester.
Cheryl Eagleson was elected as HCR at High Court in June
2017. Her chosen charity is the Association of Air Ambulances
Charity (AAAC). The Association of Air Ambulances (Charity) Ltd
represents all air ambulance charities in the UK. Air ambulances
are not funded directly by the Government or the National Lottery,
and there are currently 21 Air Ambulance charities operating a
total of 39 aircraft across the country.
On average, an emergency air ambulance takes off every 10
minutes in the UK, flying 365 days a year. Put another way,
during every hour of every day, 7 Air Ambulances are attending
incidents of various types across the country, including medical
trauma. Our members will be taking part in fundraising activities
throughout the year to raise funds for this charity.

Property - 77% (2016: 76%)

Court
Investment
Fund Assets
2017(%)

Fixed Interest - 8% (2016: 8%)
	Investment Associations - 9%
(2016: 8%)
Cash - 5% (2016: 8%)
Other - 1% (2016: 0%)

In addition to the Court funds there are a number of discretionary
funds valued at £13.7m (2016: £12.9m) with specific purposes
as determined by the Society. These are set out on page 80.
Court income primarily derives from investment income,
membership fees and other fundraising activities. Court expenses
include the costs of administering the Courts, investment charges
and grants and donations.
The amounts that Courts returned to members is shown in the
table below:

Grants,
donations and
social subsidies
(£’000)

	Grants - 495
(2016: 495)
	Donations - 198
(2016: 195)
	Social subsidies - 442
(2016: 433)
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Financial Highlights and Key
Performance Indicators
Introduction
The results for 2017 are set out in detail on pages 56 to 96 and
summarised below together with the Society’s Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs). The KPIs show the six key measures that the Society
uses to assess its performance covering premium income, expenses,
membership, complaints, financial strength (as measured by the FFA
and member capital) and assets under management.
In summary, premium income is up, complaints have remained
low, funds under management have increased, expenses are
level and membership numbers have fallen. The Fund for Future
Appropriations (FFA) has increased in totality, although the split
between With-Profits Policyholders Capital and Members Capital
has shifted with the former increasing from £3m to £7m and the
latter decreasing from £21.4m to £18.1m. The total FFA increased
from £24.4m to £25.2m.

Premium Income
Gross long term premium income has increased in 2017 to
£26.6m (2015: £20.5m). 2017 premium income includes
£5.6m in respect of Unit-linked products (2016: £5.4m). New
individual business calculated on an Annual Premium Equivalent
(APE) basis increased to £2.0m (2016: £1.9m) with annualised
regular premiums of £1.5m (2016: £1.5m) and single premiums
of £5.6m (2016: £4.2m). Group business premium income
increased significantly due to the new schemes acquired during
the year, now standing at £11.7m (2016: £6.7m). Gross premium
income of the Guernsey (medical insurance) general business
remained consistent at £2.4m (2016: £2.3m).

Investment Income
The UK economy has grown by 1.7% in 2017 spurred by global
recovery, albeit trailing behind most advanced economies. Price
inflation rose during 2017, hitting 3.1% in the year to November
2017, as a result of the combined effect of a weaker currency and
higher commodity prices. While readings remain strong, there are
indications that the overall inflation rate has now picked up.
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Monetary policy remains highly accommodative. The Bank of
England raised its benchmark rate from 0.25% to 0.50% on 2
November 2017, reversing the 0.25% cut in the aftermath of the
Brexit referendum. Markets expect the Bank of England to raise
rates by a further 0.50% over the next 12 months. In the USA,
the Federal Reserve continued to gradually move towards tighter
monetary conditions, with the Fed Funds target rate increasing
by 0.75% to 1.50% in 2017, despite the persistent weakness of
the dollar. In the Eurozone, the European Central Bank maintained
its policy stance keeping its refinancing rate at 0% and leaving
its forward guidance unaltered. While there is a consensus that
the global economy is moving towards higher interest rates, it is
reasonable to expect that returns on bank and building society
savings accounts will remain low over the next two years. The
Society has continued to see low rates of investment income
on its fixed interest holdings throughout 2017 because of this
economic backdrop
In respect of equities the benign macroeconomic scenario
described above offered robust support to the equity markets,
despite an increase in commodity prices. In the USA, the S&P
500 total return index posted a 21% gain over the year, while the
Nasdaq 100 total return index performance reached 29%. In the
UK, the performance of the equity market was more subdued, but
still strong, with the FTSE 100 total return index posting a 11.1%
gain, versus a 13.1% gain of the FTSE All-Share total return
index. While both Eurozone and Japan markets posted hefty
gains, emerging markets stocks in particular benefited most from
the global stock rally. Whilst equities provided good returns in the
year, the Society had a comparably smaller proportion of equities
during 2017 in its largest fund, the Order Insurance Fund, due to a
strategic Board decision to de-risk and reduce the equity backing
ratio of this fund in mid-2016.
The UK property market measured by the total return on the IPD
UK Property Index returned 11.0%, better than forecast. Yield
compression continued, despite the uncertainty over Brexit, and
the volume of transactions hit £63.8bn, up by 23.5% from 2016.

Overview

Court Benefits

The Group’s property portfolio produced a positive total return
of 7% in 2017 (2016: 12.5%).

In 2017 the Courts paid out a total of £0.9m (2016: £1.0m) in dental
and optical grants, discretionary benefits and charitable donations.

The total investment return (including unrealised gains and losses)
for the insurance funds amounted to £17.5m (2016: £16.7m).
The investment returns for the major funds were as follows:

Total Assets

2017
Investment
Return
£’000

2017
Investment
Return as
% of fund

2016
Investment
Return
£’000

2016
Investment
Return as
% of fund

4,399

5.8

7,390

12.0

POIS Ring
Fenced Fund

533

2.3

2,082

7.4

Other closed
With-Profits
Funds

312

2.5

930

7.5

Group Capital
Fund

230

1.2

1,700

8.6

Non-Profit
Funds

4,754

8.3

6,268

11.8

Court Funds

6,066

7.7

7,768

10.1

Fund

Order
Insurance Fund

The total investment return (including unrealised gains and losses)
for the other funds amounted to £1.2m (2016: £1.5m).

Claims
Claim payments (including the Guernsey general insurance business but
excluding claims administration expenses) were £31.3m (2016: £26.2m).
The increase in claims experienced during 2017 has been due to the
acquisition of eight new Group business schemes.

Total Operating Expenses

The Society holds total assets of £280.4m (2016: £276.6m).
Investments held include a mixture of equities, fixed interest stocks,
property and cash, with the selection of this mix of assets varying
at an individual fund level in accordance with each fund’s strategic
objectives. Other assets include debtors, prepayments and
accrued income.

Financial strength
The available capital resources consist of the Fund for Future
Appropriations adjusted to meet regulatory requirements. The total
available capital resources amount to £25.2m (2016: £24.2m),
an increase of £1.0m.
The Society is required to hold additional capital to cover its
Solvency Capital Requirements (SCR) which are calculated in
accordance with the PRA rules. The unaudited total SCR of the
Society’s insurance funds amount to £14.9m (2016: £12.3m).
The Society also holds capital in the Court Funds and Discretionary
Benefit Funds which is not available to support the long term
insurance business activities of the Society. The unaudited total
SCR of the Society including these non-insurance funds is
£38.8m (2016: £34.2m).
The Society aims to hold available capital in excess of the SCR
and to manage the available capital within risk limits. After allowing
for a ring fenced fund deduction in the Order Insurance Fund of
£2.7m (2016: Nil), at 31 December 2017 the unaudited overall
surplus capital totalled £7.5m (2016: £11.9m).
The Society has not been subject to any regulatory capital actions
or breached its capital requirements in the last 12 months.
Further details are set out in note 20 on pages 85 to 87.

Total operating expenses (excluding investment expenses) amount
to £9.0m (2016: £9.0m).
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Financial Highlights (continued)
The Society uses a number of KPIs to manage and monitor its
business performance (these are shown in the tables that follow).
The 2014 results include POIS from the date of acquisition (26
September 2014) to the end of 2014.

Premium Income

Expenses (£m)

KPIs

Premium income is the total income generated by the Society
through regular premiums, new business and additional
contributions. The main reason for the increase in premiums
between 2014 and 2015 was the addition of the POIS book of
business for the entire financial year.
Group regular premium income is 75% higher in 2017 compared to
2016 due to the addition of eight new Group schemes during the year.
Individual regular premium income decreased by 5.7% in comparison
to 2016. Single premium income for 2017 was 32% higher than
in 2016 driven primarily by £0.8m higher bond income and £0.6m
higher ISA income (new business plus further contributions).

Total Gross Premium Income (£m)

Further details of premium income are set out in note 3 on page 71.
32
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Year
Court

Non-technical

Insurance

Insurance expenses represent costs directly attributable to
individual insurance funds.
Non-technical expenses represent the allocation of central
expenses which are not directly related to individual insurance
funds or Courts and include project costs.
Court expenses represent costs incurred directly by the Courts
and allocated expenses from Head Office which relate to
supporting Court activities.

Individual Membership
The size of the membership base is an indication of the scale of the
Society. It is expressed as the total number of members (including the
Guernsey branch) at the end of the financial year. As at 31 December
2017 the Society had 72,639 members, 2,571 members less than
2016 (75,210). In 2017, there was an increase in new business
volumes but high levels of maturities and other claims reduced the
overall membership. The reduction on members from 2014 to 2015
was mainly due to the closure of Leek policies.
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

90,000

Year
Group Contributions (£ms)

80,000

Single Premium (£ms)

70,000

Guernsey (£ms)

60,000

Total Operating Expenses
Expenses are managed through the setting of budgets within the
business planning process and a regular review and challenge
process throughout the year. This is a KPI as With-Profits
policyholders’ returns and members’ capital are directly affected
by the costs of operating the business. Expenses in 2017 are
level when compared with 2016. Further details on total
operating expenses are set out in note 7 on page 73.

Members

Individual Contributions (£ms)
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Complaints

Upheld

Total Assets
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Year
With-Profits Policyholder’s Capital

Members’ Capital

The part of the Fund attributable solely to With-Profits funds,
With-Profits Policyholders’ Capital, has grown to £7.0 million (£3.0
million in 2016) largely driven by good investment performance
in the Order Insurance Fund. However, the part held outside the
ring-fenced With-Profits funds, Members’ Capital, has fallen to
£18.1 million (£21.4 million in 2016). This reduction occurred due
to investment in our IT platforms, the cost of subsidising the high
guarantees offered on new With-Profits business and the cost
of expense overruns in our With-Profits funds.

Complaints

The value of total assets is another key indicator of the scale of the
Society. Total assets show the growth in the value of the business
over time, through both increased sales, profitability, expense control
and investment returns. As at the end of 2017, total assets were
£280.4m (2016 £276.5m).
300

Assets (£m)

FFA (£m)

The FFA is used as an indicator of financial strength and the ability of
the Society to meet its regulatory capital and business requirements.
The current value of £25.2m exceeds the Society’s regulatory capital
commitments. The 2015 FFA considerably reduced to £21.5m as
a result of the revised accounting policy for the measurement of
technical provisions under Solvency II. The 2017 FFA increased by
£0.8m over 2016, largely reflecting positive investment returns,
albeit at a lower level than experienced in 2016.

The number of complaints received in 2017 was 21 of which 9
were upheld. In 2016 the corresponding number of complaints
was 20 with 3 being upheld. In common with prior years the
incidence of complaints remained low. During the year the FCA’s
new requirements around the handling of complaints and the
reporting of complaints were successfully implemented.

Numbers

Fund for Future Appropriations
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Membership satisfaction is core to the Society. The Society
measures member satisfaction by a number of different means,
principally member retention, member complaints, investment
performance and results of membership surveys. Complaints are
managed through the Society’s complaints process to ensure
they are dealt with promptly and fairly.
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Risk
Risk Management

Risk Appetite

Effective risk management supports the Society in delivering its
strategy. It also protects policyholders and members and helps
with the efficient use of capital.

The Society’s risk appetite supports the delivery of the risk
strategy. It is the level of risk the Society is prepared to take whilst
pursuing its business strategy. The risk appetite is determined
by the Board. The Board also determines the risk tolerance from
the stated risk appetite which provides a framework to apply risk
limits and any actions. Management monitors the Society’s risk
profile against the risk appetite and reports this to the Board.

The Society’s approach to Risk Management, delivered through
the Risk Management Framework, is embedded within the
business through our risk management systems, culture and
governance structure.
Underpinning the Risk Management Framework is the Own Risk
and Solvency Assessment (ORSA), which is the set of processes
and procedures in place to identify, assess, monitor, manage
and report on the short and long-term risks that the Society faces,
or may face in the future, and to determine the capital resources,
necessary to ensure that overall solvency needs are met at all
times. The ORSA plays a key role in supporting the Board’s
strategic decisions.
The ORSA output and the associated stress and scenario testing
are key components for the assessment the Directors consider in
making the statement regarding the viability of the Society in the
Directors’ Report on page 33.

Our Risk Strategy
The Society’s Risk Strategy, which is designed to support the
achievement of the Society’s corporate objectives, is:
• F oresters is a Friendly Society in the business of taking
on risks in the course of providing financial solutions for
members, where they can be managed efficiently;
• F oresters will focus on risks where it is believed it can provide
value to members, and for which members are willing to pay
the appropriate amount. These are primarily insurance and
investment risks;
• R isks are only taken that will be rewarded and where we have the
appropriate skills available to manage them. Risks that expose
the Society to very volatile or extreme potential outcomes which
would threaten our ability to continue, are avoided.
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The Society’s current risk profile is shown in the graph below
– the graph sets out the relevant proportion of risk exposure in
capital terms. The most significant capital requirements for the
Society are in respect of increases in mortality and morbidity
(Insurance Risk) and falls in equity markets (Market Risk).
The risk profile at a category level is similar to the previous
year. Within the Insurance Risk category there is relatively more
morbidity risk as the Society has taken on more Critical Illness
insurance in the Group business and relatively less mortality
catastrophe risk as the Society has managed this risk by
extending the level of its mortality catastrophe reinsurance.
Market - 18%
Credit - 8%

Current
Risk Profile
(%)

Default - 8%
	Insurance - 43%
Business - 13%
Operational - 6%
Pension - 4%

Overview

Risk Governance
The Society’s risk governance operates through risk policies, a risk governance structure, and clearly defined roles and responsibilities.
Governance structure
1st line of defence

2nd line of defence

3rd line of defence

Business

Risk Function

Assurance

Ownership, accountability and
responsibility for risk

Facilitate, coordinate, challenge,
support, train and educate

Independent
assessment

Board

Chief Risk Officer

Internal Audit

Executive and Senior Management

Compliance

Audit Committee*

Department Managers

Actuarial and Chief Actuary

All Staff

Risk and Compliance Committee*
Business Risk and
Compliance Committee

*The combined Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee separates Risk and Audit related matters by segregating the agenda to ensure clarity on risk
and audit areas, and ensuring the Non-Executive Director members taken together have the appropriate skills to address both Risk and Audit matters

The Society operates a Three Lines of Defence model of risk
management to enable clearly defined roles and responsibilities for
Committees and individuals.
First line: Day to day risk management is delegated from the Board
to the Chief Executive, and through the Society’s operating structure
is delegated to the operational functions including marketing,
sales, insurance operations (claims handling, policy administration)
finance, actuarial, IT and human resources. Under the first line of
defence, operational management has ownership, responsibility and
accountability for directly assessing, controlling and mitigating risks.
Second line: Risk oversight is provided by the Chief Risk Officer
who reports to the Chief Executive and has a dotted line to the
chairman of the Audit, Risk & Compliance Committee (ARCC),
with support provided from the Risk and Compliance Assistant,
Compliance Manager and the Business Risk and Compliance
Committee (BRCC). The Risk Management Function and
Compliance Function is accountable for providing challenge and
oversight of Society’s management of risks and developing and
maintaining the risk management framework. The Chief Actuary
who reports to the Finance Director, also forms part of the Society’s
second line of defence. He is responsible for the work of the
Actuarial Function, particularly in respect of the calculation of
technical provisions and solvency capital requirements. Independent
oversight is provided by the Non-Executive Directors at the ARCC.

Third line: Internal Audit forms the Society’s third line of defence.
It is accountable for providing an independent assessment of the
effectiveness of the risk management and internal controls framework
through a risk-based approach. It reports to the ARCC on the
operation of this framework by the first and second line functions.
Further detail is provided on the role of the ARCC on pages
39 to 40.

Risk Policies
The Society has in place risk policies that set out the requirements for
the management of the Society’s risks along with the risk management
framework. These policies are reviewed on an annual basis.

Risk Culture
A core element of the risk management framework is the Society’s
culture. The Society’s aim is to ensure staff have clear roles and
responsibilities, are appropriately skilled, and the appropriate
incentives and rewards are in place. The remuneration policy is
designed to encourage the right behaviours and is overseen by
the Remuneration Committee.
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Risk (continued)
Principal Risks and Uncertainties
The types of principal risks the Society is exposed to are strategic, insurance, financial, market, operational, counterparty default, conduct and
regulatory. The principal risks are not an exhaustive list that the Society is exposed to but are the risks that could have the most significant impact on
our business model, future performance, solvency or liquidity.
The table below summarises the principal risks the Board has identified and is managing alongside other key risks as part of its top risk assessment,
taking into account the likelihood and the impact of the risk occurring. These risks are closely monitored and regular updates are given to the ARCC.

Risk

2017 and Future

Risk Management

Link to Strategy

1. Market Risk
– Financial market
volatility

One of the most significant capital requirements
for the Society is in respect of equity market falls.
Stress and scenario testing is performed to support
the understanding of this risk. This risk remained
on watch through 2017 due to implications of Brexit
negotiations and global political uncertainty. A new
CIO has started at the Society and it is expected that
this will provide opportunities and improvements to
investment governance.

•	Risk appetite measures and monitoring
in place

•	Achieve a viable and
consistent operating
environment for
capital and earnings

2. Solvency
– Member capital
reducing due to the
impact of strategic
project spend and
expenses

During 2017 the Society remained above its capital
target, work was undertaken as part of the ORSA to
assess the potential future capital implications of the
IT project, Brexit, profitability and new business.
This helped better understand these risks and
identify management actions.

• Solvency monitoring and reporting

3. Strategic Risk
– Failure of IT
project to deliver
within budget and
time scales

The Society has implemented an IT system change
project over the past 18 months. The purpose of
this project is to improve and future proof the IT
capability. This poses a material change risk and
risks associated with not meeting budgets and
plans. This is the most significant project the
Society has undertaken.

• Robust project management process

•	Investment strategy including trigger points
•	Diversified portfolio of assets and asset
benchmarks
• Experienced CIO
• Oversight by the Investment Committee
• Stress and Scenario testing programme

• ORSA capital projections
• Management actions
• Strong cost control

•	Achieve a viable and
consistent operating
environment for
capital and earnings

•	Monthly MI monitoring of project
expenses vs estimated costs with
detailed variance analysis

•	Achieve a viable and
consistent operating
environment for
capital and earnings

•	Regular management discussions on
visible progress against project milestones

•	Grow the Society’s
Membership base

• Management and Board oversight
• Internal Audit review of the IT project

4. Operational Risk
– Failure to deliver
expense savings
impacting capital

Due to the size and complexity of the fund structure
that the Society operates, level of regulation and
current levels of new business, the Society incurs
significant costs. To improve the Society’s profitability
position the Society has identified management
actions to take to reduce expense levels in 2018
and future years.

• Completion of management actions

5. Strategic Risk
– Failure to
capture market
opportunities and
failure to deliver
the business plan
(sales)

During 2017 the Society launched a Lifetime ISA and
started development of its Junior ISA. Existing products
were repriced to reduce the exposure on embedded
guarantees and improve profitability. Third party
provider relationships were explored with a funeral plan
product added to the Society’s product offering.

•	Monitoring of sales, expenses
and profitability

Trends: Increase
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Further opportunities are being explored in 2018
through partnerships with other providers and
development of in-house products and capability.

, Decrease

, Stable

• Monitoring of expenses vs budget
• Board oversight

• Partnership strategy
•	Business Plan sales forecasts and tracking
•	Product development governance
framework

•	Achieve a viable and
consistent operating
environment for
capital and earnings

•	Achieve a viable and
consistent operating
environment for
capital and earnings
•	Grow the Society’s
membership base

Overview

Details of risks associated with Solvency and Liquidity can be found in note 24 on pages 93 to 96.
By Order of the Board
Lisa Russell
Company Secretary
5 April 2018
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‘‘

A great company who can help
you save for that rainy day without
using the confusing jargon.
Simple, straightforward and
with the customer in mind.
A satisfied Foresters member

‘‘

Foresters Friendly Society Annual Report 2017

Corporate
Governance
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Board of Directors

John Instance

Paul Osborn

Myles Edwards

John was appointed to the Board in
December 2012. In June 2016 he was
appointed to the position of Chairman for
which regulatory approval was subsequently
received. He retired in 2015 from his
role as Acting Director, Actuarial Policy in
the Codes and Standards Division at the
Financial Reporting Council. His experience
includes business management, product
development, actuarial reporting, as well
as setting and overseeing Business Plans.
John is a Fellow of the Institute and Faculty
of Actuaries and has a BA in Mathematics
from Oxford.

Paul joined the Society in 2006, was
appointed to the Board as Finance Director
in February 2007 and as Chief Executive
in November 2012. He is a Chartered
Accountant with over 20 years’ experience
in the friendly societies industry and over
10 years working for a London based firm
of chartered accountants. Prior to joining
Foresters, Paul worked for Teachers
Provident Society holding senior positions
in finance and investment. Paul is a
member of the Board of the Association of
Financial Mutuals.

Myles was elected to the Board in June
2016. He was previously Commercial
and Distribution Director at Age UK
Enterprises Ltd, where he was responsible
for developing and implementing the new
commercial and distribution model. He
has extensive experience as a Director in
Financial Services and Social Enterprise.
Myles is a member of the Royal London
Independent Governance Committee.

Chairman

Chief Executive

Membership Director

Member of the Membership Committee.

Member of the Investment Committee.

Chairman of the Nominations Committee
and member of the Investment Committee.

Rachel Hardy

Finance Director, Chief Finance Officer
Rachel re-joined the Society in September 2017 and was co-opted to the Board, having previously held the role
of Head of Finance. She has over 15 years’ experience in both commercial companies and large accountancy
practices enabling her to approach issues from both a commercial and regulatory perspective. Prior to re-joining
the Society, she was with Smith & Williamson LLP, where she was a statutory Director of one of the group’s
subsidiary companies and a Senior Statutory Auditor. She has a BSc in mathematics from Imperial College,
London and is a fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales.

Trevor Batten
Non-Executive Director
Trevor was elected to the Board in June 2016. Prior to his retirement in 2015, he held the position of Risk
Director and CRO for Engage Mutual where he worked for 22 years and was a member of the Executive
Committee. His experience includes risk management, actuarial reporting and With-Profits business. Trevor is
a Fellow of the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries. He is a director of Family Assurance Staff Pension Scheme
Trustees which provides trustee services to the Family Assurance Staff Pensions Scheme and the Homeowners
Friendly Society Pension Scheme
Chairman of the Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee, Reserving Committee, With-Profits and Unit-Linked
Advisory Arrangements.
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John Garrett

Non-Executive Member Director
John was elected to the Board in June 2016. He retired from the role of Practice Principal to his
Financial Services practice in 2011 having served his private and corporate clients for 26 years.
John has been an active member of the Society since 2010 and previously served as an elected
Member of the Membership Committee. John is a partner in 3J and K Properties and Desire Properties.
Member of the Membership, Investment and Remuneration Committees and the With-Profits and
Unit-Linked Advisory Arrangements.

Helen Mackinnon

Non-Executive Member Director
Helen was elected to the Board in June 2016. She is a fifth generation Forester who has been an
active member since age 16 and held many positions within the Court structure. She is a qualified
Chartered Certified Accountant and in 2013 obtained her law degree. Her experience includes audit,
business management advice, cash flows, accounts and tax. Helen is the owner and director of H2H
Accountancy Limited, Trustee and Treasurer for Herriot Hospice Homecare charity and Company
Secretary to Bean Creative Limited and Bay Dreamer Yachts Limited.
Member of the Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee, Nominations and Remuneration Committees
and the With-Profits and Unit-Linked Advisory Arrangements.

Graham Setterfield
Non-Executive Director

Graham was elected to the Board in June 2015. Graham previously held the positions of Director and
Chief Executive for American Express Insurance Services Europe Limited as well as various marketing
and management positions within the insurance sector including Aegon. Graham has an HND in
Business Studies from the University of West England. Now semi-retired Graham is involved with
the Prince’s Trust as an Enterprise & Next Steps Scheme Business Mentor.
Chairman of the Remuneration Committee. He is also a member of the Nominations and the Audit,
Risk and Compliance Committee, and the With-Profits and Unit-Linked Advisory Arrangements.

Erik Vynckier

Non-Executive Director

Erik was elected to the Board in June 2016. He is a partner of InsurTech Venture Partners and
Chief Investment Officer (Europe) of Eli Global LLC, following a career in banking, insurance, asset
management and petrochemical industry. He co-founded EU initiatives on high performance computing
and big data in finance. Erik graduated as MBA at London Business School and as chemical engineer at
Universiteit Gent.
Chairman of the Investment Committee and a member of the Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee.

The Directors may be invited to become a member of other companies, subject to the appointment not leading to a conflict of interest
and the agreement of the Society. These appointments provide an opportunity to gain broader experience and therefore benefit the
Society. All external commitments are listed above and have been approved by the Board.
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Directors’ Report
Introduction

Regulatory

The Society’s Board of Directors present their report together with
the audited accounts of The Ancient Order of Foresters Friendly
Society Limited (the Society) for the year ended 31 December
2017. The Society is a friendly society which incorporated under the
Friendly Societies Act 1992 on 1 January 2003. Its core business
objective is to provide financial services products to its members in
addition to discretionary financial, social and benevolent benefits.
At 31 December 2017 the Society had 72,639 members (2016:
75,210 members). The Directors confirm that the Society did
not carry out any activities outside its powers during the year.

The Society is regulated by the Prudential Regulatory Authority
(PRA) which is responsible for the prudential regulation of firms
and the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) which retains the
responsibility for conduct issues concerning the distribution of
products to customers and how these products are administered.

Directors
The Directors who have served since 1 January 2017 are as follows:

Non-Executive Directors
John Instance – Chairman
Trevor Batten
John Garrett
Helen Mackinnon
Graham Setterfield – Senior Independent Director
Kathryn Vagneur (retired 26 June 2017)
Erik Vynckier

Executive Directors
Paul Osborn – Chief Executive
Myles Edwards – Membership Director
Rachel Hardy – Finance Director (co-opted 27 September 2017)

Business Review
The Board sets objectives and priorities supported by KPIs and
targets, which it monitors on an ongoing basis throughout the
year. A summary of the results for the year together with the
KPIs are contained in the Strategic Report on pages 15 to 27.
The results of the Society are set out in the Income and
Expenditure accounts on pages 56 to 58.
The Society results consist of its insurance and branch
operations. The consolidated results include the results of the
Leeds Investment Association, as outlined in note 2 to the
financial statements and the Guernsey Court’s general insurance
business. The Society also has one subsidiary company –
Foresters General Insurance Services Limited. Its results are not
material and are not included in these financial statements.
The Society retains surplus capital of £7.5m (2016: £11.9m)
as shown in note 20.The key risks facing the Society together with
how they are managed, mitigated and reported are documented
on pages 24 to 27.
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The Society remains clear over its obligations to the Regulators
and the Society’s own Rules, its Principles and Practices of
Financial Management (PPFM), Money Laundering rules, Bribery
Act, Data Protection and Advertising and Health and Safety
requirements and legislation.

Statement of the Directors’
Responsibilities
The Friendly Societies Act 1992 (‘the Act’) requires the Directors
to prepare accounts for each financial year which give a true and
fair view of the state of affairs of the Society at the end of the
year and of its income and expenditure for that year. In preparing
those accounts the Directors are required to:
• s elect suitable accounting policies and apply
them consistently;
• m
 ake judgements and estimates that are reasonable
and prudent;
• s tate whether applicable United Kingdom accounting
standards have been followed, subject to any material
departures disclosed and explained in the accounts; and
• p repare the accounts on the going concern basis
unless it is inappropriate to assume that the Society
will continue in business.
The Directors are responsible for keeping proper accounting
records, which must show and explain the transactions of the
Society and disclose the financial position of the Society with
reasonable accuracy at any time and enable them to ensure that the
accounts comply with the Act and the regulations under it. They are
also responsible for the system of internal control, for safeguarding
the assets of the Society and hence for taking reasonable steps for
the prevention and the detection of fraud and other irregularities.
The Directors consider the Report and Accounts herein, taken
as a whole, are fair, balanced and understandable and provides
the information necessary for members to assess the Society’s
performance, business model and strategy.
The Directors are responsible for the maintenance and integrity of
the corporate and financial information included on the Society’s
website. The Directors’ responsibility also extends to the on-going
integrity of the accounts contained therein. Legislation in the
United Kingdom governing the preparation and dissemination
of accounts may differ from legislation in other jurisdictions.

Corporate Governance

Directors’ and Officers’ Liability
Insurance
The Society has maintained liability insurance cover for members
of the Board and Senior Management of the Society.

Society’s Relationship with Members
As a branch-based friendly society, members are allocated to
branches (known as “Courts”) which are represented through a
delegate system at the Society’s Annual General Meeting (known
as “High Court”). The Annual General Meeting takes place over
three days and includes detailed discussions between the Board
and member delegates on the performance of the Society and
strategic issues. The Society’s delegate system has proven to
be an effective model for communication with 283 delegates
attending in 2017. Conferences are also held each year at which
the views of Court members are obtained.
To enhance engagement with members outside of the
conferences, the Society publishes a member newsletter,
Miscellany, and biennially conducts an independent Customer
Satisfaction Survey.

Longer-term Viability Statement
The Board is also required to assess the prospects of the Society
over a longer period than the 12 months required for the going
concern review. A three year look forward was chosen as this is
the period over which the Society has reasonable clarity over its
likely cash flows and key risks.
In considering the longer-term viability of the Society the Board
has identified the principal risks facing the Society and the basis
of these risks. The Society’s risk mitigation is set out within the
Risk Report on pages 24 to 27.
The Society uses a stress testing approach to calculate its
economic capital requirements. The results are documented
in the Society’s annual ORSA Report. This is supplemented by
sensitivity and scenario testing to aid understanding of the key
risks faced. These scenarios help contribute to the Board’s
decision-making process when considering the long-term
viability of the Society. The longer-term viability of the Society
is further supported by the Society’s operational Business Plan.
The 2017 ORSA included the following stress scenarios:
• Market collapse stress

The Membership Committee acts as a conduit between the
Board and the members through which matters of direct interest
are considered.

• Pandemic stress

Statement of Risk Management and
Internal Control

• Profitability and Sales scenarios

The Board and the Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee
have reviewed the effectiveness of the Society’s internal control
system, including financial, operational and compliance controls
and risk management, in accordance with the Code for the
period from 1 January 2017 to the date of approval of this
Annual Report.
No significant failings or weaknesses were identified during
this review.

Going Concern
Under the Code the Directors are required to state whether the
business is a going concern. The Directors are of the opinion
that the Society has adequate capital resources to continue in
operational existence for the foreseeable future. For this reason
the Directors continue to adopt the going concern basis for the
Society’s accounts. In assessing whether the going concern basis is
appropriate, the Directors have considered all relevant information
including the information contained in the financial statements,
the latest Business Plan including forecasts of solvency.

• EIOPA’s ‘double hit’ scenario
• Bad Brexit stress
• IT project cost risks scenario
The Society has carried out a reverse stress testing exercise
as part of the ORSA process, which requires the Society to
identify and assess the scenarios most likely to cause its current
business model to fail and/or lead its stakeholders to lose
confidence in the organisation. Mitigating actions can
be considered and put in place as appropriate.
The analysis showed that on all bases of measurement, the
Society was operating within risk appetite in aggregate, and
highlighted actions to be taken on individual With-Profits funds
to more closely align them within risk appetite. These actions
have been implemented during 2017.
The results demonstrate that the Society would still be within
risk appetite after setting aside capital to meet the costs of
the IT project over the business planning period.
The Business Plan shows the Society to still have considerable
financial strength at the end of 2020, even in the event of
falling sales and significant falls in investment markets.
This is demonstrated through the Society’s ORSA and
Stress Testing processes.
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Directors’ Report (continued)
As a result of the analysis and reviewing the Business Plan for
2018-2020, prepared by Management, the Directors have a
reasonable expectation that the Society will be able to continue
in operation and meet its liabilities as they fall due over the
period of assessment without qualifications or assumptions.

Donations
The Society donated £3,100 (2016: £3,050) to various charities
during the year from Head Office. No political donations were
made during the year.
Courts carry out charitable fundraising work as part of social
activities and in 2017 £72,592 (2016: £101,119) was raised.
In total £197,821 (2016: £194,508) was paid out from branch
held membership funds to various local and national charities.
Each year the Society’s High Chief Ranger chooses a charity
to support. Members and staff throughout the country support
the appeal and during 2016/2017 a total of £70,002 was
raised for Canine Partners. As previously reported the HCR’s
chosen charity for 2017/2018 is The Association of Air
Ambulances Charity.
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Independence of External Auditor
Deloitte LLP was appointed as external auditor to the Society
on 13 June 2016 and has confirmed their independence to the
Board of Directors.

Statement of Disclosure of Information
to Auditor
Each of the persons who is a Director at the date of this Report
confirms that, so far as each of them is aware, there is no
information relevant to the audit of the Society’s financial
statements for the year ended 31 December 2017 of which
the auditor is unaware; and the Director has taken all steps that
he/she ought to have taken in his/her duty as a Director to make
himself/herself aware of any relevant audit information and to
establish that the Society’s auditor is aware of that information.
By Order of the Board
Lisa Russell
Company Secretary
5 April 2018
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Corporate Governance Report
Governance Arrangements
The Society voluntarily complies with the UK
Corporate Governance Code: An Annotated
Version for Mutual Insurers, as published in
September 2016.

The Board of Directors
The Board of Directors is the governing body of the whole of the
Society’s activities. The Board is responsible for the direction
and management of the business of the Society in the fulfilment
of its mission and strategic objectives and in compliance with
the Society’s Memorandum, Rules and any applicable legislation
and regulation and the Society’s policies, principles and values.
In pursuance of its strategic objectives, the Board maintains a
schedule of matters specifically reserved for the Board and it
exercises all those powers that are not by regulation, legislation,
or by the Rules required to be exercised by the Society at the
Annual General Meeting or a Special General Meeting.

knowledge and experience, and a ‘Member Director’ is one
drawn directly from the membership, having knowledge
of the Society’s fraternal activities. The Board believes the
balance of skills, experience, independence and knowledge
remains appropriate although it will continue to monitor the
position to comply with evolving regulatory requirements and
to complement the Society’s Strategy. The particular skills and
experience that each Director brings to the Board are included
on pages 30 to 31.
In June 2017 the Board resolved that following conclusion of
the 2017 Annual General Meeting, the total number of Directors
on the Board shall be no more than nine being two Member
Directors, up to three Executive Directors and up to four
Professional Directors.
The Board delegates certain parts of its responsibilities to SubCommittees and to Advisory Arrangements which operate within
defined Terms of Reference. Their associated reports on their
activities during 2017 are provided on pages 39 to 44.

The size and composition of the Board and the SubCommittees are kept under review by the Nominations
Committee to ensure there is adequate succession planning
for Executive and Non-Executive Directors, and there is an
optimum mix of skills and experience on the Board and to
populate and chair the Sub-Committees.

The Board has access to the advice and services of the
Company Secretary, who is responsible to the Board for
ensuring that Board procedures are complied with. Both the
appointment and removal of the Company Secretary should be
a matter for the Board as a whole.

The composition of the Board at the end of 2017 is a mix of
four Non-Executive Professional Directors, two Non-Executive
Member Directors and three Executive Directors. A ‘Professional
Director’ is identified as having recent insurance industry

The Terms of Reference for the Board, its Sub-Committees and
Advisory Arrangement are available on the Society’s website at
www.forestersfriendlysociety.co.uk/company-reportsand-governance.aspx
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Governance Arrangements (continued)
Board Attendance Table
Directors’ attendance at meetings of the Board, the Sub-Committees and Advisory Arrangements of which they were members in 2017 is set out
in the table below.

Board

ARCC

Audit

Investment

Membership

Nominations

Remuneration

Reserving

Risk
and
Capital

With-Profits
and
Unit-Linked

NUMBER OF
MEETINGS

10

5

5

8

6

4

4

6

2

10

John Instance
(Chairman)

10/10

-

-

8/8

-

4/4

-

-

-

-

Trevor Batten1

9/10

5/5

5/5

-

-

-

-

6/6

2/2

10/10

Myles Edwards2

6/10

-

-

-

3/6

-

-

-

-

-

John Garrett

9/10

-

-

4/4

6/6

-

4/4

-

-

9/10

Rachel Hardy2

3/3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Helen Mackinnon

10/10

5/5

5/5

-

-

4/4

4/4

-

-

10/10

Paul Osborn2

9/10

-

-

8/8

-

-

-

-

2/2

-

Graham Setterfield

10/10

5/5

-

-

-

4/4

4/4

-

2/2

9/10

Kathryn Vagneur

5/5

-

5/5

4/4

-

-

-

-

2/2

-

10/10

5/5

-

8/8

-

-

-

-

2/2

-

(co-opted 27
September 2017)

(retired 26 June 2017)

Erik Vynckier

An entry of 2/3 means 2 out of a possible 3 meetings.
1

In August 2017, the Audit Committee and the Risk and Capital Committee were combined. Trevor Batten who had been appointed as Chairman of the Audit Committee on 29 June
2016 was appointed Chairman of the merged Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee.

2

The Executive Directors are invited to attend the Sub-Committees and Advisory Arrangement meetings as required.
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Chairman and Chief Executive
The roles of Chairman and Chief Executive are held by different
people and the division of responsibilities between the two is clearly
established, set out in writing and agreed by the Board of Directors.
The Chairman is a Non-Executive and responsible for leadership
of the Board and ensuring the Board acts effectively. In the opinion
of the Board, the Chairman is independent in character and
judgement (although this is not a requirement of the Code) and
prior to his election as a Non-Executive Director in 2012 he had no
previous relationship with the Society. On appointment as Chairman
in June 2016, the Chairman had no other significant commitments
to disclose to the Board of Directors, a situation that has not
changed since his appointment.
The Chief Executive has overall responsibility for managing the
Society and for implementing the strategies and policies agreed
by the Board.

Non-Executive Directors
The Non-Executive Directors are responsible for bringing
independent judgement and challenge to the Board debate and
its decisions. In the opinion of the Board, each Non-Executive
Director, including the Chairman, is independent in character
and judgement.
The Non-Executive Directors meet without the Executive Directors
present at least annually.
Each Non-Executive Director is formally appraised annually.
The Non-Executive Directors may seek independent advice at
the Society’s expense in accordance with Board policy.
Copies of the terms and conditions of appointment of the NonExecutive Directors are available for inspection at the Society’s Head
Office and can be viewed by contacting the Company Secretary.

Executive Directors
Three Executive Directors were in post at the end of 2017, Paul
Osborn, Chief Executive Officer, Myles Edwards, Membership
Director, and Rachel Hardy, Finance Director. The Chief Executive’s
performance is appraised by the Chairman. In appraising Myles
Edwards and Rachel Hardy, the Chairman considers their directorial
duties only as their executive function is appraised by the Chief
Executive Officer as their line manager.

Independence
The Code requires the Board to determine whether each NonExecutive Director is independent in character and judgement and
whether there are relationships or circumstances which are likely
to affect, or could appear to affect, the Director’s judgement.

The Board should state its reasons if it determines that a Director
is independent notwithstanding the existence of relationships or
circumstances which may appear relevant to its determination,
including if the Director:
• has been employed by the Society within the last five years;
• h as had a material business relationship with the Society in
the last three years;
• h as received additional remuneration from the Society apart
from a Director’s fee or participated in any of the Society’s
pension schemes;
• h as close family ties with any of the Society’s advisers,
Directors or senior employees;
• h olds cross-directorships or has significant links with other
Directors through involvement in other companies or bodies;
• has served on the Board for more than nine years.
The Board has determined that each Non-Executive Director
meets the standards set out in the Code and can be considered
independent, although the Code does not require the Chairman
to be assessed after appointment.

Senior Independent Director
The Code recommends that mutual insurers maintain a dialogue
with their members and maintain a Senior Independent Director
to handle issues and concerns raised by members. The Senior
Independent Director also provides counsel for the Chairman and
to serve as an intermediary for the other Directors when necessary.
Graham Setterfield is the Society’s nominated Senior Independent
Director and he may be contacted by email at:
gsetterfield@forestersfriendlysociety.co.uk

Appointments to the Board and
Re-election
The Appointment of new Directors is considered by the Nominations
Committee which makes recommendations to the Board.
Following co-option to the Board, a Director is subject to election
by members at the next Annual General Meeting. Thereafter, in
accordance with the Society’s Rules, each Director must retire
at the Annual General Meeting three years after the meeting at
which they were last elected or re-elected as a Director. A retiring
Director may seek re-election subject to the Society’s Rules and
the Code. A Director’s initial term of office may be reduced to
align with Board rotation.
Graham Setterfield was elected at the 2015 Annual General
Meeting and will be subject to re-election in 2018.
Rachel Hardy was co-opted on 27 September 2017 and will
be subject to election in 2018.
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Governance Arrangements (continued)
Diversity Policy
The Board recognises the benefits of having a diverse Board and
sees increasing diversity as an essential element in maintaining
an effective Board without compromising on the calibre of
new Directors. The Board has adopted a Diversity Policy which
embraces knowledge and understanding of relevant diverse
geographies, Courts/Branches, people and their backgrounds,
although it continues to adopt the principle that all appointments
should be based on merit and the skills and experience that
individual can bring, and take into account the composition, skills
and experience on the Board. The gender balance of the Board,
management and staff are shown in the Nominations Committee
report on pages 42 and 43.

Appraisal and Evaluation
The Code recommends that the Board should undertake a
formal annual evaluation of its own performance and that of its
Committees and individual Directors.
An external review of the Board by an expert consultant in the
area of board effectiveness, Sarah Thwaite of BP&E Global,
commenced in 2016 and completed in 2017. Ms Thwaite has no
connection with the Society other than the appointment to review
the Board’s effectiveness. The Board has developed a plan and
has implemented a number of these actions during the year.
During the year, the Board reviewed internal evaluations on the
effectiveness of its Sub-Committees led by the Sub-Committee
Chairmen and assisted by the Company Secretary.

The Chairman reviews the performance of each Non-Executive
Director where they are encouraged to highlight any potential skill
gaps or areas of development in order that training can be provided.
Each Director is required to undertake a programme of continued
professional development designed to expand and update their
skills and knowledge, both within the Society and outside.
The Chairman is responsible for reviewing training requirements
for the Board as a whole and sources such training as required.
CPD records for each Director are held by the Company Secretary
and form part of the annual appraisal evaluation.

Compliance with The UK Corporate
Governance Code: An Annotated
Version for Mutual Insurers
(‘the Code’) - September 2016
The Board is committed to following best practice of corporate
governance, wherever appropriate for the Society. The
recommendations of the Code are applied on a “comply or explain”
basis. This recognises that best practice should be followed in most
circumstances but that firms also have the opportunity to explain
why certain recommendations were not applied. The Board believes
that, in all material respects, the Society is compliant with the
provisions of the Code subject to the following areas:

Ref

Extract of the Code provision where not compliant

Explanation

B.7.1

All Directors of FTSE 350 companies (and mutual societies
the size of Foresters) should be subject to annual election by
shareholders.

As part of a review of the Society’s delegate system in 2014,
consideration was given on whether annual elections would be
appropriate. Given the size and delegate structure of the Society it
was recommended not to adopt annual elections and to continue
with the three year term as provided in the Society Rules. This
resolution was passed at the Annual General Meeting. The election
process will remain under review.

E.2.1

For each AGM resolution, proxy appointment forms should
provide shareholders with the option to direct their proxy to
vote either for or against the resolution or to withhold their
vote.

The Society operates a delegate system and its rules do not
permit the use of proxy voting. A review of whether the system
was appropriate was carried out in 2014, using internal and
external surveys. Given a high level of engagement at the Society’s
AGM, it was recommended to continue with the current system
and structure.

E.2.2 also contains requirements for proxy voting which are
not applicable to the Society.
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The Directors, led by the former Senior Independent NonExecutive Director, also evaluated the performance of the
Chairman and gave feedback which was also reflected in the
Board discussion. The Non-Executive Directors and the Executive
Directors will meet without the Chairman present to appraise
the Chairman’s performance in May 2018.

Corporate Governance

Committee Reports
Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee
The Society’s governance structure changed in June 2017 with
the merger of the Audit Committee and the Risk and Capital
Committee. Consideration was given to the potential impact on
the Society’s three lines of defence model when deciding if a
merged Committee was appropriate. Given the size of the Society,
peer group approach and insight from the Society’s Internal Audit
and External Audit providers, it was deemed acceptable to merge
the Committees with the following measures in place to ensure
adequate focus on both Risk and Audit issues:

The number of meetings held and members who served on the
Committees during 2017 were:
Audit Committee

Risk and Capital
Committee

Audit, Risk and
Compliance Committee

Number of meetings: 5

Number of meetings: 2

Number of meetings: 5

Trevor Batten (Chair)

Kathryn Vagneur (Chair)

Trevor Batten (Chair)

Helen Mackinnon

Trevor Batten

Helen Mackinnon

Kathryn Vagneur

Sally Butters

Graham Setterfield

Paul Osborn

Erik Vynckier

• Segregating the agenda to ensure clarity on risk and audit areas.
• E nsuring the Non-Executive Director members taken together
had the appropriate skills to address both Risk and Audit matters.

Graham Setterfield
Erik Vynckier

The Chief Executive, Chief Financial Officer, Deloitte LLP, external auditor, and Mazars LLP, external provider of internal audit services, attend
meetings by invitation of the Committee. The Committee also invites other relevant managers as necessary to provide a deeper insight into key issues.
The Board considered that all members of the merged Committee are independent and at least one had recent and relevant financial
experience in line with the Code.

Terms of Reference:
The main responsibilities of the merged Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee are described in:
www.forestersfriendlysociety.co.uk/about-us/company-reports-and-governance

Key issues addressed by the Committees:
Annual Report and Accounts
The Committee reviewed the 2017 Annual Report and Accounts and the report from the external auditor, Deloitte LLP on the outcome of their audit.
The significant issues that the Committee considered in relation to the financial statements and how they were addressed were as follows:
Technical
provisions,
valuations and
assumptions

The Committee received reports from management setting out the proposed valuation assumptions and methodology. The Committee considered
information from the Reserving Committee on their review of some technical and judgemental areas. The Committee was satisfied that the
methodology and assumptions were appropriate and had been applied in the calculation of the technical provisions.

Valuation of
investment
properties

For Head Office owned properties, valuations are provided by Aston Rose as our managing agents. Management challenge Aston Rose as
appropriate, particularly to understand where significant gains or losses have arisen since the previous valuation. Management report back their
findings to the Committee for questioning. The Committee was satisfied that appropriate controls were in place around the valuations used in
these financial statements.

Completeness
of Premiums

The Committee receives quarterly management accounts from the Society’s finance team and enquires into the movements and trends
in premium income at an individual fund level. This is further supported by a detailed analysis of premiums in the Society’s management
information pack by product type, the data for which is prepared outside of the finance team. The Committee was satisfied that no discrepancies
between the two data sets or inconsistent explanations indicated a risk of premiums being incorrectly recorded.

Management
override of
controls

The Committee receives regular reports regarding the operational effectiveness of controls from both the Society’s second line of defence (risk
and compliance) and the third line - the internal auditors. The Committee was satisfied that the controls, as documented in the Society’s Finance
and Investment Authorisation Manual, were in operation and effective throughout the period of review.

Going concern
and Longerterm Viability
Statement

Having reviewed quarterly Management Information reports, the 2018-2020 Business Plan and capital projections in the ORSA, the Committee
concluded that it was appropriate to adopt the going concern basis. The Committee concurred with management’s proposals for a three year
period for the Longer-Term Viability Statement and that the Society could be able to continue in operation over this period.
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Committee Reports (continued)
In accordance with the Code, the Committee considered
whether the Annual Report and Accounts, taken as a whole,
are fair, balanced and understandable, providing the information
necessary for members to assess the Society’s performance,
business model and strategy.

Compliance Considerations

External Auditor

Risk Considerations

An independent audit of the effectiveness of Deloitte LLP, who
was appointed as the Society’s external auditors in 2015, was
carried out in mid-2016. The Committee concluded that a further
review was not required in 2017 but the need for such a review
would be re-assessed in 2018. Deloitte LLP was reappointed by
the members at the 2017 Annual General Meeting as External
Auditors for the 2017 year end.

The Committee regularly reviewed the top risks of the Society
and provided oversight and challenge of the risk management
framework during the year, as well as monitoring the risk
exposures through the risk reporting process. The Committee
receives quarterly Chief Risk Officer reports and Risk
Management Information that details strategic and emerging
risks that could impact the Society, including capital, liquidity
and regulatory risks. Changes to risks are discussed and
mitigation addressed as required. The Committee also reviewed
specific risk policies that required approval during the year.

The Committee assessed and agreed Deloitte LLP’s audit plan
which identified its assessment of the key audit risks.
The Committee met privately with the external auditors, Deloitte LLP.
The independence and objectivity of the external auditor
was monitored and it was concluded to be satisfactory. Any
engagement for non-audit services in excess of £10,000
requires pre-approval of the Committee to ensure that the
provision of such services does not impair the External Auditors’
independence or objectivity.
In 2015 Deloitte LLP were engaged as external auditors for a
three year period following a competitive tender process. As the
engagement is nearing review, the Committee has recommended
that the Society put the external audit out to tender in 2018 to
ensure competitiveness. Management is currently commencing
this process and the successful firm will be proposed for
appointment to the 2018 Annual General Meeting.

Internal Audit
During 2017 Mazars LLP, Internal Auditor, presented reports
covering the Society’s (i) Information Security and Cyber Risk,
(ii) IT Project, (iii) Fair Treatment of long-standing customers
in the life insurance sector (also known as TR16/2), and (iv)
Lifetime ISA Product Pricing and Development. The Committee
also received reports from the in-house Internal Auditor on Court
audits. Consideration was given to the findings, and particularly to
management actions and responses to the recommendations.
One further audit commenced in 2017 to undertake an
assessment of the Society’s plans to address the introduction
of, and compliance with, General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) legislation. This report will be presented early in 2018.
The Committee considered and approved the Internal
Audit Plan for 2018.
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The Committee received and reviewed the Compliance Monitoring
Plan, Compliance Monitoring Reports, Regulatory Project Updates
on GDPR, PRIIPs and IDD and Management Information around
operational matters such as breaches and complaints.

The Committee provided oversight of the ORSA process and
reviewed the Society’s 2017 Own Risk and Solvency Assessment
Report. The Committee agreed the stress and scenario testing that
would be performed as part of the Business Plan, and reviewed the
results of the testing. The Committee reviewed the Risk Appetite
Statement and Limits, challenging the appropriateness and
ensuring alignment to Business Plan decisions. The Committee
also reviewed and recommended the continued appropriateness of
the Standard Formula to determine Solvency Capital Requirements.
The Solvency II Quarterly Reporting Templates for quarters 1,
3 and 4 were approved for submission by the Committee under
the powers and limitations delegated to it by the Board.

Reserving Committee
The Reserving Committee is a sub-committee of the Audit, Risk
and Compliance Committee and comprises:
Trevor Batten (Chairman)
James Joiner Chief Actuary
The Committee may request the presence, at any of its meetings,
of the Society’s advisors and any other individuals as appropriate
to facilitate its considerations.

Number of meetings held in 2017: 6
Terms of Reference:
The main responsibilities of the Reserving Committee are
described in:
www.forestersfriendlysociety.co.uk/about-us/companyreports-and-governance
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Key issues addressed by the Committee:
The Committee reviewed the methodology and assumptions for
the mid-year regulatory submission. As part of the process of
the Board agreeing the methodology and assumptions for the
year end valuation 2016, the Committee considered in detail
the approach to the cost of guarantees and the derivation of the
expense and demographic assumptions.

Investment Committee
The members who served on the Committee during 2017 were:
Erik Vynckier (Chairman)
John Instance
Paul Osborn
Sally Butters (until May 2017)
Kathryn Vagneur (until June 2017)
John Garrett (from June 2017)

Number of meetings held in 2017: 8
Terms of Reference:
The main responsibilities of the Investment Committee are
described in:
www.forestersfriendlysociety.co.uk/about-us/companyreports-and-governance

Key issues addressed by the Committee:
From June 2017, the number of Committee members was less
than set out in the Terms of Reference pending appointment of
a Finance Director.
The investment function has been strengthened with Chief
Investment Officer Corrado Pistarino, formerly at Aviva Global
Investors, and an internally hired Investment Analyst.
The fund performance is monitored on a quarterly basis to ensure
funds are managed in line with risk appetite and performance
expectations. Asset managers Quilter-Cheviot (fixed income and
equity portfolios) and Aston Rose (real estate) are interviewed
every quarter. The performance review is being strengthened
with better investment analytics.
The investment function has further been optimised by merging
all Non-Profit funds (formerly the Group Capital Fund, Group
Business Fund, Sick & Death Fund and the POIS Non-Profit
Fund) into a single larger Non-Profit Fund managed against a
single integrated benchmark effective from 1 January 2018.
The Committee advised the Board to transfer the benevolent
funds from the Group Capital Fund to the Court Reserve Fund,
which has a suitable investment strategy oriented towards
generating stable income. After consulting the Membership
Committee, this transfer was made on 1 January 2018.

As part of the property programme two commercial and ten
residential (primarily The Quadrant conversion in Newbury)
properties have been sold with sales proceeds of £3.476m and
one commercial property purchased for £3.725m. Performance
cards are being prepared for every property in the portfolio.
Every property is scrutinised for growth and optimisation
opportunities; properties which are ex-growth may be candidates
for sale, unless the property shows a robust valuation and strong
and stable income yield. Ad hoc committee meetings are held
to appraise investment opportunities identified by Aston Rose.
The accounts of the Leeds Investment Association, which forms
a substantial investment for the Court Investment Fund, have also
been reviewed. The Derby Investment Association is out of scope
and has not been reviewed.
Cash management is optimised by investing cash holdings in
a money-market fund of Royal London Asset Management and
multiple bank accounts and time deposits.
Alternative fixed income investment strategies to enhance real
returns, while improving asset-liability matching, diversifying the
sources of risk, as well as reducing Solvency II capital requirements,
have been explored. Consultancy EY animated a seminar on
strategic use of liquidity in insurance firms with long-term business.
Exploratory discussions with external managers of Sterling
commercial real estate debt and Sterling mid-market loans have
taken place. An introductory meeting with Bfinance also took place
with a view of competitively re-brokering investment management
mandates. A fundamental strategic review of the major investment
pools (Non-Profit Fund, With-Profits Funds, Unit-Linked Funds and
Court Funds) has been planned to take its course in 2018.
The Committee reviewed the ethical investment approach in the
Order Insurance Fund (Child Trust Funds) and expressed an interest
in managing all the Society’s funds with an ethical approach. The
topic has been referred to the Board for further consideration in 2018.

Membership Committee
The members who served on the Committee during 2017 were:
Cheryl Eagleson (Chairman)
Glyn Carpenter
Dorothy Deacon
Myles Edwards
John Garrett
Shirley Grealy
Linda Levett (until June 2017)
Steve Linsdell (from June 2017)
Michael Nightingale (until June 2017)
Andrew Pooley (from June 2017)
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Committee Reports (continued)
Number of meetings held in 2017: 6
Terms of Reference:
The main function of the Committee is ‘To promote active Forestry,
as well as act as a conduit between the Board of Directors and the
total membership and vice versa.

The Committee began work with a small group of committed
younger members under the ‘Project Acorn’ banner. As their first
initiative they asked for an Honorary Court to be established that
could operate as a ‘virtual’ Court. The Board subsequently
approved ‘Court Vision 12017’ as an Honorary Court.
The Committee continues to support this Project.

The main responsibilities of the Committee are described in:
www.forestersfriendlysociety.co.uk/about-us/companyreports-and-governance

The Committee provided direct financial support to fifteen Courts
and one Area in 2017 and continues to sponsor Foresters Brass.

Key issues addressed by the Committee:

Nominations Committee

During 2017, the Committee focussed on its six strategic priorities
to improve the membership offering.

The members who served on the Committee during 2017 were:

Developing discretionary member benefits to ensure they remain
relevant to members is the number one priority. Following a review
by the Committee, an increase in grant limits paid centrally to
maintain the value of these benefits was recommended. This
was subsequently approved by the Board and is now effective.
To support this increase, Courts are being urged, in the light of
growing surpluses, to review their donations to these internal
funds to meet the anticipated increased demand on the funds.
The Educational Awards Fund is the Committee’s key focus.
The administration of grants has also been reviewed and the
management of these funds has been transferred to Tunstall
to sit alongside the Court support role.

Helen Mackinnon

At High Court 2017, the Committee announced additions to the
Foresters Care package. These included post hospital care support
and second medical opinions.
The scope of the Convalescent Benefit Fund was also reviewed, in
particular how the Society could help members that required care
support but could not travel to a convalescent home. The Committee
has developed a proposal to provide care support at home and if
positive feedback on this is received from the Southern and Northern
Conferences, a proposal will be submitted to the 2018 High Court.
Following the positive response at the 2017 High Court to the proposal
to develop a befriending network to support members most in need,
the Committee will launch a pilot befriending scheme in 2018.
To increase awareness of Courts and Member benefits to members
and non-members, a PR agency was appointed and asked to
conduct a number of interviews with members and officers. This
will be followed by a member survey in early 2018 to obtain a
wider range of views. Findings from this survey will support a
communications awareness campaign later in the year.
Following a review of Fraternal membership, which concluded that
these members were hugely valuable to the Society and individual
Courts, the Committee sponsored a successful recruitment
campaign. Two further fraternal membership campaigns will be
run in 2018 and all Courts are asked to support this and build
on the success of 2017.
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John Instance (Chairman)
Graham Setterfield

Number of meetings held in 2017: 4
Terms of Reference:
The main responsibilities of the Nominations Committee are
described in:
www.forestersfriendlysociety.co.uk/about-us/companyreports-and-governance

Key issues addressed by the Committee:
The Committee considered candidates for the positions of High
Chief Ranger, High Sub-Chief Ranger and members of the
Membership Committee. These candidates were presented to
the 2017 High Court for consideration by the membership.
The Committee recommended and the Board subsequently
proposed the re-election of Paul Osborn as an Executive Director
and Trevor Batten and Erik Vynckier as Non-Executive
Professional Directors.
The Committee reviewed and recommended changes to the
composition of the Sub-Committees and the appointment of a Senior
Independent Director taking into consideration the balance of skills,
experience, independence and knowledge on the Board, succession
planning and Board rotation. Considering the size and complexity
of the organisation and after consultation with the internal auditors,
the Committee recommended that the Audit and the Risk and
Capital Committees were combined. The Board accepted this
recommendation which was implemented in August 2017.
Following the resignation of Sally Butters who held the roles of Chief
Finance Officer and Chief Risk Officer, the Committee considered
the senior management structure. It recommended the separation
of the roles of Chief Finance Officer and Chief Risk Officer,
upgrading the role of Chief Finance Officer to Executive Director
level, and the appointment of a part-time Chief Investment Officer.
The Board accepted these proposals. The Nominations Committee,
after a tender process, appointed Norman Broadbent, an executive
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search organisation, to source candidates for the new role of
Finance Director. Having reviewed a long list of candidates, the
Committee together with Paul Osborn interviewed four candidates
and recommended to the Board the appointment of Rachel Hardy.
Rachel was co-opted by the Board in September 2017 and will be
presented for election to the 2018 High Court.
Appropriate training is provided using in-house expertise, where
relevant, or by external providers.
The Society operates a Diversity Policy described on page 38.
The gender balance of the Board and staff in January 2018 was:

Male

Female

% Female

Board – Non-Executive
Directors

5

1

17%

Board – Executive
Directors

2

1

33%

Other Management

4

5

55%

20

36

64%

Staff

Remuneration Committee
The Committee is made up of three independent Non-Executive
Directors:

In respect of 2018, the Committee considered the remuneration
package for staff taking into account the economic environment,
local market rates and business affordability, and recommended
an increase of 2%, a little under the CPI inflation rate for 2017,
but in line with current market experience plus an additional pool
of £20k to assist with the retention of key staff where individual
salary was significantly out of line with market rates. Additionally
a staff bonus scheme of 2% rewarding individual performance
was agreed. No corporate bonus was awarded this year.
The Committee also considered the remuneration package for
Executive Directors taking into account their tenure, economic
environment, local market rates and business affordability, and
recommended no increase be applied. Similarly, a review of NonExecutive fees was undertaken resulting in a recommendation
for no increase to be applied. All recommendations were
approved by the Board.
The Committee continues to monitor the Society’s gender pay
gap and published a report based on data as at 5 April 2017.
A copy of this report is available on the Society’s website at
www.forestersfriendlysociety.co.uk/governance
The Committee reviewed and approved the Directors’
Remuneration Report for the Annual Report.
More details of the Society’s policy on remuneration are set
out in the Directors’ Remuneration Report on pages 45 to 47.

With-Profits Advisory Arrangement

Graham Setterfield (Chairman)

The members who served on the Advisory Arrangement during
2017 were:

John Garrett

Trevor Batten (Chairman)

Helen Mackinnon

John Garrett

Number of meetings held in 2017: 4
Terms of Reference:
The main responsibilities of the Remuneration Committee are
described in:
www.forestersfriendlysociety.co.uk/about-us/companyreports-and-governance

Key issues addressed by the Committee:
During the year, the Committee considered the Chairman, NonExecutive Director, High Chief Ranger, High Sub-Chief Ranger and
Members of the Membership Committee fees and recommended
no increases be applied for 2017.
The Committee updated its Remuneration Policy to reflect the
decision to move to CPI rather than RPI as the reference index
when determining salary increases.

Helen Mackinnon
Graham Setterfield

Number of meetings held in 2017: 10
Terms of Reference:
The Society has one open With-Profits fund – the Order Insurance
Fund - and four closed With-Profits funds – Pure Endowment
Fund, Tunstall Fund, Leek Fund and Post Office Insurance Society
Fund (POIS). Although each fund is considered individually, the
main terms of reference apply to all funds.
The main responsibility of each With-Profits advisory arrangement
is described in:
www.forestersfriendlysociety.co.uk/about-us/companyreports-and-governance
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Committee Reports (continued)
Key issues addressed by the Advisory
Arrangement in respect of the Order Insurance
Fund, Pure Endowment Fund, Tunstall Fund,
Leek Fund and POIS Fund:

• a n investigation, which will be concluded in 2018, into a
potential transfer from the Society funds into the Order
Insurance Fund to mitigate the impact of lower than
anticipated sales profitability in 2016 and 2017

The Advisory Arrangement, taking the advice of the With-Profits
Actuary, considered the areas where management had exercised
discretion and concluded that the Society had complied with the
Principles and Practices set out in the PPFMs of the five WithProfits funds in all material respects.

The Advisory Arrangement ensured it took into account the
customer perspective in its discussions and recommendations.

It considered the balance between annual and final bonus rates
given the expectation of lower investment returns persisting for
an extended period into the future.
For many of the older policy types the Advisory Arrangement saw
that there was a margin between the amount available to meet
claims and the value of the guaranteed benefits enabling annual
bonuses to be maintained while still allowing an investment policy
seeking out real returns to continue to be pursued, consistent
with the PPFM.
However, for some newer policy types, the current premium rates
or policy charges indicate that there is a greater likelihood that
a more prudent investment policy will be required to be followed
if the current annual bonus rates are maintained. The Advisory
Arrangement proposed to the Board that it was appropriate to
make a small reduction in the annual bonus rates on the 50+
Plans, the ISA and the Bond to reduce this risk and will continue
to monitor the situation for other policy classes depending on
economic conditions.
The Advisory Arrangement continued to oversee the review by
Management of the Society’s customers with whom contact had
been lost, and the quality and frequency of information being sent
to customers to help them understand how their policies were
performing, including the impact of ongoing charges. A number
of enhancements were implemented in the approach to these.
The review is aligned with an industry wide thematic review of
the treatment of closed book customers by the FCA often
referred to as TR16/2.
The Advisory Arrangement also reviewed, and recommended to
the Board, proposals by management, for:
• c hanges in the way the cost of product guarantees were
recovered through product charges against the continuing
background of expected longer term lower investment returns;
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Unit-Linked Advisory Arrangement
The members who served on the Advisory Arrangement during
2017 were:
Trevor Batten (Chairman)
John Garrett
Helen Mackinnon
Graham Setterfield

Number of meetings held in 2017: 10
Terms of Reference:
The Society has three Unit-Linked funds in operation – POIS Flexible
Growth Fund, POIS Money Bond Fund and POIS Savings Fund.
The main responsibilities of the Advisory Arrangement are
described in:
www.forestersfriendlysociety.co.uk/about-us/companyreports-and-governance

Key issues addressed by the Advisory
Arrangement:
The Advisory Arrangement reviewed the management actions
taken when there were technical issues which impacted on the
daily calculation of unit prices and agreed they were appropriate.
The Advisory Arrangement reviewed the public document entitled,
‘How we manage our unit-linked funds’ and did not recommend
any changes. This document helps explain to members how the
funds will be operated and how the exercise of discretion may
occur in relation to deriving unit-linked fund prices for use in
working out policyholder benefits. The revision was approved
by the Board and is available on:
www.pois.co.uk/site/assets/files/1021/how_we_manage_
our_ul_funds.pdf

• the launch of a new product, the Lifetime ISA;

The Advisory Arrangement reviewed, and recommended to the
Board, changes where policies were terminated early. Changes
were made to the way fees were recovered from introducers and
the way charges were applied to policies on early termination.

• the periodic review process of products to ensure
fairness to policyholders;

The Advisory Arrangement ensured it took into account the
customer perspective in its discussions and recommendations.
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Directors’ Remuneration Report
This Report is provided to give members a full explanation of the
remuneration policy and explains how the Society has applied the
‘UK Corporate Governance Code: An annotated version for Mutual
Insurers’, with respect to Directors’ Remuneration.
A resolution will be put to the Annual General
Meeting inviting members to vote on the
Directors’ Remuneration Report. This vote is
advisory and the Board will consider any action
that may be required following the outcome
of the vote.
The contents of this Report are unaudited,
with the exception of the Directors’ remuneration
table on page 46.

Remuneration Committee
The role and list of Non-Executive Directors who sit on the
Remuneration Committee is shown on page 43. The Chief
Executive is invited to attend the meetings to participate in
discussions on remuneration policy but is excluded from
detailed discussions relating to his own remuneration.

Remuneration Policy
The Society’s approach to remuneration is an integral part of the
Society’s strategy. The policy aims to attract, motivate, support and
retain high quality diverse talent with the necessary skills to achieve
the Society’s strategic objectives, meet regulatory requirements and
support the short, medium and long-term interests of members.
Remuneration is considered within the financial services sector
for the geographical location the Society occupies and business
affordability. The policy is to provide an industry competitive level
of salary and a good working environment. Salaries are reviewed
annually and all staff are entitled to join a defined contribution
pension scheme. The Society is accredited by the Living Wage
Foundation which is wholly consistent with its ethos of being a
caring and responsible employer.

Remuneration Policy for NonExecutive Directors
Non-Executive Directors are elected for a period up to three years
by members at the Annual General Meeting. This appointment
can be extended for two further periods of three years at which

point the Non-Executive Director has to stand down in accordance
with the Society’s Rules. The Board will determine any notice
period that is convenient to both the Society and the Director
under other circumstances. The initial term may be shortened
to align with rotation of the Board.
The remuneration of all Non-Executive Directors, including the
Chairman, is reviewed on an annual basis by the Remuneration
Committee using advice and guidance from both internal and
external sources, and supplemented as required with expert
advice. A recommendation is made to the Board which then puts
a proposition to the delegates at the Annual General Meeting to
receive any remuneration changes. The Non-Executive Directors
are only entitled to fees and expenses, and do not participate in
any performance related pay schemes, or receive any pension
arrangements or other benefits.

Remuneration Policy for Executive
Directors
The Remuneration Policy of the Executive Directors comprises
of basic salary, a contributory pension and other benefits.
The remuneration is approved by the Board based upon
recommendation by the Remuneration Committee, which includes
all salary amendments. There is no bonus or long term incentive
scheme in place however should the Society introduce a scheme
in the future it retains the right to adjust, defer a substantial
portion for a period of not less than three years, and consider the
application of malus based on ex post risk adjustments before it
has vested i.e. where the Board has cause for concern that the
achievement of the results has been to the detriment to treating
customers fairly. Executive Directors are also entitled to benefits
in kind that include a company car (or an equivalent allowance)
and private medical insurance.
The employment contract of the Executive Directors requires
a contractual notice period of six months by either party.
The Remuneration Committee will carefully consider what
compensation commitments (including pension contributions
and all other elements) their Directors’ terms of appointment
would entail in the event of their early termination.
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Directors’ Remuneration Report (continued)
Directors’ Remuneration
Salary/
Fees

Bonuses

Benefits

Pension
Contributions

Total
2017

Total
2016

NON-EXECUTIVES

£

£

£

£

£

£

Mike Wilkinson
(retired 13 June 2016)

-

-

-

-

-

12,500

John Instance*

20,000

-

-

-

20,000

21,218

Trevor Batten

18,750

-

-

-

18,750

17,747

John Garrett

17,500

-

-

-

17,500

10,000

Helen Mackinnon

17,500

-

-

-

17,500

10,000

Penny O’Nions
(retired 13 June 2016)

-

-

-

-

-

11,250

Graham Setterfield

18,750

-

-

-

18,750

22,500

Kathryn Vagneur
(retired 26 June 2017)

9,375

-

-

-

9,375

22,500

Erik Vynckier

18,750

-

-

-

18,750

18,994

David Watkins
(retired 13 June 2016)

-

-

-

-

-

10,000

EXECUTIVES

£

£

£

£

£

£

Paul Osborn

142,528

-

24,672

26,437

193,637

196,954

Myles Edwards

122,556

-

17,290

12,316

152,161

88,125

Rachel Hardy
(co-opted 27 September 2017)

30,962

-

4,372

-

35,333

-

£501,756

£441,788

-

*Chose to waive his supplementary fee of £2,500 a year as Chairman of Sub-Committees in recognition of the Society’s strategy to reduce costs but in October 2016
accepted the supplementary Society Chairman fee of £5,000 a year following regulatory approval of his role.
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Directors’ Pension Benefits
Non-Executive Directors do not receive any pensionable benefits from the Society. Executive Directors are invited, after three months’
service, to become a member of the Society’s Group Personal Pension Scheme, a money purchase stakeholder pension scheme with
Scottish Widows plc. After six months’ service, the Society makes enhanced contributions. The Society’s contributions to this scheme
are shown in the remuneration table above.

Benefits in Kind
Benefits in kind were standardised amongst the Society’s Executive Directors during 2013 and include medical insurance to cover
the employee’s spouse or partner and dependants and critical illness cover.
Graham Setterfield
Chairman, Remuneration Committee
5 April 2018
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‘‘

An insurance company with
a heart for its customers. It is
what it says on the tin.

‘‘

A satisfied Foresters member

Foresters Friendly Society Annual Report 2017

Financial
Statements
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Independent Auditor’s Report To The Members Of The
Ancient Order Of Foresters Friendly Society Limited
Report on the audit of the financial statements
Opinion
In our opinion the financial statements:
• g ive a true and fair view of the state of the Group’s and of the Society’s affairs as at 31 December 2017 and of the Group’s and the
Society’s income and expenditure for the year then ended;
• h ave been properly prepared in accordance with United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice including Financial Reporting
Standard 102 “The Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland”; and
• have been prepared in accordance with the Friendly Societies Act 1992.
We have audited the financial statements of The Ancient Order of Foresters Friendly Society Limited (the ‘Society’) and its subsidiaries (the
‘Group’) which comprise:
• the Consolidated and Society Income and Expenditure Accounts;
• the Consolidated and Society Balance Sheet;
• the Consolidated Statement of Total Recognised Gains and Losses; and
• the related notes 1 to 27.
The financial reporting framework that has been applied in their preparation is applicable law and United Kingdom Accounting Standards,
including Financial Reporting Standard 102 “The Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland” (United
Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice).

Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK) (ISAs (UK)) and applicable law. Our responsibilities
under those standards are further described in the auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements section of our report.
We are independent of the Group and the Society in accordance with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of the financial
statements in the UK, including the FRC’s Ethical Standard as applied to public interest entities, and we have fulfilled our other ethical
responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. We confirm that the non-audit services prohibited by the FRC’s Ethical Standard
were not provided to the Group or the Society.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
Summary of our Audit Approach
The key audit matters that we identified in the current year were:
Key audit matters
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•
•

Long term business provisions
Valuation of investment properties

Materiality

The materiality that we used for the Group financial statements was £755k which was determined on
the basis of 3% of funds for future appropriation.

Scoping

Our Group audit was scoped by obtaining an understanding of the Group and its environment, including
Group-wide controls, and assessing the risks of material misstatement. Audit work to respond to the above
risks of material misstatement for all entities in the Group was performed by the Group engagement team
with assistance from component auditors where required.

Significant changes in our approach

We have not identified the assumptions underpinning defined benefit pensions and completeness
of POIS premiums as key audit matters for the December 2017 year end.

Financial Statements

Conclusions relating to going concern, principal risks and viability statement
Going concern
We have reviewed the Directors’ statement on page 33 in the financial statements about whether they considered it appropriate to adopt
the going concern basis of accounting in preparing them and their identification of any material uncertainties to the Group’s and Society’s
ability to continue to do so over a period of at least twelve months from the date of approval of the financial statements.
We confirm that we have nothing material to report, add or draw attention to in respect of these matters.
Principal risks and viability statement
Based solely on reading the Directors’ statements and considering whether they were consistent with the knowledge we obtained in the
course of the audit, including the knowledge obtained in the evaluation of the Directors’ assessment of the Group’s and the Society’s ability
to continue as a going concern, we are required to state whether we have anything material to add or draw attention to in relation to:
• the disclosures on pages 24 to 27 and 93 to 96 that describe the principal risks and explain how they are being managed or mitigated;
• the Directors’ confirmation on page 26 that they have carried out a robust assessment of the principal risks facing the Group,
including those that would threaten its business model, future performance, solvency or liquidity; or
• the Directors’ explanation on pages 33 to 34 as to how they have assessed the prospects of the Group, over what period they have
done so and why they consider that period to be appropriate, and their statement as to whether they have a reasonable expectation
that the Group will be able to continue in operation and meet its liabilities as they fall due over the period of their assessment,
including any related disclosures drawing attention to any necessary qualifications or assumptions.
We confirm that we have nothing material to report, add or draw attention to in respect of these matters.

Key audit matters
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgement, were of most significance in our audit of the financial statements
of the current period and include the most significant assessed risks of material misstatement (whether or not due to fraud) that we
identified. These matters included those which had the greatest effect on: the overall audit strategy, the allocation of resources in the
audit; and directing the efforts of the engagement team.
These matters were addressed in the context of our audit of the financial statements as a whole, and in forming our opinion thereon,
and we do not provide a separate opinion on these matters.
For the 2016 year end we included assumptions underpinning the defined benefit pension obligation as a key audit matter. This is not
considered to be a key audit matter in the current year as management follows third party expert advice of setting the assumptions, and the
assessment of these is no longer a main area of focus for our audit.
We have also not identified completeness of POIS premiums as a key audit matter for the current year as this involves little management
judgement and is largely mechanical in nature.
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Long Term Business Provision
Key audit matter
description

At the year-end the Society recognised Long Term Business Provisions of £152m (2016: £152m), this has been
prepared in line with the accounting policy on Long Term Business Provision (See note 1). We consider these provisions
to be material due to both their size and nature.
The assessment of the appropriate carrying value of the technical provisions requires management to make significant
judgments when setting the underlying assumptions.
We have identified the following as being key assumptions to the actuarial reserving process: cost of guarantees; loss
ratio for Group business; and expenses. We also consider the valuation methodology and assumptions underlying the
cost of guarantees to be a key focus area.
The judgments are around whether the assumptions appropriately reflect the Society’s circumstances and experience.
Due to the significance of management’s estimates, we determined that there was a potential for fraud through possible
manipulation of this balance.
Technical provisions is referred to by the Board in their Strategic Report, key estimates and judgements in note 1 and
the technical provisions note 19.

How the scope of our
audit responded to the
key audit matter

We have assessed the design and implementation of key internal controls mitigating the risks associated with the
setting of technical provisions assumptions.
Key assumptions such as cost of guarantees, Group loss ratio assumption, and expenses as well as methodologies
applied were challenged with the assistance of our life insurance specialists.
We challenged the approach for the valuation of the cost of guarantees and the setting of the volatility assumptions
used in this calculation, as disclosed in note 19 through assessing against market practice.
We have challenged the loss ratio assumption used in the valuation of the Group business and considered the loss
ratio assumption used against past experience and changes in pricing patterns.
We have reviewed the methodology to derive the expense assumptions and have assessed the appropriateness with
reference to historical performance, our understanding of the changes the Society has made in relation to certain
expenses for 2018 onwards and benchmarked inflationary factors against publicly available data.

Key observations

We found the valuation methodologies used in the calculation of the technical provisions to be appropriate and
reasonable and the assumptions to lie within a reasonable range.

Investment property valuation
Key audit matter
description

The Society holds a number of investment properties with a market value at year-end of £71m (2016: £69m).
A key audit matter has been identified in relation to properties where the fair value movement for the year was outside
a defined range, based on specific industry benchmarks, considering the location and type of the properties.
Although the ultimate responsibility for the valuation of the property portfolio remains with the Society, the process
is outsourced to third party valuation experts.
Investment property valuation is referred to by the Board in their Strategic Report. It is also included in the key
estimates and judgements note 1 and disclosure note 12 in the financial statements.

How the scope of our
audit responded to the
key audit matter

We have assessed the design and implementation of key internal controls mitigating the risks associated with investment
property valuation.
We have assessed the objectivity and competency of the third party valuation experts used by management.
Working with our internal real estate experts, we have assessed the competence, independence and qualification of
the external valuation experts, as well as the assumptions applied in the valuation on a sample basis. The rationale for
changes in valuations driven by economic factors, such as inflation, have been evaluated through reference to publicly
available data on trends in property values. Furthermore, the rationale for changes in the value of individual investment
properties driven by changes in condition, such as tenancy agreements or rental income streams, were assessed on a
sample basis.

Key observations
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Overall we consider the investment property balance recognised by the Society in the Consolidated Annual Report
and Accounts to be appropriately valued. The assumptions applied by management, both specific and general,
are considered to be appropriate to determine the market value of the properties held.

Financial Statements

Our application of materiality
We define materiality as the magnitude of misstatement in the financial statements that makes it probable that the economic decisions of a
reasonably knowledgeable person would be changed or influenced. We use materiality both in planning the scope of our audit work and in
evaluating the results of our work.
Based on our professional judgement, we determined materiality for the financial statements as a whole as follows:
Group financial statements
£’000

Society financial statements
£’000

755

717

Materiality
Basis for determining materiality

3% of funds for future appropriation.

Rationale for the benchmark applied

We have used gross funds for future appropriation as the benchmark for our materiality as
this represents the key metric monitored by both management and members of the Society.
The same basis was used for the Group and the Society as the majority of the Group’s
operations are carried out by the Society.

Group materiality - 755
FFA - 25,159
Group materiality

Materiality
(£’000)

Maximum component materiality (excl. Society) - 275
Audit Committee reporting threshold - 38

We agreed with the Audit Committee that we would report to the Committee all audit differences in excess of £38k (2016: £32k) for the
Group, as well as differences below that threshold that, in our view, warranted reporting on qualitative grounds. We also report to the Audit
Committee on disclosure matters that we identified when assessing the overall presentation of the financial statements.

An overview of the scope of our audit
Our audit was scoped by obtaining an understanding of the entity and its environment, including internal controls, and assessing the risks
of material misstatement. Audit work to respond to the key audit matters was performed directly by the group audit engagement team.
We have utilised component auditors to assist with our group audit, performing work on the Guernsey Court and the Leeds Investment
Association. These significant components were subject to full scope audits which were executed at levels of materiality applicable to
each individual entity, up to £275k. These components and the Society comprise substantially all of the Group’s operations.
We held meetings with the component audit teams during both their planning and year-end work and discussed the risks included
in our referral instructions as well any additional risks identified by them during their risk assessments. We also reviewed the testing
documentation for key areas, reviewed their formal submission to us and their resultant findings.
At the parent Society level we also audited the consolidation process and carried out analytical procedures to confirm our conclusion that
there were no significant risks of material misstatement of the aggregated financial information of the remaining components not subject
to audit or audit of specified account balances.
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Independent Auditor’s Report (continued)
Other information
The Directors are responsible for the other information. The other
information comprises the information included in the annual report,
other than the financial statements and our auditor’s report thereon.
Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other
information and, except to the extent otherwise explicitly stated in our
report, we do not express any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our
responsibility is to read the other information and, in doing so,
consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent
with the financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the
audit or otherwise appears to be materially misstated.
If we identify such material inconsistencies or apparent material
misstatements, we are required to determine whether there is a
material misstatement in the financial statements or a material
misstatement of the other information. If, based on the work we
have performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement
of this other information, we are required to report that fact.
In this context, matters that we are specifically required to report
to you as uncorrected material misstatements of the other
information include where we conclude that:
• F air, balanced and understandable – the statement
given by the Directors that they consider the annual report
and financial statements taken as a whole is fair, balanced
and understandable and provides the information necessary
for shareholders to assess the Group’s performance, business
model and strategy, is materially inconsistent with our
knowledge obtained in the audit; or
• A
 udit committee reporting – the section describing the
work of the Audit Committee does not appropriately address
matters communicated by us to the Audit Committee.
We have nothing to report in respect of these matters.

Responsibilities of directors
As explained more fully in the Directors’ responsibilities statement,
the Directors are responsible for the preparation of the financial
statements and for being satisfied that they give a true and fair
view, and for such internal control as the Directors determine is
necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, the Directors are responsible
for assessing the Group’s and the Society’s ability to continue as
a going concern, disclosing as applicable, matters related to going
concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless
the Directors either intend to liquidate the Group or the Society or
to cease operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so.
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Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the
financial statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements as a whole are free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to
issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable
assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee
that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs (UK) will always
detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements
can arise from fraud or error and are considered material
if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be
expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken
on the basis of these financial statements.
A further description of our responsibilities for the audit
of the financial statements is located on the Financial
Reporting Council’s website at: www.frc.org.uk/
auditorsresponsibilities. This description forms part
of our auditor’s report.

Use of our report
This report is made solely to the Society’s members, as a body,
in accordance with section 73 of the Friendly Societies Act 1992.
Our audit work has been undertaken so that we might state to
the Society’s members those matters we are required to state
to them in an auditor’s report and for no other purpose. To the
fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or assume
responsibility to anyone other than the Society and the Society’s
members as a body, for our audit work, for this report,
or for the opinions we have formed.

Report on other legal and
regulatory requirements
Opinions on other matters prescribed by
the Friendly Societies Act 1992
In our opinion, based on the work undertaken in the course
of the audit:
• the information given in the Strategic Report and the
Directors’ Report for the financial year for which the
financial statements are prepared is consistent with
the financial statements; and
• the Strategic Report and the Directors’ Report has
been prepared in accordance with applicable legal
requirements.
In the light of the knowledge and understanding of the Group
and of the Society and their environment obtained in the course
of the audit, we have not identified any material misstatements
in the Strategic Report or the Directors’ Report.

Financial Statements

Matters on which we are required to report by exception
Adequacy of explanations received and accounting records
Under the Friendly Societies Act 1992 we are required to report to you if, in our opinion:
• adequate accounting records have not been kept by the Society; or
• the Society’s financial statements are not in agreement with the accounting records; or
• we have not received all the information and explanations and access to documents that we require for our audit.
We have nothing to report in respect of these matters.

Other matters
Auditor tenure
Following the recommendation of the Audit Committee, we were appointed by the Board in June 2015 to audit the financial statements
for the year ending 2015 and subsequent financial periods. The period of total uninterrupted engagement including previous renewals
and reappointments of the firm is 3 years, covering the years ending 31 December 2015 to 31 December 2017.
Consistency of the audit report with the additional report to the Audit Committee
Our audit opinion is consistent with the additional report to the Audit Committee we are required to provide in accordance with ISAs (UK).
Elanor Gill, FCA (Senior statutory auditor)
For and on behalf of Deloitte LLP
Statutory Auditor
London
6 April 2018
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Consolidated and Society Income and Expenditure Account
For the year ended 31 December 2017
Technical Account Long Term Business

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

26,869
(228)
26,641
7,379
2,618

20,521
(116)
20,405
7,296
9,160

36,638

36,861

5

(29,171)
67
(29,104)
(291)
(29,395)

(24,260)
61
(24,199)
(101)
(24,300)

6

1,068
(95)
973

(1,770)
(68)
(1,838)

6

(1,478)
(505)

(3,298)
(5,136)

7
11
4
9

(3,202)
(210)
(513)
(3,925)
(33,825)

(2,952)
(210)
(429)
(3,591)
(33,027)

2,813

3,834

(2,813)
-

(3,834)
-

Notes

Earned premiums, net of reinsurance
Gross premium written
Outward reinsurance premiums
Investment income
Net unrealised gains on investments

3
4
4

Total Technical Income
Claims incurred, net of reinsurance
Claims paid: Gross amount
Reinsurers’ share
Change in provision for claims: Gross amount
Net claims incurred
Change in other technical provisions
Long term business provision
   - gross amount
   - reinsurers’ share
   - net of reinsurance
Technical provisions for linked business
   - net of reinsurance
Net change
Other Expenditure
Net operating expenses
Amortisation of PVIF
Investment expenses and charges
Taxation attributable to long term business
Total Technical Charges
Surplus of technical income over technical charges
Transfer from/(to) Non-Technical Account
Transfer from/(to) Fund for Future Appropriations
Balance on Technical Account

18

All long term business is written in the United Kingdom, is in respect of continuing operations and relates to direct insurance contracts.
The notes on pages 65 to 96 form an integral part of these accounts.
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2017
£’000

2016
£’000

Technical Account-General Business
Technical Income
Gross premium written
Investment income
Total Technical Income

2,371
123
2,494

2,267
116
2,383

Technical Charges
Claims incurred gross
Transferred to general business provision
Net operating expenses
Total Technical Charges

(2,137)
(197)
(160)
(2,494)

(2,047)
(182)
(154)
(2,383)

-

-

Technical Account General Business

Notes

7

Balance on Technical Account

General business is written by the Guernsey branch and is classified as overseas business.

Consolidated Income and Expenditure Account
For the year ended 31 December 2017
Non-Technical Account
Income
Investment income
Unrealised gains/(losses) on investments
Unrealised gains/(losses) on Court investments
Discretionary fund donations and levies
Total Income
Expenditure
Net operating expenses
Court operating expenses
Investment expenses and charges
Discretionary benefits paid and approved Court distributions
Total Expenditure

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

10
10
10

5,151
839
1,506
110
7,606

5,712
1,804
3,185
95
10,796

7
7
10

(2,122)
(3,259)
(266)
(924)
(6,571)

(2,370)
(3,357)
(439)
(970)
(7,136)

1,035

3,660

(778)
(2,179)
(130)
2,052

(937)
(3,477)
(153)
907

-

-

Notes

Excess/(Deficit) of income over expenditure for the financial year
From/(to) Discretionary Fund
From/(to) Long Term Business Technical Account
From/(to) Mainland Court funds
From/(to) Court funds – Guernsey
From/(to) Fund for Future Appropriations
Balance on the Non-Technical Account

16
17
17
18

Non-Technical business relates to the allocation of income and expenditure items which are not directly related to individual insurance funds, including
project costs. Court and discretionary fund income and expenditure is also included in the non-technical account.
The notes on pages 65 to 96 form an integral part of these accounts.
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Consolidated and Society’s Statement of Other
Comprehensive Income
For the year ended 31 December 2017
Notes
Transfer from/(to) Fund for Future Appropriations (Technical Account)
Transfer from/(to) Fund for Future Appropriations (Non-Technical Account)
Pension schemes actuarial gain/(loss)

22

Other Comprehensive Income

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2,813
(2,052)
(265)

3,834
(907)
240

496

3,167

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

5,297
(353)
1,506
110
6,560

5,792
721
3,185
95
9,793

(1,905)
(3,259)
(266)
(924)
(6,354)

(2,171)
(3,357)
(439)
(970)
(6,937)

206

2,856

(81)
(2,047)
(130)
2,052

(240)
(3,370)
(153)
907

-

-

Society Income and Expenditure Account
For the year ended 31 December 2017
Non-Technical Account
Income
Investment income
Unrealised gains/(losses) on investments
Unrealised gains/(losses) on Court investments
Discretionary fund donations and levies
Total Income
Expenditure
Net operating expenses
Court operating expenses
Investment expenses and charges
Discretionary benefits paid and approved Court distributions
Total Expenditure

Notes
10
10
10

7
10

Excess/(Deficit) of income over expenditure for the financial year
(To)/from Discretionary Fund
(To)/from Long Term Business Technical Account
(To)/from mainland Court funds
(To)/from Court funds – Guernsey
(To)/from Fund for Future Appropriations
Balance on the Non-Technical Account

The notes on pages 65 to 96 form an integral part of these accounts.
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16
17
17
18

Consolidated Balance Sheet
as at 31 December 2017
Notes

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

Intangible assets
Purchased value of in force business

11

700

910

Investments
Land and buildings
Investment in subsidiary
Other financial investments

12
13
13

71,345
10
138,155
209,510

68,527
10
135,132
203,669

Assets held to cover linked liabilities - investment contracts

13

1,932

1,995

Assets held to cover linked liabilities - insurance contracts

13

35,949

34,408

Reinsurers share of Long term business provision

19

25

120

Debtors
Debtors arising out of insurance operations
Other debtors

14

1,514
1,434
2,948

591
2,173
2,764

81
2,198
25,127
27,406

98
3,165
27,759
31,022

1,280
276
1,556

1,169
241
1,410

419

256

280,445

276,554

Assets

Other assets
Tangible assets
Certificates of deposit
Cash at bank and in hand

15

Prepayments and accrued income
Accrued interest and rent
Other prepayments and accrued income

Pension asset
Total assets

The notes on pages 65 to 96 form an integral part of these accounts.
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Consolidated Balance Sheet
as at 31 December 2017
Liabilities

Notes

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

Reserves
Discretionary Funds
Court Funds

16
17

13,708
81,255
94,963

12,930
78,946
91,876

Fund for future appropriations

18

25,159

24,398

Technical provisions
Long term business provision - Insurance and participating investment contracts
Long term business provision - non-participating investment contracts
Technical provision for linked liabilities - investment contracts
Technical provision for linked liabilities - insurance contracts
Claims outstanding
General business provision (Guernsey)

19
19
19
19
19
19

114,394
(89)
1,932
35,949
2,296
3,649
158,131

115,458
(85)
1,995
34,408
2,005
3,452
157,233

Provision for other risks and charges

21

-

-

489
163
652

1,453
84
1,537

1,540

1,424

-

86

280,445

276,554

Creditors
Other creditors
Taxation and Social Security

Accruals and deferred income
Pension Liability
Total Liabilities

22

The notes on pages 65 to 96 form an integral part of these accounts.
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Society Balance Sheet
as at 31 December 2017
Notes

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

Intangible assets
Purchased value of in force business

11

700

910

Investments
Land and buildings
Investment in subsidiary
Other financial investments

12
13
13

63,476
10
135,103
198,589

61,077
10
133,360
194,447

Assets held to cover linked liabilities - investment contracts

13

1,932

1,995

Assets held to cover linked liabilities - insurance contracts

13

35,949

34,408

Reinsurers share of Long term business provision

19

25

120

Debtors
Debtors arising out of insurance operations
Other debtors

14

1,514
1,315
2,829

591
2,173
2,764

81
525
19,863
20,469

98
1,450
21,539
23,087

1,200
263
1,463

1,105
220
1,325

419

256

262,375

259,312

Assets

Other assets
Tangible assets
Certificates of deposit
Cash at bank and in hand

15

Prepayments and accrued income
Accrued interest and rent
Other prepayments and accrued income

Pension asset
Total assets

The notes on pages 65 to 96 form an integral part of these accounts.
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Society Balance Sheet
as at 31 December 2017
Liabilities

Notes

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

Reserves
Discretionary Funds
Court Funds

16
17

2,900
74,018
76,918

2,819
71,841
74,660

Fund for future appropriations

18

25,159

24,398

Technical provisions
Long term business provision - Insurance and participating investment contracts
Long term business provision - non-participating investment contracts
Technical provision for linked liabilities - investment contracts
Technical provision for linked liabilities - insurance contracts
Claims outstanding
General business provision (Guernsey)

19
19
19
19
19
19

114,394
(89)
1,932
35,949
2,296
3,649
158,131

115,458
(85)
1,995
34,408
2,005
3,452
157,233

Provision for other risks and charges

21

-

-

489
163
652

1,453
84
1,537

1,515

1,398

-

86

262,375

259,312

Creditors
Other creditors
Taxation and Social Security

Accruals and deferred income
Pension Liability

22

Total Liabilities

The notes on pages 65 to 96 form an integral part of these accounts.
These financial statements were approved by the Board on 5 April 2018 and authorised for issue. No amendments are permitted after authorisation for
issue. On behalf of the Board:

John Instance
Chairman

Paul Osborn
Chief Executive

Lisa Russell
Company Secretary
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Notes to the Accounts
1. Accounting policies
General Information, change in accounting policy
and basis of accounting
The Society is a Friendly Society incorporated in the United
Kingdom under the Friendly Societies Act. The address of the
registered office is given on page 3. The nature of the Group’s
operations and its principal activities are set out in the Strategic
Report on pages 15 to 19.
The Society prepares its Annual Report & Accounts on the
historical cost convention modified for fair value, excluding
tangible fixed assets, in accordance with The Friendly Societies
(Accounts and Related Provisions) Regulations 1994, The Friendly
Societies Act 1992 and Financial Reporting Standards 102 and
103 (FRS 102 and FRS 103).
As permitted by the Amendments to FRS 103 Insurance Contracts
Solvency II, the Society recognises and measures technical
provisions on long term insurance contracts on a best estimate
basis. This means that the value of technical provisions disclosed
in these financial statements are aligned with the Society’s other
regulatory financial reporting.
The functional currency of the Society continues to be pounds
sterling because that is the currency of the primary economic
environment in which the Society operates. The consolidated
financial statements are also presented in pounds sterling.
The Society meets the definition of a qualifying entity under
FRS 102 and has therefore taken advantage of the disclosure
exemptions available to it in respect of its separate financial
statements, which are presented alongside the consolidated
financial statements. Exemptions have been taken in relation
to the presentation of a cash flow statement.
Under FRS 103 the accounting treatment of long term business
contracts depends on the classification of contracts as either
insurance contracts if the level of insurance risk is significant,
or investment contracts if the risk is not significant.
The Society considers insurance risk to be the risk of having to
pay benefits as a result of an insured event which are significantly
more than would be paid if the insured event did not occur. All
of the Society’s Non-Profit policies and regular premium unitlinked policies are classified as insurance contracts. The Society
accounts for all contracts with no significant insurance risk in
accordance with section 11 and 12 of FRS 102.

All of the Society’s With-Profits policies are classified as
participating investment contracts as these entitle the policyholder
to receive, in addition to the guaranteed benefits, additional
discretionary bonuses which are likely to form a significant
proportion of the total benefit payable and where the amount
and timing are at the discretion of the Society and depend on
the performance of a specified pool of assets.
The Society’s single premium unit-linked contract (which is no
longer offered for sale) is classified as an investment contract.

Basis of consolidation
The consolidated income and expenditure accounts, the
consolidated statement of other comprehensive income and the
consolidated balance sheet are the financial statements of the
whole Group including the Branches (Courts) and the Investment
Associations (see note 2) where the Society has the ability to
exercise control. Internal transactions and balances between the
various components of the Society have been eliminated.
The consolidated financial statements incorporate the results of
acquisitions using the acquisition method. In the balance sheet,
the acquiree’s identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities
are initially recognised at their fair values at the acquisition date.
The results of acquired operations are included in the consolidated
income and expenditure accounts from the date on which control
is obtained. They are deconsolidated from the date control ceases.
In the case of the acquisition of policy engagements and related
assets and liabilities, the acquisition method is applied as if the
engagements acquired constituted an entity.
The Court assets are not available to back the long term
business of the Society but the Courts remain as Branches of
the incorporated Society. Their assets and activities are therefore
shown separately within the notes to the accounts. Investment
Association deposits are investments of the Courts.
The balance sheet includes the cost of £10,000 for all the
shares in Foresters General Insurance Services Limited. In view
of the immaterial amounts involved, this entity has not been fully
consolidated in the financial statements (see note 13).
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Notes to the Accounts (continued)
Going Concern
The Society’s business activities, together with the factors likely to
affect its future development, performance and position are set out
in the Strategic Review on pages 15 to 19. Note 24 also describes
the financial position of the Society; its cash flows, liquidity position
and borrowing facilities; the Society’s objectives, policies and
processes for managing its capital; its financial risk management
objectives; details of its financial instruments and hedging activities;
and its exposure to credit risk and liquidity risk.
The Society meets its day to day working capital requirements
through its own cash reserves. The Directors have a reasonable
expectation that the Society has adequate resources to continue in
operational existence for the foreseeable future. Thus they continue
to adopt the going concern basis of accounting in preparing the
annual financial statements.

Premium Income
For long term insurance contracts and participating investment
contracts, regular premium income is accounted for on a receivable
basis, single premium income is accounted for when received. Outward
reinsurance premiums are accounted for in accordance with the
contract terms when due, reflecting the period when risk is transferred.
For general insurance business premium income is accounted for
on an accruals basis so that the figures stated include all premiums
received and receivable in respect of the current reporting year.

Claims
Maturity claims are charged to the Income and Expenditure account
when due for payment. Surrenders are accounted for on maturity
or, if earlier, on the date when the policy ceases to be included
within the calculation of the long term business provision. Death
claims are accounted for when notified. Claims on With-Profits
business include bonuses payable. Claims payable include related
claims handling costs. Amounts receivable from reinsurers are
estimated in a manner consistent with the outstanding claims
provisions or the settled claims associated with the reinsured
policies and in accordance with the relevant reinsurance contract.

Long Term Business Provision
The long term business provision is determined by the Board on the
advice of the Chief Actuary as part of the annual valuation of the
Society’s long term insurance business. The provision is determined
in accordance with the requirements of the PRA rulebook: Solvency II
Firms Technical Provisions Instrument 2015.
The long term business provision on a Solvency II basis is calculated as
the expected present value of the expected future cash flows (benefit
payments and expenses less premiums) plus a risk margin. The risk
margin allows for the cost to a third party of holding Solvency II capital
until all the contacts are settled.
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The valuation rate of interest used to discount the expected future cash
flows is prescribed by regulation, removing a key area of judgement
compared to the previous basis.
Further details of these technical provisions are contained in note 19.

General Business Provision
General Business comprises the medical and medical services
insurance protection conducted by the Guernsey Branch. In line
with historical treatment, as permitted under ‘FRS 103: Insurance
Contracts’, the liabilities are calculated in accordance with local
regulatory requirements. The liabilities are the accumulated surplus
income from the general business which the branch Committee of
Management has allocated to set aside to cover the provision
of medical benefits for policyholders.

Fund for Future Appropriations
The fund for future appropriations (FFA) consists of funds that
have not been allocated to specific policyholders, members or
non-insurance funds. Transfers to and from the fund reflect the
excess or deficiency of income over outgoings in each accounting
period arising from participating business. The FFA represents
membership funds, working capital and is available to cover
solvency capital requirements.

Taxation
Friendly Societies are taxed on their life or endowment business
so far as the annual premiums or sums assured exceed limits
prescribed in tax law, and on certain investment returns referable
to their subsidiaries. Insofar as the Society’s business is taxed,
it is taxed on investment return less management expenses.
Provision for current and deferred taxation is calculated using
the tax law and rates as enacted or substantively at the balance
sheet date.
Deferred tax assets are recognised only to the extent that they
reduce deferred tax liabilities or it is probable there will be future
taxable profits against which they may be set.

Land and Buildings
Land and Buildings, which include properties that are held by
the Society for operational purposes, are freehold and leasehold
investment properties held for long term rental yields and capital
growth. Changes in fair value are accounted for as unrealised gains
or losses in the Income and Expenditure account.
Land and buildings, other than those held by the Society for
operational purposes, are valued at least annually on an open
market value basis by qualified external professional valuers.
Land and buildings held for operational purposes are valued at
least annually on an existing use value basis by qualified external
professional valuers.
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Land and buildings held by the Society for operational purposes
are required to be depreciated over their expected useful economic
lives under the requirements of the Friendly Societies Act 1992.
This requirement conflicts with the generally accepted accounting
principle for Investment Properties set out in section 16 of FRS 102,
that no depreciation should be provided on such investments. The
Board consider that, as these properties are held for investment,
to depreciate them would not give a true and fair view, and that
it is necessary to adopt FRS 102 in order to give a true and fair
view. Depreciation is only one of the factors reflected in the annual
valuations, and the amount which might otherwise have been
shown, cannot reasonably be separately identified or quantified.
Freehold land is not subject to depreciation. No depreciation is
charged on freehold buildings as, in the Directors’ opinion, it is
considered that their estimated useful economic lives and residual
values are such that the required depreciation charge is immaterial.

Investments
Other financial investments comprise listed investments, units
in authorised unit trusts, loans, mortgages, deposits with credit
institutions and deposits with Investment Associations. Listed
investments and units held in authorised unit trusts are measured
at their bid value at the balance sheet date. Amounts receivable
in respect of loans and mortgages are shown at the lower of the
amounts advanced or the amount expected to be recovered where
there is evidence of impairment. Deposits with credit institutions
are carried at their historical cost as no reliable fair value can be
obtained for these instruments. Investment Associations are shown
at cost plus interest accrued on the deposit. The Society does not
invest in derivative investments.

any disposals in the year. Realised and unrealised gains and losses
are taken to the Income and Expenditure Account.

Pension Schemes
The Society operates a group stakeholder personal pension scheme
covering most permanent employees. This is a defined contribution
scheme and the Society’s contributions are charged to the Income
and Expenditure account in the year to which they relate. The
Society has no liability in respect of this defined contribution
scheme other than future contractual contributions.
The Society also operates two defined benefit pension schemes, both
of which are closed to new members. Both schemes are administered
by Trustees and are independent of the Society’s finances.
The asset or liability recognised in the balance sheet in respect
of the defined benefit plans is the present value of the defined
benefit obligation at the reporting date less the fair value of the
plan assets at the reporting date. The defined benefit obligation is
calculated using actuarial projections. Annually the Society engages
independent actuaries to calculate the obligation.
The fair value of plan assets is measured in accordance with the
FRS 102 fair value hierarchy and in accordance with the Society’s
policy for similarly held assets. This includes the use of appropriate
valuation techniques.
Actuarial gains and losses arising from experience adjustments and
changes in actuarial assumptions are included in the Statement of
Other Comprehensive Income. These amounts, together with the return
on plan assets, less amounts included in net interest, are disclosed in
note 22 as the “Change in recognised defined benefit asset”.

In the Society balance sheet, investments in subsidiaries and
associates are measured at cost less impairment.

The net interest cost is calculated by applying the discount rate to the
net balance of the defined benefit obligation and the fair value of plan
assets. This cost is recognised in the income and expenditure account.

Investment Income and Expenses
Investment income includes dividends, property rent, interest,
together with realised gains and losses on investments. Dividends are
taken into account when declared. Interest on fixed interest securities,
deposits and rental income is recognised on an accruals basis.

In the event a pension surplus exists, the Society will recognise the
surplus as an asset in the financial statements to the extent that it can
be recovered by the Society through either reduced future contributions
or through refunds which have been agreed at the balance sheet date
with the Trustees of the pension schemes in question.

Investment expenses and charges are shown as expenditure.

Further details of the pension schemes are contained in note 22.

Gains and Losses on Investments

Operating Leases

Balance Sheet

Rentals payable under operating leases are charged to the
technical and non-technical accounts on a straight-line basis in
line with the accruals concept over the lease term.

Unrealised gains and losses represent the difference between
the market value of investments held at the end of the year and
their market value at the beginning of the year, or their cost when
acquired during the year.
Income and Expenditure Account
Realised gains and losses are calculated as the difference between
purchase costs and net sales proceeds. An adjustment is made to
unrealised gains and losses previously recognised for the impact of

Tangible Fixed Assets and Depreciation
Tangible fixed assets are valued at cost less depreciation or provision
for impairment. Depreciation is provided on all tangible fixed assets in
equal annual instalments over their estimated useful economic lives
based on cost, less estimated residual value. The principal rates
used for this purpose are as follows:
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Notes to the Accounts (continued)
Fixture and fittings – 4 to 10 years
Motor vehicles – 4 to 5 years
Residual value represents the estimated amount which would
currently be obtained from disposal of an asset, after deducting
estimated costs of disposal, if the asset were already of the age and
in the condition expected at the end of its useful economic life.

Cash Flow Statement

Financial liabilities are de-recognised only when the obligation
specified in the contract is discharged, cancelled or expires.

The Society, being a mutual life assurance company, is exempt from
the requirement under FRS 102 to produce a cash flow statement.

Court and Discretionary Funds

Unit-Linked Business
Assets held in respect of unit-linked business are fair valued on a
daily basis at bid price, using market prices supplied by third party
data providers. The prices derived from the valuation apply to the
next working day after the valuation point.
The provision for unit-linked business is equal to the value of the
assets to which the contracts are linked. This provision is included
within the long term business provision.

Purchased Value of In-force Business (‘PVIF’)
On acquisition of a portfolio of insurance contracts, the net present
value of the Society’s interest in the expected cash flows of the
in-force business is capitalised as an intangible asset. The relevant
element is that part of PVIF which will be recognised as profit over
the remaining lifetime of the in-force policies.
PVIF is amortised over the remaining anticipated lives of the related
contracts which is generally between 5 and 15 years. Amortisation
is recognised within net operating expenses in the Income and
Expenditure account.
The carrying value of PVIF is assessed for possible impairment on
an annual basis.

Financial Instruments
Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised when the Society
becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instrument.
All financial assets and liabilities are initially measured at transaction
price (including transaction costs). If an arrangement constitutes
a financing transaction, the financial asset or financial liability is
measured at the present value of the future payments discounted at
a market rate of interest for a similar debt instrument.
Financial assets and liabilities are only offset in the balance sheet,
when and only when, there exists a legally enforceable right to set off
the recognised amounts and the Society intends either to settle on a
net basis, or to realise the asset and settle the liability simultaneously.
Financial assets are de-recognised when and only when a) the
contractual rights to the cash flows from the financial asset expire
or are settled, b) the Society transfers to another party substantially
all of the risks and rewards of ownership of the financial asset,
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or c) the Society, despite having retained some significant risks
and rewards of ownership, has transferred control of the asset to
another party and the other party has the practical ability to sell
the asset in its entirety to an unrelated third party and is able to
exercise that ability unilaterally and without needing to impose
additional restrictions on the transfer.

Court and discretionary fund balances arise from the Society’s
social, fraternal and benevolent activities. Transfers to and from
these funds reflect the excess or deficiency of income over
outgoings in each accounting period arising from such activities.
Court and discretionary benefit funds are ring fenced and are not
available to support the insurance activities of the Society.
Further details are provided in notes 16 and 17.

Key Estimates and Judgements
The preparation of these financial statements requires the Society
to make certain estimates and assumptions that have an impact
on the application of the policies and the amounts reported in the
financial statements. Estimates and judgements are evaluated based
on historical experiences and expected outcomes and are believed to
be reasonable at the time such estimates and judgements are made,
although actual experience may vary from these estimates. The
estimates and assumptions which have the most significant bearing
on the carrying value of assets or liabilities are explained below.
Key Estimates
The following are the areas where critical assumptions and estimates
have been made by the Directors in the process of applying the Group
and Society’s accounting policies and that have the most significant
effect on the amounts recognised in the financial statements:
1) T echnical Provisions - Valuation of investment and long
term insurance contract liabilities
Technical provisions are calculated using policy data held on
the Society’s administration systems and assumptions set
using internal and external data as inputs to actuarial valuation
models. The assessment of the appropriate carrying value of
the technical provisions requires the Society to make significant
judgements when determining the underlying assumptions.
The principal economic assumption is the inflation rate for
future expenses, while the principal non-economic assumption
is the allowance for future expenses. The assumptions used
for mortality, morbidity and longevity are based on standard
industry or reinsurers’ tables, adjusted where appropriate to
reflect the Society’s own experience. The assumptions used
for expenses, lapse and surrender rates are based on product
characteristics and relevant claims experience. The valuation
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interest rates used to discount projected cashflows are a
duration-specific risk-free yield curve specified by EIOPA (the
European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority) under
Solvency II regulations. Due to the long term nature of these
obligations, the estimates are subject to significant uncertainty.
Further details on specific assumptions are provided in note 19
to these financial statements.
2) Valuation of Investment Properties
The Society owns a portfolio of Investment Properties which are
held for long term rental yield and capital growth. This portfolio
is valued on an open market basis on an annual basis by Society
appointed Chartered Surveyors. The valuations have been
prepared in accordance with the RICS Valuation Standards on the
basis of Market Value. In preparing these valuations, data and
information available concerning rental yields, lease terms, voids
and floor areas, and enquiries within local market places have
been used as contributing factors to each individual property’s
valuation. The most significant inputs into this valuation approach
are the rental income and yield assumptions. Further details are
provided in note 12 to these financial statements.
3) Valuation of Financial Assets
The Society holds a number of financial assets as described in the
investments accounting policy on page 67. The Society has no
financial assets held for trading, all investments are classified and
valued at fair value. Such assets are measured at market prices, or
prices consistent with market ratings should no price be available.
Any unrealised or realised gains or losses are taken to the
appropriate Income and Expenditure Account as they occur. Further
details are provided in note 13 to these financial statements.
4) Defined Benefit Pension Schemes
In determining the pension cost and the defined benefit
obligation of the Society’s defined benefit pension schemes, a
number of assumptions are used. These assumptions include an
appropriate discount rate, the levels of salary escalation, price
inflation and mortality rates. Further details are contained in note
22 to these financial statements.
5) Intangible Assets - PVIF
The Society holds a PVIF asset in respect of the POIS acquisition
in 2014 and assesses this intangible asset for signs of impairment
on an annual basis. As part of this review process, the recoverable
amount of the asset is determined using value in use calculations,
which requires estimates of future cash flows and as such is
subject to estimates and assumptions. The test for impairment of
the PVIF involves a comparison of the portfolio movements over
the accounting period with the assumptions made in the original
PVIF calculation. This includes analysis of the number and type of
policies in-force, the nature and value of policy exits, the value of
funds under management, the level of premium income and the
costs of administering the business. Further details are contained
in note 11 to these financial statements.

Key Judgements
The following are the critical judgements, apart from those involving
estimations (which are dealt with separately above), that the Directors
have made in the process of applying the Group and Society’s
accounting policies and that have the most significant effect on the
presentation adopted in these financial statements:
1) Basis of Consolidation
The Society has a number of Branches (‘Courts’) as well as one
subsidiary entity, Foresters General Insurance Services Limited.
The Society also has a number of Court fund deposits invested in
organisations known as ‘Investment Associations’. The Society is
in a position where it can exert control over The Leeds District of
the Ancient Order of Foresters Investment Association.
The Derby and Derbyshire Foresters Investment Association,
states within its rules that the members of the Association consist
of those individuals who are members of depositing Courts,
and not the Courts themselves. There are members of the Derby
Investment Association who are not members of the depositing
Courts. The ownership of the Association and controlling voting
rights therefore rest with those individual members and not the
Courts. There are no future economic benefits accruing in the
Derby Investment Association in respect of the Society.
These consolidated financial statements therefore only include
the results of the Society, its Courts and the Leeds Investment
Associations. Further information is contained within note 2 to
these financial statements.
2) Classification of Contracts
A key issue for the Society under FRS 103 is that a distinction
is made between insurance contracts and investment contracts.
The Society issues contracts that transfer insurance risk,
financial risk or both. Insurance contracts are those contracts
that transfer significant insurance risk. Such contracts may also
transfer financial risk.
Investment contracts are those contracts that transfer financial
risk with no significant insurance risk.
For each product type within the Society’s portfolio, Management
has reviewed the level of benefits under the contract to determine
the appropriate contract classification. All With-Profits contracts
have been classified as participating contracts as these contracts
entitle the holder to receive, as a supplement to guaranteed
benefits, additional benefits or bonuses that are likely to be a
significant portion of the total contractual benefits whose amount
or timing is contractually at the discretion of the Society.
As a result of this review, one product, the POIS unit-linked
MoneyBond Fund, has been classified as an Investment Contract.
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2. Investment Associations
The Society had a number of Court fund deposits invested in organisations known as ‘Investment Associations’. These Associations are all
registered as Specially Authorised Societies under the Friendly Society Act. The Associations have their own constitutions or rules and are
governed by a Committee of Management that is independent to the Society’s Board of Directors. The objective of these Associations is to
receive deposits of registered friendly societies and their branches and to invest the same for their benefit. All Investment Associations are
unincorporated Associations and are registered in England and Wales. In all cases they do not have issued share capital and their principal
country of operation is Great Britain. The Society is currently in a position where it can exert control over The Leeds District of the Ancient
Order of Foresters’ Investment Association. This Association has been consolidated using the equity accounting method in line with the
requirements of FRS 102.
The Investment Association deposits are investments of the Court and Discretionary funds and consequently have no impact on the
insurance results shown in the Technical Account.
2017
Financial information for the year ended
31 December 2017

The Leeds District of the Ancient Order of Foresters
Investment Association

2016

Profit/(loss)
for the year
£’000

Total Assets
£’000

Profit/(loss)
for the year
£’000

Total Assets
£’000

829

18,070

804

17,242

The Derby and Derbyshire Foresters Investment Association, states within its rules that the members of the Association consist of those
individuals who are members of depositing Courts, and not the Courts themselves. The ownership of the Association and controlling
voting rights rest with those individual members and not the Courts. Deposits by Courts in The Derby and Derbyshire Foresters Investment
Association are shown at the deposit value (cost), which represents cash invested along with cumulative interest and bonuses paid.
At 31 December 2017 these deposits totalled £3,811,205 (2016: £3,605,527) as shown in note 13, Other financial investments.
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3. Earned Premiums-Long Term Business

Gross premium written
Outward reinsurance premiums
Net earned premiums

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

26,869
(228)
26,641

20,521
(116)
20,405

5,606

5,387

3,918
36
5,552
13
11,744
26,869

4,143
45
4,210
18
6,718
20,521

9,270

7,958

Gross premium written:
Unit-linked Premium Income
Investment and savings - Regular premiums
Non-linked Premium Income
Life cover business - regular premiums
Pensions business - regular premiums
Investment and savings - single premiums
Industrial business - regular premiums
Group business - regular premiums

The above includes premiums in respect of participating business

Single premiums relate to products issued by the Society which allow for one premium only or allow for recurrent single premiums.
Regular premiums contractually allow for payments on a regular basis and have been annualised in the gross new business premiums.
The breakdown of earned premiums set out above for regular premiums are estimated using the brought forward and carried forward
in-force premiums at the 31 December.
The Society uses an alternative performance measurement to measure sales of new long term business policies. Annual premium
equivalent (APE) is an industry standard measure which measures sales as the value of regular premiums plus 10% of any new single
premiums written during the year.

Gross new business premiums (APE)
Life cover business – regular premiums
Group business – regular premiums
Investment and savings – single premiums
Investment and savings – regular premiums

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

367
5,105
555
1,108
7,135

435
1,100
421
1,065
3,021
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4. Investment Returns-Long Term Business
2017
£’000

2016
£’000

a) Investment Income – Long Term Business
Income from property investments
Income from listed investments
Income from other investments
Sub-total income

399
4,841
246
5,486

526
4,604
52
5,182

(Losses)/gains on the realisation of property investments
(Losses)/gains on the realisation of listed investments
Sub-total realised (losses)/gains

26
1,867
1,893

4
2,110
2,114

7,379

7,296

(51)
4,652
(1,983)
2,618

192
8,968
9,160

513

429

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

29,226
169

24,131
169

29,395

24,300

b) Unrealised gains/(losses) on Investments
Unrealised gains/(losses) from property investments
Unrealised gains/(losses) from listed and other investments
Reversal of previously recognised unrealised (gains)/losses

c) Investment expenses and charges – Long Term Business
Investment management expenses and charges

5. Claims Incurred-Long Term Business

Gross claims payable
Cost of administration

6. Change In Technical Provisions-Long Term Business & Linked Liabilities

Change in Long term business provision
At 1 January 2017
Movement in year
At 31 December 2017
Change in technical provision for linked liabilities
At 1 January 2017
Movement in year
At 31 December 2017
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Gross
£’000

Reinsurance
£’000

Net
£’000

115,373
(1,068)
114,305

(120)
95
(25)

115,253
(973)
114,280

36,403
1,478
37,881

-

36,403
1,478
37,881
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Change in Long term business provision
At 1 January 2016
Restatement
At 31 December 2016
Change in technical provision for linked liabilities
At 1 January 2016
Movement in year
At 31 December 2016

Gross
£’000

Reinsurance
£’000

Net
£’000

113,603
1,770
115,373

(188)
68
(120)

113,415
1,838
115,253

33,105
3,298
36,403

-

33,105
3,298
36,403

7. Net operating expenses

a) Operating Expenses
Long Term business
PVIF Amortisation
General Business
Non-Technical Account
Court Operating Expenses

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

3,202
210
160
2,122
3,259
8,953

2,952
210
154
2,370
3,357
9,043

1,568
1,634
3,202

1,421
1,531
2,952

Total operating expenses for the year amount to £9.0m (2016: £9.0m)
b) Long Term Business
Acquisition costs
Change in deferred acquisition costs
Administrative expenses
Acquisition costs include commissions paid of £607,322 (2016: £512,939)
c) Non-Technical Account and Court Operating Expenses
Non-Technical Account expenses of £2,122,000 (2016: £2,370,000) consist of the allocation of central expenses which are not directly related to individual
insurance funds or Courts. They represent the indirect costs of running the business of the Society and include strategy and project costs such as Solvency II.
Court Operating expenses of £3,259,000 (2016: £3,357,000) include both the allocated expenses from Head Office and the directly borne expenses.
Transfers between the Technical and Non-Technical Accounts reflect the allocation of monies received or paid in respect of insurance and other business
activities, including any financial support provided to the insurance business.
d) Net operating expenses includes:
Fees payable to the Society’s auditor for the audit of the annual accounts
Fees paid relating to prior year
Other services supplied pursuant to legislation – SFCR
Total audit fees
Audit related services
Other non-audit fees
Total fees paid to Deloitte LLP
Depreciation on tangible fixed assets
Operating lease rental charges

125
35
60
220
1
221
56
6

55
161
161
59
8

4

8

106
-

e) Operating leases
Annual commitments under operating leases for motor vehicles which
expire between one and five years
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8. Staff costs

a) Employees
i) Staff Costs
Wages and salaries
Social security costs
Other pension costs

ii) Average number of persons employed:
Board and Senior Management
Administration and other
Area Co-ordinators

b) Board emoluments
Remuneration (including benefits in kind)
Pension scheme contributions (money purchase)
Total

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2,500
253
201
2,954

2,474
247
198
2,919

Number

Number

9
52
12
73

10
50
12
72

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

463
39
502

409
33
442

Management consider the Board to be key management personnel as defined by FRS 102. Full details of Directors’ emoluments are
contained in the Directors’ Remuneration Report on pages 45 to 47.

9. Taxation

Surplus of technical income over technical charges
Taxation on Technical Surplus at standard UK corporation tax rate of 19.25%
(2016: 20%)
Effects of:
Income and gains not chargeable to tax
Consolidated total tax charge/(credit) for the period

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2,813

3,834

542

767

(542)

(767)

-

-

There was no current tax charge in either 2017 or 2016 due to the losses the Society is carrying forward. At 31 December 2017, these
losses stood at £8,026,665 (2016: £6,927,250) in respect of excess management expenses. These losses are available to be used
against future profits of the Society. As at 31 December 2017 there are realised capital losses carried forward of £Nil (2016: £279,434)
which can be relieved against unrealised gains of £3,457,517 (2016: £3,283,909).
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10. Non-technical investment returns

a) Investment Income
Income from property investments
Income from listed investments
Income from other investments
Sub-total income
Gains/(losses) on the realisation of listed investments
Gains/(losses) on the realisation of property investments
Sub-total realised gains/(losses)
Court held assets;
Income from property investments
Income from mainland Court investments
Other income – Courts
Gains/(losses) on realisation of investments

b) Unrealised gains/(losses) on Investments
Unrealised gains/(losses) on investments
Reversal of previously recognised unrealised
(gains)/losses on listed investments
Reversal of previously recognised unrealised
(gains)/losses on property investments

c) Unrealised gains/(losses) on Court Investments
Unrealised gains on Court investments
d) Investment Management Expenses and Charges
Investment expenses and charges

2017 Group
£’000

2017 Society
£’000

2016 Group
£’000

2016 Society
£’000

2,788
1,030
158
3,976

2,490
709
65
3,264

2,879
911
237
4,027

2,609
632
35
3,276

17
158
175

17
167
184

413
326
739

413
380
793

142
446
403
9
1,000

142
1,295
403
9
1,849

130
422
394
946

130
1,199
394
1,723

5,151

5,297

5,712

5,792

1,275

83

2,284

1,201

(163)

(163)

188

188

(273)

(273)

(668)

(668)

839

(353)

1,804

721

1,506

1,506

3,185

3,185

266

266

439

439
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11. Intangible assets
2017
Group
£’000

2016
Society
£’000

PVIF

Group
£’000

Society
£’000

PVIF

Cost
At 1 January
Additions
At 31 December

1,400
1,400

1,400
1,400

1,400
1,400

1,400
1,400

Amortisation
At 1 January
Charged during the period
At 31 December

(490)
(210)
(700)

(490)
(210)
(700)

(280)
(210)
(490)

(280)
(210)
(490)

700
910

700
910

Net Book Value
Sunday, 31 December 2017
Saturday, 31 December 2016

On acquisition of the POIS portfolio of insurance contracts on 26 September 2014, the net present value of the Society’s interest in the
expected cash flows of the in-force business was capitalised as an intangible asset as shown above, known as the Purchased Value of
In-force Business (PVIF).
PVIF is amortised over the remaining anticipated lives of the related contracts which is between 5 and 15 years. Amortisation is recognised
within net operating expenses in the Income and Expenditure account. The remaining amortisation period of PVIF as at 31 December 2017
is 3 years and 4 months (2016: 4 years and 4 months).

12. Land and buildings
Group
Market Value
At 1 January 2017
Additions
Disposals
Revaluation
At 31 December 2017

Society
Market Value
At 1 January 2017
Additions
Disposals
Revaluation
At 31 December 2017
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Freehold
£’000

Long
Leasehold
£’000

Occupied by
Society
£’000

Court & Investment
Association
Properties £’000

Total
£’000

51,582
3,725
(2,436)
1,296
54,167

4,236
(936)
664
3,964

1,305
(15)
1,290

11,404
699
(604)
425
11,924

68,527
4,424
(3,976)
2,370
71,345

Freehold
£’000

Long
Leasehold
£’000

Occupied by
Society
£’000

Court Properties
£’000

Total
£’000

51,582
3,725
(2,436)
1,296
54,167

4,236
(936)
664
3,964

1,305
(15)
1,290

3,954
(104)
205
4,055

61,077
3,725
(3,476)
2,150
63,476
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All investment properties, except the Court and Investment Association properties and properties purchased within the previous 12 months,
were valued by Aston Rose Chartered Surveyors as at 30 November 2017 in accordance with the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors’
guidelines on the basis of Market Value, taking into account the remaining periods of leases granted to tenants. Properties purchased
within the 12 months prior to 30 November 2017 were valued by Allsop LLP. Management has concluded that it is not appropriate for the
investment properties to be indexed in value to 31 December 2017. The property occupied by the Society, Foresters House, and the property
occupied in Tunstall were valued at the same date by Aston Rose Chartered Surveyors on an Existing Use Value basis. No allowance has
been made for the costs of realisation. Court and Investment Association properties have been valued by a number of different professional
independent valuers on a Market Value basis as at 31 December 2017, taking into account the remaining periods of leases granted to
tenants. Property costs have been restated as at 1 January 2003 at the value at the Society’s Incorporation.
In order for these accounts to show a true and fair view it is appropriate not to provide depreciation on land and buildings as it is
considered that their useful economic lives and residual values are such that their depreciation is immaterial.

13. Other financial investments
2017

At Market Value
Shares and other variable yield securities and units in unit trusts
Debt securities and other fixed income securities
Investments listed on UK recognised investment exchange
Loans secured by mortgages
Other investments
Deposits in Investment Associations
Investment in subsidiary
Court held other investments-mainland
Court held other investments-Guernsey
Other financial investments
Assets held to cover linked liabilities (see below)

2016

Group
£’000

Society
£’000

Group
£’000

Society
£’000

43,129
89,558
132,687
88
112
3,811
10
11
1,446
138,165
37,881
176,046

31,021
88,421
119,442
88
112
14,004
10
11
1,446
135,113
37,881
172,994

37,201
92,949
130,150
99
115
3,606
10
11
1,151
135,142
36,403
171,545

27,067
91,775
118,842
99
115
13,142
10
11
1,151
133,370
36,403
169,773

Listed investments were valued at their bid value at 31 December 2017. Mortgages and other investments are included at their book cost.
Investment Association investments were valued at market value by the Association’s professional advisors. Investment in subsidiary includes
the cost of £10,000 for all the shares in Foresters General Insurance Services Limited, which is incorporated in the United Kingdom.
2017

Analysis of assets held to cover linked liabilities
Debt securities and other fixed income securities
Shares and other variable yield securities and units in unit trusts
Other investments

2016

Group
£’000

Society
£’000

Group
£’000

Society
£’000

2,369
35,229
283

2,369
35,229
283

2,224
33,647
532

2,224
33,647
532

37,881

37,881

36,403

36,403
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13. Other financial investments – continued
Fair Value measurement
Fair value is the amount for which an asset could be exchanged between willing parties in an arm’s length transaction. Fair values are
generally determined at prices quoted in an active market (level 1). Where such information is not available it may be possible to apply
calculation techniques making use of market observable data for all significant inputs (level 2). Where inputs are not based on observable
market data, fair value are classified as level 3. The classification by level of the Society’s key financial assets are as set out below.
Group 2017

Financial Assets
Shares and other variable yield securities and units in unit trusts
Debt securities and other fixed income securities
Assets held to cover linked liabilities
Land and Buildings

Society 2017

Level 1
£’000

Level 2
£’000

Level 3
£’000

Level 1
£’000

Level 2
£’000

Level 3
£’000

43,129
89,558
37,881
-

-

71,345

31,021
88,421
37,881
-

-

63,476

170,568

-

71,345

157,323

-

63,476

Group 2016

Financial Assets
Shares and other variable yield securities and units in unit trusts
Debt securities and other fixed income securities
Assets held to cover linked liabilities
Land and Buildings

Society 2016

Level 1
£’000

Level 2
£’000

Level 3
£’000

Level 1
£’000

Level 2
£’000

Level 3
£’000

37,201
92,949
36,403
-

-

68,527

27,067
91,775
36,403
-

-

61,077

166,553

-

68,527

155,245

-

61,077

The fair value of level 3 assets has been determined by reference to present and future income flows based on current day values
supported by market evidence. In addition, lease terms, floor areas and enquiries within the market place have also been factored in.

14. Other debtors
2017

Trade debtors
Other debtors including taxation recoverable

All debtors are due within 1 year.
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2016

Group
£’000

Society
£’000

Group
£’000

Society
£’000

1,018
416

902
413

998
1,175

998
1,175

1,434

1,315

2,173

2,173
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15. Tangible fixed assets (Group and Society)
Fixtures & Fittings
£’000

Total
£’000

Cost
As at 1 January 2017
Additions
Disposals
As at 31 December 2017

1,056
39
1,095

1,056
39
1,095

Depreciation
As at 1 January 2017
Charge for the year
Disposals
As at 31 December 2017

958
56
1,014

958
56
1,014

81
98

81
98

Fixtures & Fittings
£’000

Total
£’000

Cost
As at 1 January 2016
Additions
Disposals
As at 31 December 2016

1,069
2
(15)
1,056

1,069
2
(15)
1,056

Depreciation
As at 1 January 2016
Charge for the year
Disposals
As at 31 December 2016

899
59
958

899
59
958

Net Book Value
31 December 2016
31 December 2015

98
170

98
170

Net Book Value
31 December 2017
31 December 2016

Prior Year Information:
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16. Discretionary funds
2017

2016

Group
£’000

Society
£’000

Group
£’000

Society
£’000

At 1 January
Transfer from/(to) Non-Technical Account
At 31 December

12,930
778
13,708

2,819
81
2,900

11,993
937
12,930

2,579
240
2,819

These funds are comprised as follows:
Court Reserve Fund
Convalescent Home Benefit Fund
Foresters Child Support Fund
Foresters Lifeboat Fund
150th Anniversary Educational Awards Fund
Foresters Support Fund
Police Benevolent Fund
Subsidiary Benefit Funds
At 31 December

13,009
83
413
4
147
52
(5)
5

2,201
83
413
4
147
52
(5)
5

12,189
59
418
4
167
73
8
12

2,078
59
418
4
167
73
8
12

13,708

2,900

12,930

2,819

The Discretionary funds are those funds with specific purposes as determined by the Society.

17. Court funds
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Mainland Courts
£’000

Guernsey Court
£’000

Total
£’000

Group
At 1 January 2017
Transfer from Non-Technical Account
At 31 December 2017

78,272
2,179
80,451

674
130
804

78,946
2,309
81,255

Society
At 1 January 2017
Transfer from Non-Technical Account
At 31 December 2017

71,167
2,047
73,214

674
130
804

71,841
2,177
74,018

Financial Statements

18. Fund for future appropriations (Group and Society)

At 1 January
Transfer from/(to) Technical Account
Transfer from/(to) Non-Technical Account
Pension schemes actuarial gain/(loss)
At 31 December

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

24,398
2,813
(2,052)
25,159

21,471
3,834
(907)
24,398

The Fund for Future Appropriations (‘FFA’) stands at £25.2m (2016: £24.4m) and represents the estimated surplus in the funds that
has not been allocated and is available to meet regulatory and other solvency requirements.

19. Technical Provisions (Group and Society)
2017 Gross
At 1 January 2017
Premiums received
Liabilities paid on exits
Maintenance Expenses
Interest (i)
New business
Changes to liabilities:
-  Insurance variance & assumptions
-  Expenses & Inflation
-  Economic variance
-  Economic assumptions
-  Other
Change in provision for outstanding claims
At 31 December 2017
Reinsurers’ share
At 1 January 2017
Change in reinsurers’ share
At 31 December 2017

Long Term
Business Provision
£’000

Technical Provision
for Linked Liabilities
£’000

General Business
Provision
£’000

Outstanding
Claims
£’000

Total
£’000

115,373
20,913
(21,711)
(4,719)
440
351

36,403
5,185
(7,684)
135
421

3,452
-

2,005
-

157,233
26,098
(29,395)
(4,719)
575
772

(936)
855
2,695
(502)
1,546
114,305

4,040
(619)
37,881

197
3,649

291
2,296

(936)
855
6,735
(305)
927
291
158,131

(120)
95
(25)

-

-

-

(120)
95
(25)

(i) Interest expected on a reserving basis.

The Long Term Business provision includes pension annuity guarantees of £1,292,851 (2016: £1,318,769).
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19. Technical Provisions (Group and Society) – continued
2016 Gross

Long Term
Business Provision
£’000

Technical Provision
for Linked Liabilities
£’000

General Business
Provision
£’000

Outstanding
Claims
£’000

Total
£’000

113,603
14,684
(17,722)
(5,215)
814
429

33,105
5,162
(6,579)
236
412

3,270
-

1,904
-

151,882
19,846
(24,301)
(5,215)
1,050
841

(109)
(316)
5,588
3,588
29
115,373

4,883
(816)
36,403

182
3,452

101
2,005

(109)
(316)
10,471
3,770
(787)
101
157,233

(188)
68
(120)

-

-

-

(188)
68
(120)

At 1 January 2016
Premiums received
Liabilities paid on exits
Maintenance Expenses
Interest (i)
New business
Changes to liabilities:
-  Insurance variance & assumptions
-  Expenses & Inflation
-  Economic variance
-  Economic assumptions
-  Other
Change in provision for outstanding claims
At 31 December 2016
Reinsurers’ share
At 1 January 2016
Change in reinsurers' share
At 31 December 2016
(i) Interest expected on a reserving basis.

(a) Introduction
The Long Term Business Provision primarily comprises the liabilities of the following funds:
• Order Insurance Fund (OIF) - an open With-Profits fund
• Non-Profit Fund (NPF) – an open Non-Profit fund mainly selling unit-linked business
• Group Business Fund (GBF) - an open Non-Profit fund selling Group and PHI business
• Group Capital Fund (GCF) – a fund that supports the capital requirements of the Society
• POIS Fund (POIS) – a closed With-Profits fund
• Tunstall Fund (TF) – a closed With-Profits fund
• Sick and Death Fund (S&D) – a closed Non-Profit fund
• Pure Endowment Fund (PEF) – a closed With-Profits fund
• Leek Fund (LF) – a closed With-Profits fund
The General Business provision is held in respect of medical and medical services insurance protection business conducted by the Court in
Guernsey. This is classified as general overseas business and is shown separately in the Technical Account.
The provision for outstanding claims consists of all claims notified to the Society by 31 December 2017 but not yet paid.
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(b) Types of insurance contracts
The main types of insurance contracts that the Society currently has in force are savings, life assurance and income protection contracts.
The Order Insurance Fund is open to With-Profits savings and life assurance business and the main products currently offered are as follows:
Product name

Description

Guaranteed Savings Plan

A long term regular savings plan with a guaranteed cash sum at the end of the chosen term and the
potential for bonuses to increase the policy value.

Tax Exempt Savings Plan

A long term regular tax exempt savings plan with a guaranteed tax-free cash sum at the end of the
chosen term and the potential for bonuses to increase the policy value.

With-Profits (Stocks & Shares) ISA

A flexible medium to long term tax-free savings plan which can accept regular investments or one-off
lump sum investments up to the maximum annual ISA limit. There is the potential for bonuses to increase
the policy value. The Society offers an adult ISA, a Lifetime ISA and, from March 2018, a Junior ISA.

Bond

A single lump sum investment with the potential for bonuses to be added over the medium to long term.

50+ Life Cover

A With-Profits whole of life insurance policy for the over 50s, providing a guaranteed tax-free cash sum
on death which has the potential to grow with bonuses over time. The monthly premiums are fixed at
outset and guaranteed not to change.

The Non-Profit Fund is open to unit-linked savings business and the main products currently offered are as follows:
Product name

Description

Tax Exempt Savings Plan

A long term regular tax exempt savings plan of which the premium is used to allocate units in the POIS
Flexible Growth Fund. The fund invests in a range of investments such as gilts, corporate bonds and
equities, both UK and overseas, for the potential of long term growth.

Savings & Investment Plan

A long term regular savings plan of which the premium is used to allocate units in the POIS Savings Fund.
The fund invests mainly in UK stocks and shares for a potential for growth over the longer term.

The Group Business Fund is open to Non-Profit business for group schemes and the main product is as follows:
Product name

Description

Group Life & Sickness Schemes

These are set up by employers to provide life assurance, critical illness and/or income protection
benefits for employees. The employees have the option of joining the scheme and paying the
appropriate premiums for the selected benefits. A range of different benefit types is available
and these are tailored to the individual scheme.

No new business (other than increments to existing policies) is written in the other funds of the Society.
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19. Technical Provisions (Group and Society) – continued
(c) Method used for calculating technical provisions
The liability for insurance contracts is calculated on the basis
of recognised actuarial methods having due regard to actuarial
principles and best practice. The methodology takes into account
risks and uncertainties of the business written.
Calculations are generally made on an individual policy basis,
although for Group schemes the reserves are set at a portfolio level
allowing for the mix of different schemes (by size and benefit type).
Technical provisions are calculated in line with the PRA Rulebook
which implements the European Union’s Solvency II Directive
2009/138/EC, amended by Omnibus II in April 2014 (“Solvency II”).
Technical provisions are the sum of the BEL (Best Estimate Liability)
and the Risk Margin. The risk margin allows for the cost to a third
party of holding Solvency II capital until all the contracts are settled.
For the With-Profits business within OIF, TF, PEF and POIS the
BEL consists of policy asset shares plus the cost of guarantees
and any adjustment for the cost of smoothing. For Leek Fund a
gross premium reserve is calculated.
The liabilities for the individual sickness policies are calculated
using the inception annuity method on a gross premium basis,
which values the expected future claim payments from the
valuation date to the end of each policy term.
The liabilities for the Group business are calculated using a
scheme level cashflow model that allows for:

written in Guernsey are calculated in accordance with local
regulatory requirements.
The liabilities for protection business are calculated using a
gross premium basis.
For unit-linked business, the liabilities are made up of the unit
liability together with a non-linked element. The unit-linked
policies with a guaranteed return are valued using closed-form
solutions (Black-Scholes).
(d) Assumptions used for calculating technical provisions
The principal economic assumption is the valuation interest
rate which is a duration specific curve specified by EIOPA (the
European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority).
EIOPA publish on their website the duration specific valuation
interest rates to use at each valuation date for a range of
currencies. The Society only has liabilities denominated in £
sterling, so a single valuation interest rate curve is used for
all calculations of technical provisions.
Non-economic assumptions are based on standard tables adjusted
where necessary to take into account the Society’s own experience.
Where appropriate tables are not available, industry experience
is used to calculate provisions. The principal assumptions are
mortality, morbidity and persistency although the relative sensitivity
will depend on the class of long term business.

• the cost of periodic claims already in payment.

Experience investigations for mortality, morbidity and persistency
are performed on a regular basis. Where industry analysis indicate
that changes in expected future mortality, morbidity or other specific
circumstances mean that claim costs are likely to change in future,
then this is taken into account in the valuation. Assumptions are
generally intended to be a best estimate of future experience.

In line with historical treatment, as permitted under ‘FRS 103:
Insurance Contracts’, the liabilities for the general business

The key insurance assumptions used to calculate the liabilities
are as follows:

• future premiums, claims and expenses;
• IBNR (Incurred But Not Reported) claims which have
already occurred but have not been notified to us; and

Mortality tables used
At 31 December

OIF Conventional With-Profits and
PEF With-Profits

2017

2016

Males

150% AMC00 with 1.3% per annum
improvement since 2000

160% AMC00 with 1.3% per annum
improvement since 2000

Females

160% AFC00 with 1.3% per annum
improvement since 2000

160% AFC00 with 1.3% per annum
improvement since 2000

Males

104% AMC00 with 1.3% per annum
improvement since 2000

104% AMC00 with 1.3% per annum
improvement since 2000

Females

104% AFC00 with 1.3% per annum
improvement since 2000

104% AFC00 with 1.3% per annum
improvement since 2000

Males

60% AMC00

60% AMC00

Females

45% AFC00

45% AFC00

Males

105% AMC00 with 1.3% per annum
improvement since 2000

80% AMC00 with 1.3% per annum
improvement since 2000

Females

120% AFC00 with 1.3% per annum
improvement since 2000

110% AFC00 with 1.3% per annum
improvement since 2000

OIF Accumulating With-Profits

NPF unit-linked contracts

Tunstall Industrial business With-Profits
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Mortality tables used
At 31 December

Tunstall Industrial business Non-Profit

Leek contracts

S&D Non-Profit contracts
POIS/NPF all contracts except
unit-linked and whole life Non-Profit
contracts
POIS/NPF whole life Non-Profit contracts

2017

2016

Males

65% AMC00

65% AMC00

Females

90% AFC00

90% AFC00

Males

90% AMC00

90% AMC00

Females

90% AFC00

90% AFC00

Males

130% AMC00

130% AMC00

Females

130% AFC00

130% AFC00

Males

55% AMC00

45% AM80

Females

50% AFC00

45% AF80

Males

110% AMC00

110% AMC00

Females

110% AFC00

110% AFC00

The main change to the valuation assumptions has been the change in the volatility assumption for the cost of guarantee which has decreased
technical provisions by approximately £1.1m. Other valuation assumption changes have not been significant.

20. Capital statement (Group and Society)
The Capital Statement in respect of the Society’s Life insurance business is set out below. The statement shows the analysis of
the available capital resources, the solvency capital requirements (unaudited) and the overall surplus capital (unaudited). In addition,
the statement provides an analysis of policyholders’ liabilities.

At 31 December 2017
Qualifying capital
Fund for Future Appropriations (FFA)
Regulatory adjustments – assets
Regulatory adjustments – liabilities
Total available capital resources
Ring fenced fund deduction
Solvency capital requirement (unaudited)
Overall surplus capital (unaudited)
Analysis of policyholders’ liabilities
With-Profits
Non-participating
Unit-linked
Claims outstanding

With-Profits
funds
£’000

Non-participating
funds
£’000

Group Capital
Fund
£’000

7,045
7,045

13,517
13,517

4,597
(700)
700
4,597

25,159
(700)
700
25,159
(2,740)
(14,935)
7,484

101,584
1,492
103,076

2,443
37,881
627
40,951

10,279
177
10,456

101,584
12,722
37,881
2,296
154,483

Total
£’000
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20. Capital statement (Group and Society) – continued
The prior year figures were as follows:

At 31 December 2016

With-Profits
funds
£’000

Non-participating
funds
£’000

Group Capital
Fund
£’000

2,990
2,990

13,704
13,704

7,704
(1,089)
910
7,525

24,398
(1,089)
910
24,219
(12,328)
11,891

103,810
1,498
105,308

2,382
36,403
306
39,091

9,182
201
9,383

103,810
11,564
36,403
2,005
153,782

Qualifying capital
Fund for Future Appropriations (FFA)
Regulatory adjustments – assets
Regulatory adjustments – liabilities
Total available capital resources
Solvency capital requirement (unaudited)
Overall surplus capital (unaudited)
Analysis of policyholders’ liabilities
With-Profits
Non-participating
Unit-linked
Claims outstanding

(a) Summary
As shown in the table on the previous page, the total available
capital resources of the Society’s insurance operations amount
to £25.2m (2016: £24.2m), its solvency capital requirements
(unaudited) amount to £14.9m (2016: £12.3m) resulting in a
surplus of available capital (unaudited) of £7.5m (2016: £11.9m)
after allowing for the ring fenced deduction of £2.7m. The increase
in surplus of available capital is driven by strong investment returns
in 2017 and higher solvency capital requirements due to the
increased level of Group business.
Apart from the capital employed by the Society’s insurance
operations, the Society also has capital in funds known as Court
Funds and Discretionary Benefit Funds. These funds are not
available to support the long term insurance business activities
of the Society.
It is the Board’s intention to ensure that there is adequate capital
to exceed the solvency capital requirements of the Society’s
insurance business, to meet any net new business strain and
to meet any additional capital requirements of the Own Risk and
Solvency Assessment.
(b) Basis for calculating available capital resources
The Fund for Future Appropriations (FFA) represents the estimated
surplus in the funds that has not been allocated to policyholders or
members and is available to meet the solvency requirements.
Adjustments are shown to assets and liabilities to bridge between
the FFA and the available capital determined in accordance with
the PRA Rulebook. Allowance has been made in the technical
provisions for Guarantees and Options which are features of life
assurance that confer potentially valuable benefits to policyholders.
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Total
£’000

The Society maintains two types of guarantees in the With-Profits
funds: Maturity Guarantees and Guaranteed Annuity Options
(GAOs). Maturity Guarantees are in respect of conventional WithProfits business and represent the sum assured and reversionary
bonuses declared to date. GAO’s apply to some personal pensions
on retirement but are not considered material and are largely
matched with suitable assets with no material risk to market or
interest rate changes.
(c) Basis of calculating capital requirements
The Society must hold sufficient capital to meet its regulatory
requirements.
The Society is required to hold sufficient capital to meet the PRA’s
minimum capital requirements (MCR). The absolute floor of the
MCR is fixed in Euro terms at 6.2m. Using the conversion rate
specified by EIOPA this is equivalent to £5.45m at 31 December
2017. The Society’s calculated capital requirements exceed this
minimum floor.
The total insurance solvency capital requirement (SCR) of the
Society (unaudited) amount to £14.9m (2016: £12.3m). The SCR
is the additional capital required when a prescribed set of stress
tests as set by the PRA are applied simultaneously to the value of
the assets and liabilities. This includes the following three tests as
at 31 December 2017:
• a fall in equity values of 27.4% (2016: 24.2%) for equities
held prior to 1st January 2016 and 40.9% (2016: 37.6%) for
equities held after 1st January 2016; and
• a fall in property prices of 25% (2016: 25%); and
• the more onerous of an increase or decrease of fixed interest
yields specified by the PRA.

Financial Statements
(d) Restrictions on available capital resources
In general, as the Society is a mutual, all surplus belongs to members. As a result of the exercise to clarify the fund structures that
took effect from 1 January 2012, each insurance fund has its own capital. The assets for each of the With-Profits funds have been ringfenced which means that the associated assets are for the benefit of the With-Profits policyholders of the various funds and cannot be
used to support other areas of the business except in exceptional circumstances.
The Group Capital Fund constituent of the FFA is available to support all other funds in respect of regulatory and other commitments as
the Board shall decide after taking advice from the Chief Actuary. The reduction from £7.5m in 2016 to £4.5m in 2017 is primarily due
to the expenses borne by the Group Capital Fund from new business, non-insurance and project costs.
The non-participating funds constituent of the FFA decreased from £13.7m in 2016 to £13.6m in 2017.
Full details of these restrictions are publicly available within the Society’s Principles and Practices of Financial Management.
(e) Movement in available capital

Total available capital at 1 January
Change in long term business assets
Change in non-insurance liabilities
Change in insurance liabilities
Total avaiable capital at 31 December

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

24,219
1,600
(1,279)
619
25,159

21,471
11,081
(4,021)
(4,312)
24,219

The available capital is sensitive to changes in market conditions, due to both changes in the value of the assets and the effect any change
in investment conditions would have on the basis for calculating policy liabilities. The capital position is also sensitive to assumptions and
actual experience relating to investment returns, mortality, expenses and policy lapse rates. The mix of assets is kept under review taking
into account the level of capital required and the anticipated returns for members.

21. Provisions for other risks and charges (Group and Society)
2017
£’000

2016
£’000

Movements in provision
At 1 January
Charge/(credit) in Technical Account
At 31 December

-

-

Asset not provided for
Realised and unrealised gains/(losses) on Investments
Acquisition costs
Excess management expenses carried forward
Deferred tax asset not recognised in the balance sheet

-

601
(313)
(1,072)
(784)

Deferred Taxation

In accordance with FRS 102, the Society is required to disclose that it has an unbooked deferred tax asset of £915,000 (2016: £784,000) using
a deferred taxation rate of 20% (2016: 20%). No deferred tax asset has been booked, due to the uncertainty over when the losses will be utilised.
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22. Pension schemes
(a) Defined contribution scheme
The Society operates a defined contribution group stakeholder
pension scheme: The Ancient Order of Foresters Friendly Society
Group Stakeholder Pension Plan (FGSPP) for all employees joining
the Society after 2003. The majority of current staff are members
of the scheme and contribute to it. The Society contributes
10% of salaries of all contributing staff into the scheme. The
contributions made by the Society amounted to £180,043 (2016:
£174,885). The funds of the scheme are administered by a third
party and are independent of the Society’s finances. The Society
has no liability in respect of this defined contribution scheme
other than future contractual contributions.
(b) Defined benefit schemes
The Society operates two defined benefit schemes: The Ancient
Order of Foresters 1978 Retirement & Death Benefit Scheme (the
AOF scheme) and The Tunstall and District Assurance Collecting
Society Staff Superannuation Fund Scheme (the Tunstall scheme).
The funds of the schemes are administered by Trustees and are
independent of the Society’s finances. Contributions are paid
to the scheme in accordance with the recommendations of an
independent actuarial adviser.
Both defined benefit schemes are closed to new entrants. The
AOF scheme has 2 (2016: 2) active members, 25 (2016: 26)
deferred members and 46 (2016: 50) pensioners (including 28
pensioners where an annuity has been purchased). The Tunstall
scheme has 2 (2016: 2) active members, 11 (2016: 10) deferred
members and 13 (2016: 14) pensioners. As the schemes are
closed to new entrants, the age profile of the active members
will tend to rise and under the projected unit method the current
service cost will tend to increase with time.

Discount rate
Retail price inflation
Consumer price inflation
Pension increases
Salary growth
Life expectancy of a current 65 year old (years)
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The employer contributions amount to 0% (2016: 0%) in respect
of the AOF scheme and 25.7% (2016: 25.7%) in respect of
the Tunstall scheme. In total, employer contributions to the
schemes amounted to £20,778 (2016: £22,906) and other
costs amounted to £61,860 (2016: £57,658).
Details in respect of the schemes are provided below in
accordance with Financial Reporting Standard 102 (FRS 102).
A full triennial valuation of the AOF scheme was carried out at 6
April 2016 and of the Tunstall scheme at 31 December 2016.
Following the triennial valuation of the AOF Scheme at 6 April
2016, the Trustees have agreed a proposal that an employer’s
contribution holiday, introduced in 2014, will continue to be
applied until the next triennial valuation. There has therefore been
no employer contributions to the AOF Scheme during the year
ended 31 December 2017 (2016: Nil employer contributions
were made). A triennial valuation of the Tunstall Scheme as at
31 December 2016 commenced in 2017.
The actuarial valuations of both schemes have been updated
to the accounting date by an independent qualified actuary. As
required by FRS 102, the value of the defined benefit liabilities
have been measured using the projected unit credit method and
both the assets and liabilities include the value of those pensions
in payment that are secured with insured annuities.
Both schemes are in surplus. At the end of the prior year the AOF
scheme was in surplus and the Tunstall scheme was in deficit.
(c) Assumptions for defined benefit schemes
The following table sets out the key FRS 102 assumptions used
for the two schemes:

31 December 2017
%

31 December 2016
%

2.4
3.3
2.4
0.0 to 3.2
3.4
21 to 23 yrs

2.6
3.3
2.4
0.0 to 3.2
3.4
21 to 23 yrs
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(d) AOF Scheme
The split of assets in the AOF scheme has been as follows:
Assets

31 December 2017
%

31 December 2016
%

Equities
Property
Bonds
Gilts
Cash
Total %

33
11
25
28
3
100

50
10
18
22
100

31 December 2017
£’000

31 December 2016
£’000

6,549
(5,575)
974
(735)
239

5,923
(5,217)
706
(450)
256

Balance Sheet position
Total fair value of assets
Present value of defined benefit obligation
Surplus in scheme
Asset not recognised
Recognised defined benefit asset

The net pension asset represents the amount of surplus available to the Society by way of possible reduced future contributions.
2017
£’000

2016
£’000

Assets in scheme at 1 January
Interest income
Actual return on assets excluding interest income
Employer contributions
Employee contributions
Benefits paid
Assets in scheme at 31 December

5,923
149
901
3
(427)
6,549

5,401
185
576
3
(242)
5,923

Actual return on assets

1,050

761

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

5,217
23
131
3
112
516
(427)
5,575

4,439
38
151
3
843
(15)
(242)
5,217

Analysis of change in assets

Analysis of change in defined benefit obligation
Liabilities in scheme at 1 January
Current service cost
Interest cost on scheme liabilities
Employee contributions
Remeasurement arising from changes in assumptions
Remeasurement arising from experience
Benefits paid
Liabilities in scheme at 31 December
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22. Pension schemes – continued
Year to 31 December 2017
£’000

Year to 31 December 2016
£’000

23
(6)
17
17

38
(8)
30
(52)
(22)

Remeasurements recognised in Other Comprehensive Income

Year to 31 December 2017
£’000

Year to 31 December 2016
£’000

Remeasurement of defined benefit obligation
Actual return on assets excluding interest income
Change in the effect of the asset ceiling excluding amounts in net interest
Total recognised in Other Comprehensive Income

628
(901)
273
-

828
(576)
(304)
(52)

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

256
(17)
239

234
22
256

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

450
12
273
735

728
26
(304)
450

31 December 2017
%

31 December 2016
%

51
24
24
1
100

49
25
25
1
100

Defined benefit cost
Current service cost and total operating charge
Net interest on the defined benefit asset
Total recognised in Profit or Loss
Remeasurements in Other Comprehensive Income
Defined benefit cost

Change in recognised defined benefit asset
Recognised defined benefit asset at 1 January
Defined benefit cost
Employer contributions
Recognised defined benefit asset at 31 December

Change in effect of the asset ceiling
Effect of asset ceiling at 1 January
Interest on the effect of the asset ceiling
Change in effect of the asset ceiling excluding interest
Effect of asset ceiling at 31 December

(e) Tunstall Scheme
The split of assets in the Tunstall scheme has been as follows:

Equities
Fixed Interest Gilts
Index Linked Gilts
Other
Total %
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Balance Sheet position
Total fair value of assets
Present value of defined benefit obligation
Surplus in scheme
Asset not recognised
Adjustment for non-recoverable surplus
Recognised defined benefit (liability)/asset

31 December 2017
£’000

31 December 2016
£’000

2,682
(2,465)
217
(37)
180

2,616
(2,702)
(86)
(86)

The net pension asset represents the present value of the excess of expected future benefits over expected future premiums on this basis.
Analysis of change in assets
Assets in scheme at 1 January
Interest income
Actual return on assets excluding interest income
Employer contributions
Benefits paid
Assets in scheme at 31 December
Actual return on assets

Analysis of change in defined benefit obligation
Liabilities in scheme at 1 January
Current service cost
Interest cost on scheme liabilities
Actuarial (gains)/losses
Benefits paid
Liabilities in scheme at 31 December

Defined benefit cost
Current service cost and total operating charge
Net interest on the defined benefit asset
Total recognised in Profit or Loss
Remeasurements in Other Comprehensive Income
Defined benefit cost

Remeasurements recognised in Other Comprehensive Income
Remeasurement of defined benefit obligation
Actual return on assets excluding interest income
Change in non-recoverable surplus
Total recognised in Other Comprehensive Income

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2,616
66
143
21
(164)
2,682

2,173
78
382
23
(40)
2,616

209

460

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

2,702
18
68
(159)
(164)
2,465

1,977
21
70
674
(40)
2,702

31 December 2017
£’000

31 December 2016
£’000

18
2
20
(265)
(245)

21
(8)
13
292
305

31 December 2017
£’000

31 December 2016
£’000

(159)
(143)
37
(265)

674
(382)
292
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22. Pension schemes – continued
Change in recognised defined benefit asset
Recognised defined benefit (liability)/asset at 1 January
Defined benefit cost
Employer contributions
Recognised defined benefit asset/(liability) at 31 December

Change in effect of the asset ceiling
Effect of asset ceiling at 1 January
Interest on the effect of the asset ceiling
Change in effect of the asset ceiling excluding interest
Effect of asset ceiling at 31 December

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

(86)
245
21
180

196
(305)
23
(86)

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

37
37

-

23. Related party disclosures
Control
The Society is controlled by its members, in particular through the Annual Meeting of delegates at the High Court.
Transactions
The Board, the Chief Executive, or their immediate family held various policies on standard terms (including the right to bonuses where
appropriate) throughout the year. The aggregate premiums payable for the year by the Directors amounted to £17,875 (2016: £7,277)
in respect of the Society’s products. The Court in Guernsey had the following transactions with Orion Insurance Management Limited,
an insurance management company that is owned by members of the Court Committee of Management:

Management fee to Orion Insurance Management Limited
Rent to Orion Insurance Management Limited

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

141
20

139
20

The Society has taken advantage of the exemption conferred by FRS 102 not to disclose transactions with members of the Group headed
by The Ancient Order of Foresters Friendly Society Limited on the grounds that those entities are controlled within that Group, and the
entities are included in consolidated financial statements. The exemption only applies to wholly owned subsidiaries.
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24. Risk Management
The key risks that the Society are exposed to and the way the Society manages them is set out as follows:
1) Insurance Risk
Insurance risk is the risk that arises from uncertainties as to the occurrence, amount and timing of insurance liabilities. Long term
insurance risk arises from mortality, morbidity, persistency and expense variances. Systems are in place to measure, monitor and mitigate
exposure to all of these risks.
The Society’s technical provisions and maturity profile as at 31 December 2017 are as follows:

Technical provisions at 31 December 2017
Long Term Business Provision
Technical provision for linked liabilities
General Business Provision
Outstanding Claims
Total

Within 1 year
£’000

1-5 years
£’000

5-10 years
£’000

Over 10 years
£’000

Total
£’000

17,466
149
3,649
2,296
23,560

24,431
654
25,085

14,078
1,217
15,295

58,330
35,861
94,191

114,305
37,881
3,649
2,296
158,131

Within 1 year
£’000

1-5 years
£’000

5-10 years
£’000

Over 10 years
£’000

Total
£’000

18,378
89
3,452
2,005
23,924

22,202
595
22,797

16,531
1,137
17,668

58,262
34,582
92,844

115,373
36,403
3,452
2,005
157,233

The table below shows the technical provisions as at 31 December 2016:

Technical provisions at 31 December 2016
Long Term Business Provision
Technical provision for linked liabilities
General Business Provision
Outstanding Claims
Total

Details of the assumptions used to calculate the technical provisions are set out in note 19.
The impact on the technical provisions to key assumptions are shown below:
2017
Assumptions

Reduction in risk-free rates by 0.5%
Increase in mortality by 10%
Increase in claims inception by 10%
Decrease in claims recovery by 10%
Increase in expenses by 10%

Change in
Technical
Provisions
£’000
2,989
252
778
242
2,409

2016

Impact in %

Change in
Technical
Provisions
£’000

Impact in %

2.0
0.2
0.5
0.2
1.6

3,281
578
504
164
2,708

2.2
0.4
0.3
0.1
1.8
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24. Risk Management – continued
2) Financial Risk
The Society is exposed to a range of financial risks through its financial assets, financial liabilities, reinsurance assets and insurance liabilities.
The most important components of this financial risk are market risks which include equity price risk, property valuation risk, interest rate risk,
currency exchange risk and credit spread risk. The Society also faces financial risks in respect of counterparty default exposures.
Each of the exposures to risk are analysed regularly to assess their likely impact and probability. The overall level of risk is assessed in the
calculation of the Society’s Solvency Capital Requirement (SCR) in accordance with the PRA Rulebook, which takes into account the correlation
of individual risks. The Board is responsible for reviewing the risks faced by the Society and approving the required level of capital to be held
against each risk element.
The assets held in the insurance funds as at 31 December 2017 split by duration are as follows:

Assets as at 31 December 2017
Land & Buildings
Equity investments
Fixed interest securities
Assets held to cover linked liabilities
Cash & Other
Total

No maturity
£’000

Within 1 year
£’000

1-5 years
£’000

5-10 years
£’000

Over 10 years
£’000

Total
£’000

8,191
31,023
35,247
4,456
78,917

2,042
28
16,298
18,368

19,896
161
5,221
25,278

38,477
2,025
40,502

22,525
420
22,945

8,191
31,023
82,940
37,881
25,975
186,010

The assets held in the insurance funds as at 31 December 2016 split by duration are as follows:

Assets as at 31 December 2016
Land & Buildings
Equity investments
Fixed interest securities
Assets held to cover linked liabilities
Cash & Other
Total

No maturity
£’000

Within 1 year
£’000

1-5 years
£’000

5-10 years
£’000

Over 10 years
£’000

Total
£’000

7,875
27,068
33,692
3,007
71,642

3,950
486
15,750
20,186

27,013
114
2,850
29,977

31,941
1,737
33,678

27,916
374
28,290

7,875
27,068
90,820
36,403
21,607
183,773

3) Market Risk

The investment strategy is kept under regular review by the
Investment Committee. The Investment Committee also monitors all
investment activity on behalf of the Board.

As at 31 December 2017, the Society held £31.0m (2016:
£27.1m) of individual equities in respect of non-linked liabilities.
This has increased by £3.9m as a result of market movements.
£16.2m of these holdings were eligible for transitional equity
stress of 27.4% reduction in value whereas the remainder had
the full equity stress of 40.9% reduction applied to them. These
stresses would lead to a 11.6% decrease (2016: 7.8% decrease)
in the Society’s surplus capital, before allowing for correlation,
as With-Profits policy asset shares would absorb a significant
part of the reduction.

(a) Equity price risk

(b) Property price risk

Holdings in equities are by their nature subject to market
movement. In order to mitigate this risk, the Society employs
Quilter Cheviot as an external investment manager. In addition,
the acceptable level of equity holdings for the Society’s WithProfit funds is governed by the Principles and Practices of
Financial Management (PPFM) for each fund.

As for equity, property holdings are by their nature subject to
market movement. In order to mitigate this risk the Society
employs Aston Rose to manage its portfolio of individual
residential and commercial properties across the UK.

Market risk is the risk that as a result of market movements the
Society may be exposed to fluctuations in the value of its assets, the
amount of its liabilities, or the income from its assets. Sources of
general market risk include movements in interest rates, equity prices
and property prices.
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As at 31 December 2017 the Society held £8.2m (2016: £7.9m)
of property in respect of non-linked liabilities. A 25% reduction in
this value would lead to a 2.6% decrease (2016: 2.4% decrease)
in the Society’s surplus capital on a Solvency II basis, before
allowing for correlation, as With-Profits policy asset shares would
absorb a significant part of the reduction.

Asset-liability matching is performed to broadly match
expected liability cash flows on a realistic basis in each fund.
However, this can never be exact due to the uncertainties
involved. The down shock on the risk-free rates would lead to
a 2.9% decrease (2016: 1.7% decrease) in the Society’s
surplus capital, before allowing for correlation.

(c) Interest rate risk

(d) Exchange rate risk

Interest rate risk exists for all assets and liabilities which are sensitive
to changes in the term structure of interest rates or interest rate
volatility. Due to the nature of the Society’s products, the long term
business funds may be impacted by these interest rate movements.

The Society has a number of directly held equity investments
in foreign currencies in With-Profits and unit-linked funds
which present a minor exchange rate risk. The Society’s
holdings shown by currencies are listed below:

Equity market values by currency

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

US Dollar
Euro
Swiss Franc
Swedish Krona
Danish Krona
Total

7,662
1,787
361
211
83
10,104

6,326
1,872
310
108
41
8,657

Exchange rate risk is not hedged and so a change in the exchange rate will lead to a corresponding change in the value of assets. A 25%
change in the exchange rate would lead to a 2.6% decrease (2016: 2.3% decrease) in the Society’s surplus capital, before allowing for
correlation, as With-Profits policy asset shares would absorb a significant part of the reduction.
(e) Credit spread risk
Credit spread risk results from the sensitivity of the value of assets and liabilities to changes in the level or volatility of credit spreads over
the risk-free interest rate term structure.
The terms of the Society’s investment mandates require an appropriate spread of holdings within specified parameters, with the majority
of assets being ‘A’ rated bonds or higher. There are also limits on the maximum exposure to any single counterparty and on the level
of exposure to lower rated bonds. This results in a relatively modest exposure to lower rated and hence more risky assets within the
investment funds. The Society considers regular reviews from the fund manager so that the risk within the funds remains appropriate.
At 31 December 2017 the Society held £93.1m (2016: £95.1m) of listed fixed interest securities. The decrease from 2016 is mainly the
result of market movements and sales and purchase of fixed securities in line with the current investment strategy. These are analysed
by credit rating below:
Credit rating
AAA
AA
A
BBB
Below BBB
Not rated

2017
£’000

2016
£’000

8,732
55,593
17,206
11,583
93,114

6,249
58,831
20,409
9,590
95,079

No financial assets are past due or impaired at the reporting date and management expects no significant losses from non-performance by
these counterparties. A widening spread on these assets would lead to a 10.0% decrease (2016: 6.9% decrease) in the Society’s surplus
capital before allowing for correlation, as With-Profits policy asset shares would absorb a significant part of the reduction.
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24. Risk Management – continued

25. Chief Actuary

4) Counterparty default risk

Mr Trevor Fannin of Willis Towers Watson held the WithProfits Actuary and Chief Actuary role until 31 October 2017.
In accordance with section 77 of the Friendly Societies Act 1992
the Society has requested Mr Fannin to provide certain particulars
and they have confirmed the following information:

Counterparty default risk is the risk of loss incurred by the Society if
a counterparty fails to perform its contractual obligations, including
failure to perform them in a timely manner.
The Society’s exposures are mostly in respect of debtors, but also
the £21.5m of cash balances held in respect of the long term
insurance funds at 31 December 2017 (2016: £18.6m). The cash
deposits are spread between Royal London Cash Management,
its investment manager Quilter Cheviot and over a number of high
street banks and building societies.
The Society has a low level of exposure to reinsurers and this is
declining with the maturity of the portfolios. There are not therefore
any specific actions envisaged to manage reinsurer default risk.
Counterparty default stress would lead to a 8.5% decrease (2016:
6.7% decrease) in the Society’s surplus capital, before allowing
for correlation, as With-Profits policy asset shares would absorb a
significant part of the reduction.

Mr James Joiner was appointed Chief Actuary of the Society
on 1 November 2017.

5) Liquidity risk

27. Approval of financial statements

Liquidity risk is that of not having sufficient liquid resources to meet
changing market conditions and being unable to meet obligations
as they fall due, or being able to secure them only at excessive
cost. Liquidity is required to honour all cashflow commitments,
both on and off balance sheet, and these are generally met through
cashflows supplemented by assets readily convertible to cash.
The management of liquidity is consistent with the economic
capital, regulatory and operational needs across the Society. The
Board is responsible for defining the risk appetite and monitoring
liquidity risk exposure. Liquidity risk oversight is performed by
the Investment Committee. The Investment Committee sets and
monitors appropriate asset ranges bearing in mind the liquidity
needs for each fund.
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That neither Mr Fannin or his family were members of the Society
throughout the year; neither Mr Fannin, or his family, have any
pecuniary interests in the Society; and the aggregate amount of
fees paid to Willis Towers Watson in 2017 were £288,000
(2016: £224,000) exclusive of Value Added Tax.

26. Creditor payment policy
The Society’s policy is to settle creditors within the credit terms
specified, unless the transaction is subject to dispute.

These financial statements were approved by the Board on
5 April 2018.
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AGM

Annual General Meeting

KRI

Key Risk Indicator

AOF Scheme

The Ancient Order of Foresters 1978 Retirement & Death
Benefit Scheme

Leek

Leek Assurance Collecting Society Limited (transferred
to the Society on 31 December 2005)

AP

Annual Premiums

LISA

Lifetime Individual Savings Account

API

Annualised Premium Income

LTB

Long Term Business

APE

Annual Premium Equivalent (representing annualised
new regular premiums plus 10% of single premiums)

LTBP

Long Term Business Provision

MCR

Minimum Capital Requirement

BEL

Best Estimate Liability

MVR

Market Value Reduction

BRCC

Business Risk and Compliance Committee

NED

Non-Executive Director

CIF

Court Investment Fund

NISA

New Individual Savings Account

CRF

Court Reserve Fund

NP

Non-Profit

DAC

Deferred Acquisition Costs

OIF

Order Insurance Fund

DBF

Discretionary Benefit Fund

ORSA

Own Risk and Solvency Assessment

ECB

European Central Bank

PEF

Pure Endowment Fund

EIOPA

European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority

POIS

Post Office Insurance Society

FCA

Financial Conduct Authority

PPFM

Principles and Practices of Financial Management

FFA

Fund for Future Appropriations

PRA

Prudential Regulation Authority

Foresters

The Ancient Order of Foresters Friendly Society Limited

PRIIPs

Packaged Retail Insurance-based Investment Products

FRS

Financial Reporting Standard

PVIF

Purchased Value of In-force Business

GAAP

Generally Accepted Accounting Practice

RCSA

Risk and Control Assessment

GAO

Guaranteed Annuity Option

S&D

Sick & Death Fund

GBF

Group Business Fund

SCR

Solvency Capital Requirement

GCF

Group Capital Fund

SFCR

Solvency and Financial Condition report

GDPR

General Data Protection Regulation

SID

Senior Independent Director

GRF

General Reserve Fund

Society

The Ancient Order of Foresters Friendly Society Limited

HCR

High Chief Ranger

STRGL

Statement of Total Recognised Gains and Losses

HMRC

HM Revenue and Customs

TCF

Treating Customers Fairly

IBNR

Incurred But Not Reported

IDD

Insurance Distribution Directive

Tunstall

Tunstall Assurance Friendly Society Limited (transferred
to the Society on 31 December 2003)

IFA

Independent Financial Adviser

JISA

Junior Individual Savings Account

Tunstall
scheme

The Tunstall and District Assurance Collecting Society
Staff Superannuation Fund Scheme

KID

Key Information Document

WP

With-Profits

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

WPA

With-Profits Actuary
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Society Information
Foresters Friendly Society (the Society) is the trading name of The Ancient Order of Foresters Friendly Society Limited.
The Society is registered and incorporated under the Friendly Societies Act 1992, registered number 511F.
The Society’s registered office is 29 – 33 Shirley Road, Southampton, SO15 3EW.

t: 02380 229655 e: mail@forestersfriendlysociety.co.uk
w: www.forestersfriendlysociety.co.uk
The Society is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Aurhority (PRA) and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and the Prudential
Regulation Authority (PRA) registration number 110029. The Society is a member of the Association of Financial Mutuals (AFM).
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